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ABSTRACT 
. AN EXPLORATION OF INTEGRATING 
THE COMPUTER INTO THE ART ROOM: CURRICULUM 
DEVELOPMENT AND TEACHER TRAINING 
FEBRUARY 1, 1994 
BARBARA K. KEIM, BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, ITHACA COLLEGE, 
MASTERS IN TEACHING ART, RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN 
MASTERS IN FINE ART, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Doris J. Shallcross 
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore the integration of the computer into 
the art classroom with specific intent to provide teacher training and to determine the need 
for standards in curriculum development. 
The following questions will be addressed: What (if any) direction should be 
followed to implement a systematic curriculum methodology for computer graphics? 
What are we currently doing to meet this need? How are we training our art educators to 
integrate the computer for art and design, and what do these teachers need in the way of 
background? What considerations become relevant to the classroom art teacher in the 
logistical procedures of setting up labs or utilizing pre-existing labs in a school district? 
The conclusions of this study, were based on results from both qualitative and 
quantitative investigations. The quantitative results were obtained by sending out close- 
ended questionnaires for self-completion, by mail. The sample included 276 public 
school districts. The demographic results reviewed include statistical data which is 
displayed in chart and graphed formats. The qualitative results were obtained by creating 
and then implementing a teacher training tutorial program for 10 teachers in respective 
school districts. The results of pre- and post-assessment questionnaires were evaluated 
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regarding each teacher’s documented variances in attitudes, performances, acquired 
skills, knowledge, and opinions. 
While carrying out part two of the study, I intended to promote literacy, 
awareness, and understanding to the participating art teachers on the potential usage of the 
computer for art in the art classroom. If teachers have a stronger foundation and 
confidence in this area, they will more effectively integrate this tool into the art 
curriculum. Such grounding will hopefully give students in art the opportunity to use 
computers more efficiently and, it will create an awareness of the inherent possibilities 
this tool offers at an early stage. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
“A computer cannot create art by itself any more than a paintbrush can 
produce the Mona Lisa. Computer art, like all art, is a product of the 
human mind.” (Prueitt, 1984) 
The computer as a tool is becoming an almost commonplace commodity in a 
contemporary design setting. This so-called tool seems to have some far-reaching effects 
on the design industry. In both the creative process and production, a computer 
undoubtedly affects the way in which an artist can work. Time, energy, and resources are 
obviously saved. The interactivity and duplicity functions enhance conceptualization and 
experimentation. Three-dimensional simulation is yet another area where the computer 
provides visual avenue of possibilities for the contemporary designer. The benefits of 
computer use are of course accompanied by varied negatives as well. John Bonner used a 
Genigraphics computer graphics system for the creation of a cover of a recent “HOW” 
magazine. In an article in the issue John states: 
“Computers can force people into specific design decisions, because 
computers perform certain tasks very easily and well. The computer has made 
design accessible for the first time to people who can’t draw and have nothing 
visually to say, which is why computer design suffers from the reputation of 
tending toward the same universal look. It is the artist who gives the computer 
authority as a visual medium by using it as both a design and illustration tool.” 
(Bonner, 1988) 
At this point graphic design programs in colleges as well as in some public 
schools are considering the potential of the computer as a tool seriously, and they are 
integrating it into classes. The first substantial appearance of the computer into art 
programs was in the graphic design area, and then it gradually made its way into fine art 
areas such as foundations and even color theory. 
The complexity and nature of this tool demand greater consideration than an 
ordinary traditional tool such as a T-square. Issues on ergonomics, equipment selection, 
work station networking, and software selection are some of the areas educators must 
now deal with. Teacher training and faculty recruitment have become necessary as well 
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as a need to re-evaluate past curriculum in order to determine how, why, and where 
computers will fit into design and art education. New philosophical issues are emerging 
with new technology. Areas like ethics, in terms of copyrighting, and the increasingly 
better quality of photo-manipulation techniques now confront artists and educators. 
The point has been repeatedly made by various educators, designers, and artists 
that the computer is merely a tool. It is important to realize how unique this tool is. The 
computer has a potential unlike any other tool ever used historically. The computer has 
been compared to the printing press and the publishing revolution. Analogies also 
between the computer, to the camera and photography as art are also apt. A few liken the 
computer to an airbrush. The awesome capacities of real time animation, virtual reality 
or multi-media push the computer far beyond the printing press, camera, airbrush or any 
other art tool. 
Problem solving and creating on a computer and creating are not linear, step-by- 
step as in traditional reading, writing, and artithmetic. The ideas and creations come in an 
overlapping fashion within a multi-dimensional space. This new form of problem solving 
and creating art has evolved. Time and space are now manipulated by an artist. There 
are many who feel that computer art is not art. According to Naim Jun Paike in an 
interview with the New York Times. “Is it art? Ten years ago people asked, can video be 
an art form? It depends on who does it. Art is what artists do.” (Paike, 1984) 
In the New York Times Spring 1993 review of computers, readers were requested 
to write in their thoughts about what computing will be like in the year 2001. The 
following response addresses education and seems to be quite conceivable since much of 
this technology is currently in the works: 
“Interactive Textbooks and a Common Language -1 think the future is 
dynamic for microcomputer users. I believe that you’ll see more stand alone 
input devices. With the advent of fiber optic telephone wire, digital 
communications using a modified T.V. and an external keyboard is not too far 
away. The keyboard could be a small one; the input on the keyboard, they point it 
at the T.V., like infrared remote control, and download the message to the T.V. 
The system won’t be infrared, however, but a small microwave transmitter. This 
could easily be adapted for mobile use. 
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“PC’s, however, will still be the main sources of true computing and 
graphics manipulation. I expect virtual reality to be a large market for 
entertainment in the future, but the problem with it is that it is totally visually 
oriented. People who have visual impairments obviously can’t access visually 
oriented technology. 
“Multimedia offers some interesting challenges as well as benefits. 
Educational software and CD-ROMS will eventually take hold and become the 
biggest input to modem education since 16 mm films. The possibilities are the 
bounds of the imagination. Encyclopedias on CD-ROM are hot sellers, but 
imagine an entire interactive textbook. Why read about Washington crossing the 
Delaware when you can see it, hear it and - upon entering your name as a student - 
become a part of history. A lot could be done in education in this area. 
“I also believe that PC’s will become smaller in size and faster. And yes 
there will finally be an integrated language that will make systems compatible 
with each other. There will still be the same old systems out there, but a translator 
program could be the necessary interface for success.” (Wallace, 1992) 
The computer is emerging as a standard tool in design disciplines, and the manner in 
which artists think, work and communicate is being redefined, and education has begun 
to reflect this. 
Where will computer use in art lead us? It is apparent that computers are here to 
stay and they will evolve in their sophistication and application for many areas of 
education including art. The Multi-media and kinetic areas will be of great interest and 
will open up more possibilities for all artists. It will be interesting to observe how 
traditional methods may be enhanced in the planning or experimental stages with 
computer usage. As new technological media develops, new ways of communication and 
creating will follow. We must approach the future with optimism but also with care. 
"We do not fully know how effectively computers can be used for art 
instruction or as a new artistic process. If we focus on the medium , as so many 
teachers now do, (Today, class, we are doing paper-mache' ),then we are right in 
fearing the computer in the classroom. If this happens we will have lost our 
greatest gift, the essential thing we have to teach. We will have lost the artistic 
process - a way of knowing ourselves, our world, and a way of shaping and 
responding to it." (Saskowsky, 1986) 
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Statement of the problem 
I have been professionally involved in teaching and designing in the area of 
computer graphics for over ten years. I have worked extensively in school districts at the 
primary, secondary, and collegiate levels. I have noticed a vast discrepancy among 
school districts in providing the computer as a tool for art and design. In the state of 
Massachusetts, as well as in other areas in the U.S., the tremendous budget cuts have 
severed the hopes of adding computers and software to many schools. The art 
departments are the least likely to receive allocations for computers and equipment in 
general. Many art departments are cutting back staff, courses and, in some cases, they are 
being eradicated entirely. Gifted as well as vocational track students in art may be 
missing out on the early influence the computer as a tool provides for career goals and 
skills becoming acquired in the next decade. The minority and disadvantaged students, of 
course, are hit the hardest in this respect. 
More than 6,000 designers, art and creative directors were polled concerning 
current and projected computer use. Among the respondents 68% stated that they 
currently use computers in their business, while another 26% indicated goals to purchase 
a computer system within the year. That will leave a mere 6% of all design shops 
without computer capability, according to a survey conducted by CMC of Norwalk, CT. 
Therefore it is imperative that our art students receive computer education in a 
comprehensive and effective manner. 
As I have found in my own research and consulting, the computer has infiltrated 
the design industry with a fast and furious impact in the past 3 years. In addition, the 
Occupational Outlook Handbook Quarterly indicates that graphic artists occupations will 
grow faster than average for all occupations through the year 2000. The handbook claims 
that the demand for the work of these artists will be as producers of information and 
services put special emphasis on visual appeal in product design, advertising, marketing, 
and television. Further competition in these areas will be fierce. The supply of those 
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seeking entry exceeds requirements and will continue to exceed requirements. Ironically, 
despite the projected employment growth, our students and teachers are apparently 
lacking in the basics at present. 
According to my research and literature reviews, our students are much less 
prepared for and exposed to the computer as an art tool, than we’d expect. The art 
teachers I worked with showed a strong need and desire for training, exposure, equipment 
and, as always, budget increases. When comparing our public schools on an international 
level, we are lagging behind in what promises to be a high tech renaissance in the coming 
decade. 
Purpose of the study 
The purpose of this study is to promote literacy, awareness, and understanding to 
art teachers on the potential usage of the computer in the art classroom. If teachers have 
the foundation and confidence behind them, they will be able to integrate the tool into the 
art curriculum effectively. 
A problem I encountered frequently when consulting and teaching in grant 
situations, is that many art teachers feel particularly intimidated and insecure when using 
computers initially. I observed and documented strong reluctance and even resistance by 
art teachers in attempting to utilize a computer as a potential art tool. 
Some of my past research findings indicated that these teachers were intimidated, 
felt that this was an area relegated to math and science “types,” and they were especially 
concerned about looking foolish or incompetent in front of students who had more 
computer experiences that they did. 
For this project I developed a tutorial package which I made accessible to a 
selected sample population of art teachers in public schools grades K - 12. These 
teachers used this very detailed yet simple-to-understand manual, workbook, disc, and 
videocassette to bring them from the ground up in understanding computer graphics. 
With the essential usage of equipment and software, this package is be suitable for the 
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novice. The package also contains an introductory curriculum case study which will 
includes class lessons created on discs for the teacher/leamer to try. 
The chosen teacher group was interviewed in person and also filled out pre/post¬ 
questionnaires to reveal their knowledge and attitudes about computers in art/design. A 
follow-up observation was carried out to identify the benefits and disadvantages art 
teachers become aware of when integrating the computer into a unit of study in their 
chosen selected area with the students. The art students involved were also given 
pre/post-interviews to establish what influence (if any) the computer as a tool brings to art 
and design. 
It is my goal to create a student body for the career openings in the future. This 
objective cannot be accomplished without first providing the teachers in our schools with 
the foundations they need to make this happen. I hope that if this project is successful on 
a sample population, then this study could be circulated nationally to all school districts 
with financial support; especially to those students, minorities, and females who have 
been less likely to succeed in computer and technology-based study in the past. 
The significance of the study 
The significance of this study experience is to begin to form a greater awareness 
on the part of the art teacher at the secondary level using a computer for design. 
Ultimately, it will be important to encourage the development of a curriculum model for 
potential integration of the computer. It is important to make teachers aware quickly of 
how volatile and important this tool is, and how it will affect our students’ careers and 
goals. 
Who will be affected directly by this study? The 10 art teachers selected to utilize 
my tutorial program and their 200 students. The 276 art teacher respondents who 
received copies of the results of my quantitative and qualitative data. This study will also 
be relevant to all current art teachers, aspiring student art teachers, department chairs, 
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collegiate art education programs, art education researchers and organizations, and the 
education field at large. 
Design Methodology 
This study combined two methods of research: qualitative and quantitative. 
1.) Qualitative - This portion of the study involved the creation of a model tutorial 
package which was made available to 10 art teachers randomly selected throughout 
western Massachusetts. These participating teachers worked independently, at their own 
pace, following the highly structured handbook for guidance. I met with the participating 
instructors for 3 - 5 scheduled sessions, along with some added sessions at their request. 
When we initially met, I set up the work station, gave out the package materials, and 
described the procedures involved. The teachers were asked to fill out the pre-assessment 
questionnaire and return to me before our next meeting. At our second meeting I began 
the demonstrations and answered questions from textbook readings and video viewings. 
The teachers were introduced to the workbook assignments at this point. After three 
weeks of videos, textbook, glossary terms, and workbook experiences, the teachers were 
requested to do one lesson with their selected class. During the third meeting the teachers 
discussed the class experience and completed the post-assessment questionnaires. Each 
teacher in each school district took approximately one month to perform the tutorial 
module. 
The instructional package was designed in four steps or modules: I created eight 
separate packages, so that all teachers could use their own packages simultaneously. 
The modules consisted of the following four steps: 
Module 1 - Provides history and overview of corpputer graphics development and 
future applications. 
Module II - Training package. Basic computer skills development and technical 
understanding of computer concepts in a generic environment. 
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Module ID - Applications Module. Implementation of the use of the computer in 
classroom situations. Appended exercises and lesson plans. 
Module IV - Resources. Seminars or T.V. satellite program, discussion groups, 
used in conjunction with the individual training programs. 
A cardboard stock poster page illustrates for the user what was incorporated into 
the package. The package is very user friendly and has coherent step-by-step 
instructions. 
The tutorial package, which is included for examination along with this 
dissertation, it is too bulky to include in the appendices, contains the following 
components: 
1. ) The Pamphlet One full-color page on how to use this package. 
2. ) The Glossary One 30-paged, black-and-white booklet of 
illustrated computer graphics terms. 
3. ) The Videocassette This videocassette contains three excerpts of 
copy-righted footage. 
1. “Computer Magic” - A 60 minute, high quality 
production which is entertaining and informative in 
providing an historical and aesthetic account of 
computers and art. 
2. “How Computers Work” - 30 minutes. Created 
by the computer museum in Boston, gives an easily 
understood selection on the technical aspects of 
computer fundamentals. 
3 “Macintosh the Basics Part I” - 60 minutes. A 
skills oriented training program on how to use a 
Macintosh computer. Created by Mac Academy in 
CA. 
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These three videotaped selections cover a tremendous amount of ground in 
an effective and entertaining manner. 
4.) The Textbook This bound, 83 paged original textbook was created 
5.) The Workbook 
as the written supplement for necessary information. 
A disc is included on the last page of each copy 
which contains samples of the Tutorial Exercises 
chapter of this book. 
This 53 paged, bound workbook was created as the 
reference guide for 10 sample lesson plans to be 
used by the teachers involved. A disc is included on 
the last page of each copy which contains samples 
of the 10 lesson plans in the book. 
6.) Audio Cassettes Features some philosophical subject matter on 
computer graphics-by a panel of the CAA 
convention. 
7.i Business Card A business card with “help;” includes my phone 
number for hot-line questions. 
8.i Questionnaires Pre- and post-questionnaires used to evaluate the 
training model and to acquire other information 
regarding teachers’ attitudes, opinions, and 
knowledge. 
In this qualitative portion of the study, the teachers filled out mainly open-ended and 
multiple choice questions in pre- and post-questionnaires. Both questionnaires consisted 
of 28 questions of particular importance. The teachers were asked how they would rate 
their own computer literacy. Attitude questions on the computer along with curriculum 
and student needs were covered. 
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The 10 questionnaires’ results, pre and post, were tabulated by hand and were 
evaluated in the non-statistical manner, due to the qualitative nature of the research. The 
results are discussed in detail in the design and methodology chapter of this dissertation. 
2.) Quantitative - In this portion of the research, I selected a population of New 
England States: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 
Vermont, and one part of New York State bordering on New England. This two-paged 
questionnaire was sent to aU art department coordinators in every school district listed in 
each state. The total number of questionnaires I sent out was 764. The total number of 
responses received were 276. I received a 36% response to my survey. Here is 
breakdown per state as follows: 
Connecticut Number Sent = 154, Responses Received = 59 (38%) 
Maine Number Sent = 145, Responses Received = 37 (25%) 
Massachusetts Number Sent = 231, Responses Received = 86 (37%) 
New Hampshire Number Sent = 54, Responses Received = 26 (48%) 
New York/NE Border Number Sent = 86, Responses Received = 36 (41%) 
Vermont Number Sent = 58, Responses Received =15 (25%) 
Rhode Island Number Sent = 36, Responses Received =15 (41%) 
The questions in this survey were 6 yes/no formats, 2 questions listing equipment 
and 2 opinion questions. There were only 10 questions in total. The nature of this study 
was predominantly statistical. The data were comprised of demographics involving size 
of budget, art department, course offerings, usage of equipment per each state. The data 
were collated, tabulated, and put into chart and tabular formats for a more concise visual 
reference. The findings for this part of the research are included in the chapter on design 
methodology. The respective questions are illustrated graphically after a discussion of 
the results. 
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CHAPTER 2 
AN OVERVIEW OF CURRENT INDUSTRY 
USAGE OF THE COMPUTER 
An historical development of using the computer for design, illustration, and fine art 
Computers have been used for 25 years to help design a multitude of products for 
the automotive, architecture and electronics industries, but their influence on graphic 
design is much more recent. 1980 was the watershed year for computer graphics. Prior 
to that, research focused on the domains of math, science, engineering, and computer 
science. In 1980 the market for computer graphic products took off. Computer graphics 
systems infiltrated production/animation houses, broadcast T. V. and a variety of assorted 
businesses. At this early juncture, no art schools had considered this new tool as a 
relevant addition, but within a very short period, computer graphics made a fast and 
furious impact on art programs. 
The ACM (Association for Computing Machinery), established a special interest 
group on graphics back in 1976 which later became Siggraph. Each year an annual 
conference was held for exhibitors. The first year only ten corporations showed systems 
and services. Four years later in Seattle, 98 companies were present along with 7,000 
visitors. These conferences continued to generate interest, and by 1983 the NCGA 
(National Computer Graphics Association) was formed. At this point the conference 
attracted 35,000 visitors and became a major academic forum for topics and usage of 
computer graphics. 
Another major influence increased computer graphic interest sprang from a new 
project at the New York Institute of Technology in New York. The focus of NYIT 
research was purely for graphic usage of computer imaging. Attention was specifically 
paid to development in art and design. Topics such as how to fill banded areas with 
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color, how best to describe color to the computer, and how to simulate effects like 
watercolors or oils were studied. 
These issues and others were addressed and solved. The patented images system 
was a high level paint system design at NYIT. Later on, corporations contracted 
commercial work from NYIT and useed images in the production of new computer 
graphics work such as HBO and NBC logos. Design companies, T.V. stations, 
advertisers, and filmmakers began to notice what computers could do. The NYIT 
research culminated in marketing the images paint system commercially. NYIT had 
designed a very user friendly system which enabled designers (instead of programmers) 
to utilize computers for design. Consequently, many designers previously unfamiliar 
with computer graphics techniques were now able to experiment with the “new medium.” 
By 1984 research in computer graphics enabled photographic matching to become 
a reality. Photographs could now be simulated so accurately by the computer, it became 
almost impossible to tell which image was the original. 
From this point on, technology made phenomenal strides. Businesses, 
manufacturers, and entrepreneurs saw the obvious marketing potential in this emerging 
field. Photographic vendors and film producers became interested in providing new 
related product lines such as film recorders, image capture systems, and even floppy 
discs. 
The personal computer companies competed more aggressively in research and 
development to enhance computer hardware and peripherals. Software programmers 
began to create and improve graphic programs which could simulate capabilities of the 
high level computer graphics counterparts. 
As the Apple and IBM wars raged on in the personal computer world, other 
unexpected companies jumped into the computer graphics market. AT&T developed the 
Targa Graphics System while experimenting on imaging for telephone applications. 
Filmmaker and special effects production companies bought, leased, or rented computer 
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paint systems for special client projects. Companies such as Robert Abel Associates and 
Cranston-Csuri Productions became renowned for their startling new use of computer¬ 
generated effects. “Tron.” the first fully computer generated animation movie, also broke 
barriers. “The Last Starfighter” again captivated greater filmmaking usage of computer 
graphics. 
Tremendously powerful and loaded computer graphics systems hit the market. 
Artronics and Genigraphics systems, which were being used at the Rochester Institute of 
Technology experimentally, were bought and used for slide presentation and T.V. 
graphics. The top of the line paintbox system was already in use at production houses 
such as Charlex in New York City, or T.V. stations across the country. 
Early on the Macintosh caught the interest of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, but before art applications were discovered, its use in music and 
synthesizing was investigated. Then the desktop publishing revolution was bom. Low 
level affordable page composition programs were produced. Graphic design began to be 
influenced by the developing technology. The relationship of computers and graphic 
design became a reality. 
The current usage and applications the computer offers for artists 
The inherent characteristics of a computer offers an expanded spectrum of 
creativity for the artist and designer. When the computer is used as a tool in the creative 
process, its unique personality and capabilities must be understood by the artist for 
optimum performance. It should not be perceived as a paintbrush or pencil, because it is 
unique and a medium with its own potential features as well as limitations. As Joan 
Truckenbrod concludes: 
“Creative thinking and imagination are the critical components in 
developing the potential of this new medium. Computing systems provide a 
multiplicity of interactive options that artists use to create layers of ideas and 
events through innovative image, sound, and performance environments. 
Integrating analytical computer processing with intuitive creative thinking 
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expands the scope of artistic expression, propelling artists into new frontiers of 
image, sound, and performance environments.” (Truckenbrod, 1991) 
In comparison with more traditional art tools like an airbrush, the computer differs 
greatly in that it is a multi-dimensional medium, involving the use of static and/or kinetic 
imaging, sound, and environment. Dealing with real time stimulates a new type of 
graphic expression, and since society is being altered by new technology, the role of the 
graphic designer will also be altered. 
A primarily two-dimensional audience will develop and adapt tastes for a new 
visual framework of action-oriented processes. New visual communications, problems 
with communication, video-based systems, cable, teletext, and messaging will require the 
ability of a designer to organize visual elements in a more kinetic arena. 
The overlap of photography, video, and computer graphics now confronts 
designers of the 1990’s. The new designer will need a wider based repertoire in multi¬ 
dimensional imaging tools, and he/she will also need to become technically literate and 
versatile in efforts to design effectively for what the future will bring. 
Computer Graphics systems 
The cathode ray tube (CRT) dictated the development of computer graphics. 
There are two main types of displays which are based on the old CRT, they are vector and 
raster display systems. 
A vector display draws lines by controlling a beam of electrons and “writing” the 
image on the screen. The random-scan display connects endpoints whose coordinates are 
stored in the computer and presented as a display file. 
A raster display is quite different. Similar to a home T.V., it displays raster 
(parallel array) horizontal lines into which picture information is used. Instead of the 
vector technique of drawing a shape directly by moving from one coordinate to another, 
the electron beam now draws a regular pattern of lines, starting at the top of the screen 
and working its way down to the bottom. As the beam draws one horizontal line, it 
illuminates tiny dots of phosphor on the screen. A group of these dots make up a single 
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pixel (picture element), the smallest accessible unit of a raster display. Raster monitors 
differ from home T.V. in two ways: 1.) They’re simpler without all the circuitry for 
decoding a broadcast T.V. signal; 2.) Instead of displaying the 525 lines of American 
T.V. (NTSC) or even the 625 lines of European T.V. (PAL), the computer graphics raster 
monitor has over 1000 lines. A typical display of 1280 x 1024 pixels contains well over a 
million points with which to represent the image on the screen. 
Other display systems include (DVST) Direct View Storage, (LCD) Liquid 
Crystal Display, Flat Screen CRT, and Plasma Panel Displays. Generally speaking, 
vector and raster systems will continue as the industry standard for several years. Along 
with an electronic display device, a host computer display processor, and input and output 
devices are necessary. The majority of systems are interactive in their designs. The 
current computer graphics systems we use are interactive. The idea of this type of 
interacting was pioneered in 1963 by Ivan Sutherland, with the sketch pad. Currently 
most interaction is achieved by touch devices, although voice activation is the next phase 
to be integrated into office and home computer environments. 
Interactive and Passive systems 
Each phase of interactive processing gives feedback to the user. When the screen 
cursor moves in response to the artist’s hand, the movements are the computer’s first task. 
By making lots of calculations quickly, the computer becomes the designer’s slave. 
Whether you’re viewing, editing, or storing a picture the system is allowing you to 
interact by its waiting and complying stages. 
Consider the simple actions involved in creating a circle. The interactivity lets the 
designer put down shapes as desired. A circle requires hundreds of calculations for its 
creation. When the user selects circle from the shape selection of the menu, the computer 
must call up the specific programming routines. The user then proceeds by placing the 
pen on the tablet for location and circle center, and moves the stylus in or out to size. 
After the user defines the location and radius, a press down movement indicates a finish, 
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and it automatically switches on the “inking” part of the circle routine. The computer has 
not only drawn a circle, but it knows what it has drawn and can now treat this circle as a 
discrete object. This shape can then be repeated, enlarged, reduced, cut, pasted, copied, 
as many times as requested. 
An advantage of non-interactive graphics is that it enables a picture to have the 
highest possible quality, since the processing power is not being used for interacting. 
Whenever an electronic image is translated to permanent output (such as on a film 
recorder or printout) it becomes non-interactive. 
The Electronic Work Station and Imaging Studio 
Most interaction as formerly discussed is established with touch devices. Word 
processing only requirs a keyboard, but computer graphics requires a more custom 
tailored option for input. The basic components in the multidimensional process include: 
input, processing, and output. 
A.) Input Devices -There are four basic types of input devices for the designer: 
1. Kevboard-used to input data and instructions. 
2. Visual Optical- digitizers and optical scanners. 
3. Hand-digitizing tablet using stylus, pressure-sensitive tables, mouse 
devices or pucks, light pens, three-dimensional digitizers, and pressure 
sensitive display screens. 
4. Environment Sensing-sensing devices that capture voice, sound, light 
patterns, distances and movement. 
The Keyboard is the most familiar computer input device. Most graphics systems 
require a keyboard, since program instructions are not always entered by graphics menu 
options. 
Visual Optical input involves the use of video cameras or videotape players 
interfaced to the computer. Artists can work with high resolution imaging, and scanning 
that can be done in black-and-white or color. 
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Hand input devices are hand-held items including mouse devices, pucks, light 
pens, digitizing tablets, and trackballs. These instruments provide X/Y coordinate 
location in a two dimensional plane for the computer to track electronically. 
Environmental Sensing is the newest wave of inputting by being able to interface 
by voice, touch, or proximity to initiate commands. 
B.) PROCESSING - After images have been inputted the processing phase is next. 
An image can be created within a paint or draw program, or it can originate from a video 
source or even a click art source (digital equivalent to clip art). 
The processing of elements would be relative to the quality level of the software 
being used. Sophisticated software is capable of incredible things. The following 
description reflects mid-range PC systems. 
I. Basic Functions bv Modes 
PAINT - By selecting from a palette of assorted brushes, the artist paints with a 
stylus. If none of the standard brushes are suitable, a custom made brush can be designed 
and stored for future use as a brush. 
ERASE - By drawing with a background color, an erasure is accomplished. A 
chosen item can also be deleted by selecting an erase icon and rubbing over a desired 
area. 
DRAW - The typical method is either by selecting the freehand icon (usually a 
pencil) and sketching. In addition drawing can occur in linear quality by the rubber band 
method as seen in line mode. A line is fixed to an anchored point and then stretched to 
any destination sequentially. 
FILL - Filling a pre-bound area with a color or texture is achieved by selecting a 
fill color or texture and designating the area to be filled. 
SHAPE - Circles, ellipses, squares and rectangles can be created by choosing a 
comer or center and dragging pen or mouse up or down to adjust size and radius. 
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LINE - As a separate unit a line may be drawn by picking a starting and end 
placement Lines can be selected in varying widths and can be connected to build 
geometric shapes. 
TEXTURE/PAT1ERN/COLOR - Pre-designed textures, patterns, and colors can 
be chosen to use for painting or filling processes. There are many more functions 
available on even a lowest end software but the aforementioned is an overview of the 
very basic functions current programs provide. 
II. Variations of a Subject 
Any pre-made or imported graphic or text can be manipulated. Systems will vary 
on how many diverse effects are available. Some of the more typical ones are: 
1. ) Wrinkle, fold, bend, tear, crumple, warp, and fracture. These effects are literal 
in what they do to a chosen image. When a designated image is selected, the computer 
will perform whatever variation is requested to simulate the aforementioned effects. 
2. ) Removal, dissection and movement. Any selected graphic element can be cut, 
copied, pasted, moved, erased, cropped, or scaled by selecting the item and the desired 
function in this category. 
3. ) Spatial Effects. An image or parts of an image can also be manipulated in 
these spatial categories: stretching, smearing, compressing, elasticity, masking, 
undulating, multiplying, mirroring, zoomed, contoured, contrasted, transformed, 
shadowed, perspective, rotation, and reflected. 
4. ) Special technique and media effects. On higher resolution systems, with 
sophisticated software these and many more effects are available, in color, monochrome, 
and black-and-white. Chrome, airbrush, watercolor, crayon, pencil, oils, texturizing, edge 
tracing, gleam, glo, glitter, kaleidoscope, split, etched, scraping, woodgrain, and metal are 
some of the available options. 
5. ) Color special effects and features. On color systems, the current paint 
softwares enable the following: 
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Color composition - Colors can be made from scratch by using different 
chart formats. By selecting from the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) colors from light in 
additive color theory and HSI (Hue, Saturation, and Intensity) characteristics of a 
hue, a color can be created and stored along with a complete palette of up to 
approximately 300 colors. 
Palettes - Also hundreds or thousands of palettes, each having 300 or more 
colors, are able to also be stored; along with pre-made palettes the system 
software would provide. Most high-end systems can display 25 million colors, 
however, the human eye can only detect 10 million of those. 
Shading - Varied shading abilities enables a designer to create shade tones 
in, on, or around an object to enhance three-dimensional quality of renderings. 
Other techniques available - In addition, the ability to simulate certain 
paint qualities exists for watercolor, oil, or airbrush effect. The ability to generate 
shading, gradation, and blending is also a given. Transparency, translucency, 
opacity, and diffusion are just some of the abilities in methods available. Color 
cycling for animation graphics enables the designer to set up color locations for 
objects to be revealed for motion effects seen in many television spots. 
C.) OUTPUT - Artists propel images out of the computer through various output 
devices depending on the purpose of the given job. The following are contemporary 
output devices: black-and-white printer, impact printers, laser printer, video display, 
video disc, film recorder, device controller, robot/turtle, speech synthesizer, video printer, 
color printer, thermal printer, inkjet printer, videotape, typesetter, pen plotter, computer 
controlled loom, music synthesizer, and kinetic sculpture. For the graphic designer the 
most likely choices for output might be, laser printer, film recorder, videotape, and 
typesetter. 
Laser printer - The laser printer minimizes the linear and textural quality nature of 
a dot matrix printer. However, the range of quality among even laser printers is variable. 
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The affordable 300 DPI (dots per inch) lasers would not be suitable for most higher 
quality professional endeavors. 
Film recorders - Slides, prints, in color or black-and-white, are created using a 
film recorder. Photographs taken directly from the monitor with a regular camera 
produce a low-quality look. Film recorders eliminate the horizontal lines creating solid, 
smooth areas of color. The software used with the film recorder attempts to minimize the 
graininess of low resolution images by smoothing out the edges and creating the visual 
appearance of higher resolution. Price and quality are related for film recorders as with 
all other equipment. 
Video and video printers - Video printers can capture an image displayed on a 
video screen. High quality video printers create photographic quality images. Any image 
carried on a standard NTSC video signal can be printed using a video printer. 
Typesetter - Macintosh and other PC documents can be typeset using 
Compugraphic or Linotronic typesetters for higher quality results. 
Desktop Publishing 
Desktop publishing has brought the ability to do page composition, layout, and 
typesetting to the personal computer. Cost, speed, and convenience are the advantages 
presented to a potential user. With the advent of the Macintosh in 1984 and the 
LaserWriter the following year, the structure of the publishing industry became redefined. 
On the positive side faster layout creation and quick editing and resizing yielded time for 
more ideas and conceptualization. On the negative side, lower visual quality became 
possible where computers were now being manned by people without good design 
backgrounds. The recent enticement for in-house DTP centers created an assembly line 
of poor visual publications. Unfortunately, some well-intentioned business personnel 
misunderstood the DTP concept and believed somehow that the computer could replace a 
good designer. This dilemma seems to be slowly improving to a new awareness on what 
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it takes to make good design... which is a good designer, but it will depend on designers 
and art directors to help set the public straight on just what computers can and cannot do. 
Process - The desktop publishing process can be separated into three operations: 
graphics creation, text creation, and page assembly. Any manuscript must be typed in a 
word processing utility and saved. Graphics are created in paint/draw programs or 
digitized through video scanning, or they are selected from click art discs. The overall 
layout is put together in the page composition software program. At the moment, 
separate programs for graphics and word processing are more powerful, but recent 
desktop publishing programs can perform all three. Such multiplicity of function will 
naturally be preferential to users. 
Once all the elements are imported onto a page, full enhancement can be made in 
terms of viewing and editing. Desktop work stations are akin to the computer graphics 
systems depicted earlier. 
CED Systems - A Marriage of Micro-computers and Color Press. (Scitex, 
Crosfield and Hell) 
The latest trend for desktop publishing is the desktop-to-pre-press links. This is 
the translation of desktop published pages into high-end color pre-press systems, where 
they are merged with scanned color images and output to film as final composed pages. 
In 1988 Lightspeed developed a series of links which didn’t have a paramount 
impact on the market, since there were only 100 Lightspeed installations. Then 
Crosfield/Scitex came up with Visionary in 1988, but most people couldn’t use this 
system without paying a substantial software fee, otherwise their unformatted versions of 
Pagemaker, Ready, Set, Go, and Ventura Publisher were unintelligible to the systems. 
During the fall of 1988, Crosfield and Hell both announced countermoves through 
Hell’s Scriptmaster and Crosfield’s Studio Link. This time in both cases the pre-press 
facilities using the system would need to purchase a special version of Ready, Set, Go. 
Both Hell and Crosfield signed agreements with Hypen Editorial Systems, a U.K. 
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company that had developed a very fast postscript clone raster image processor (RIP). At 
the same time there was an inability to handle the Adobe system fonts. Scitex had the 
same problem with visionary, so Scitex, Crosfield and Hell licensed the fonts from 
Bitstream. Since Bitstream had only 5% of the font market share, most designers were 
already using Adobe fonts, so they would now have to make a new investment in 
Bitstream to make a new pre-press connection. 
As seen with the above CEP situation, the greatest problems in the DFTP industry 
are constant product development flux, and lack of some standardization. As the 
operating systems and the current hardware/software upgrades constantly change, so do 
the problems. Not only was the American industry fragmented, but the lack of 
standardization became an international plight. 
In the past five years the graphic arts have begun to slowly move towards some 
unification. A need for overall coordination of standards became evident to the ANSI 
Image Technology Board in 1986, when the committee for Graphic Arts Technical 
Standards was formed. In addition to coordinating the standards here, the commitee 
serves as a liaison to the International Standards Body headquarters in Berlin. 
Meanwhile, what does all this mean to the designer back at the studio? Sooner or 
later (hopefully the former) information exchange between equipment of different 
vendors and suppliers and people of varied disciplines will be at our desktop. 
Hardware and software development 
The basic PC’s haven’t changed dramatically in the past few years. One 
breakthrough which is significant, however, is the recent development enabling IBM’s to 
communicate through MS DOS conversation. 
The newest Macintoshes are significantly stealing the current desktop publishing 
market at least for the time being. The ability to install the Pantone matching system is 
making many designers sit up and take notice. Finally, software developers are 
addressing the specific wants of designers. In the newest version of Pagemaker, a page 
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composition program, the word processing program is built in, within the page layout 
utility. The newer upgrades of Adobe Illustrator and Quark Express provide an 
increasing sensitivity to kerning, leading, and general typographic quality improvements. 
Now that Lettraset has invaded desktop publishing, there should be a continued tailoring 
to graphic design needs; software and hardware are competing and improving at an 
accelerated rate. The goal to make systems user friendly is beginning to become a 
success. The possibility of voice interaction and improved digitizing quality at affordable 
prices should also upgrade the state of the art for design use. 
Television Advertising and computers as a tools 
Television has helped to pioneer many techniques of computer graphics. 
Animated informational graphics made their first debut in election broadcasts. At the 
BBC in London, computer graphics were introduced by replacing the swingometer, a 
crude device which resembles a voltmeter whose needle was deflected from side to side 
to represent voting, as it swung from one party to another. The real time imaging of the 
computer made a slick replacement of these former methods. 
KRON-TV in San Francisco was one of the first local stations to install an Aurora 
Videographics system. Techniques of computer graphics, through their use of a character 
generator, initially produced the captions on the screen. Eventually, drawing and painting 
components became available for the Chryron and others. 
Simulations found two major applications for T.V.: one was network 
identification where the logo is a hallmark and has monumental importance, and the 
second was product demonstration. In the 1980’s NBC, ABC, CBS (U.S.A.), and BBC 
(London), ITV (United Kingdom), RAI (Italy), and NHK (Japan) all commissioned the 
latest techniques in computer animation. As costs come down, more stations will use 
computer graphics for opening titles and graphic simulations. 
In advertising and T.V. the unique features of mechanical products can often be 
best illustrated with computer graphics. Additionally, for the least sophisticated type of 
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graphics, animatics are a natural for computer paint packages. Several agencies have 
experimented with this medium. 
The unique qualities the computer has to offer for design in general 
The artist can call upon routines that will manipulate and transform a previously 
created form. Of course there are older formats for kinetic art, such as film animation, 
video or even Chinese puzzles. But the computer offers the most convenient way to 
construct an image for movement or manipulation. In addition, certain of these effects 
can only be produced by a computer. Michael Collary of Cranston-Csuri Productions 
created an animation in which wine glasses transform from sherry to champagne shapes 
and back again. 
The artist plots each point for the construction of the rounder glass and selects 
appropriate highlights. This picture is saved to storage. Then the artist draws the sherry 
glass which can be made to transform from one to another fluidly on the electronic 
screen. According to film experts this could not be created by film animation or 
photography. The computer has the powerful capacity to calculate the changing shadows, 
highlights, and geometries of the glass. A new technique called morphing is now used 
commercially to transform people into other people or animals. 
Speed 
In terms of speed and accuracy, the computer is able to provide the designer with 
enhanced assistance in layout, mechanical, and separating procedure. On a more 
sophisticated system there are thousands of higher quality typefaces available. These 
type faces compare favorably to the use of dry transfer lettering which is often tedious, 
and difficult to align perfectly, and can also chip and rub off. The computer is able to 
perform the less creative tasks better. The accuracy is also a plus for drawing exact point 
sized lines, or for perfect registration. 
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Calculating and Updating 
Another characteristic indicative of the computer is the ability to quickly and 
easily generate charts, graphics, spreadsheets and data bases; especially those which 
contain great quantities of information. Though it is feasible to create computer changes 
by hand, the computer allows for speedy updating. Also, the calculation functions 
available in software make it easy to reflect last minute graphic changes. 
Simulation 
Along with interactivity, which has already been discussed, simulations intrinsic 
to the computer make it a unique possibility for design. Although previously used for 
science, engineering, medical, and business operations, graphic simulations could and 
will be used for product demonstrations providing the creative production for T.V. 
advertising as another visual avenue. 
Memory 
The memory capacity is a handy attribute which standard design tools cannot 
match. The ability to save and keep all stages of the design solution from concept to 
production is a great asset. 
Computer graphics seems to have moved from novelty to necessity. 
Ira Finklestein supports my observations; “Computerization has had a large impact on 
the design and advertising industry. We are still sorting it out. Where will it end? It 
doesn’t, it evolves.” (Finklestein, 1990) 
Designers of the nineties 
On the following pages, 28 contemporary designers are featured with their 
individual thoughts on the use of computers in design. Their comments are verbatim, so 
that this excerpt provides an unbiased account of their thoughts. The quotations were part 
of a series in Graphic Design USA Magazine. 
The designers basic attitudes run from overzealous to hostile to plain oblivious 
towards computers. It does appear that most of the designers have reckoned with the fact 
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that this tool is not going to disappear, and that they had better try to figure out how it 
might be of any benefit to them in their future. 
The broadness of the opinions probably reflects many variables among the 
designers. There may be a disadvantage in terms of exposure and literacy regarding the 
full spectrum of what computers can do. Some designers may not have a complete 
understanding of the computer as a tool. Many people have only been acquainted with 
the Macintosh. Judging one particular computer and its respective supporting software 
for design use, would be truly misleading regarding the full scope of what is theoretically 
possible. 
Unfortunately, the Mac and its software entourage were marketed too quickly and 
became mainstreamed into professional environments too soon. In turn, it confronted 
demands it was not yet developed enough to solve. The entire industry of computer 
products manufacturers was guilty of disparity between promise and performance on 
many levels. Many products were dispatched on a widespread level that really were not 
fully able to meet the specific needs of the target market. 
It has been said by a famous advertising agency giant, that nothing kills a bad 
product faster than good advertising. In an indirect sense, this was partly the case with 
Apple, Aldus, and other pioneers of desktop publishing products. It wasn’t that they were 
trying to sell “bad” products, but rather incomplete ones. Consumers (designers) were 
frustrated by what they thought they were getting and what they got. The somewhat 
deceiving advertising and marketing campaigns by Apple and the rest were tremendously 
successful. No one was more shocked than Apple (except maybe IBM) when they took 
over such a large share of the business market for desktop publishing; especially when 
one considers the IBM dominance in the past. 
The problems snowballed as softwares needed to be constantly upgraded in order 
to meet customers’ demands. Users, as a result, had to continually spend on products 
they thought they they paid for entirely. Not unlike other situations, once desktop 
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publishing and computer graphics got booming, loads of new products invaded the 
market place daily. Software developers were mimicking the high-end systems options 
and trying to provide the illusion that your $1,200.00 system could easily do what a 
higher end $300,000.00 system could do. 
Though as technology improves, price always comes down yet the gap here was 
too gigantic to bridge so swiftly. Again, there was more disappointment for users. 
Moreover many designers not previously involved with computers before were burned in 
this process ,and became sour on the medium for design. They also experienced 
psychological and emotional anxieties that came from trying to adopt a foreign 
technology into their studios in an immediate fashion. 
Computers were not affecting the design process alone. As Tony Fancher points 
out in his upcoming feature on designers, the computer in the studio also affected the 
business aspects of operations. He questions whether computers will cause faster 
production, and if they do, how much of an increase in sales would be necessary to keep 
his existing staff busy. 
It realistic terms, just the basics of setting up equipment and dealing with 
compatibilities, configurations and maintenance are issues that could have a staggering 
effect on design studios. Even a well-informed computer consultant who keeps up with 
trends and developments in such a volatile industry, faces many challenges at best. It is 
no wonder that people who were previously unlinked to technology through any prior 
connection would have difficulty in the installation stages. 
Many nightmares have occurred when the technicalities of system configuration 
and software development are not fully understood. At Bums, Connacher and Waldron, 
an oversight in technicalities occurred when they tried to prepare a standards manual for a 
15 member meeting in Toronto. At the meeting there were some last-minute changes that 
the staff in Toronto wanted to make. Because the office set up in New York was the 
same, they figured they could print them out there. When creating some portions of the 
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manual, Nat Conacher used an earlier printer version of Helvetica. A font was initialized 
to only one laser printer in the olden days of 1987, so there was no way to print out from 
any other printer. Corrections had to be typed in Toronto and faxed to New York. The 
partners in New York were in the office until 1 a.m. making corrections and printing 
them out on the only laser printer that could receive the information. At 8 a.m. the next 
morning the office manager took 20 copies of the revisions to Toronto and arrived in time 
to present at the 10:30 a.m. meeting. 
Yet it wasn’t enough to have the same configuration. They needed to have the 
same versions of the systems configuration. Even then, unexpected oversights were 
inevitable with changing technology. But after some initial start up time, BWC has built 
upon their experience with computers. They are now quick to ascertain which jobs 
should be done by computer and with which software. 
Another example involved an assignment to design a Yale University fellowship 
program’s stationery and invitations. There was already an existing logo which needed 
refinement. The client didn’t have any artwork, so it had to be redrawn. Aldus Freehand 
was used to redraw the Hebrew characters and to place the Palatino type in a circle. The 
seal took two hours, and as a result of their work, they had a saved logo to disk which can 
be electronically resized to any dimension. Aldus Freehand was also used to design the 
logo for the zoological society and for the complex drawings of buildings. 
On a job for the National Park Service in Washington, DC, BWC used their 
computers for the entire design process from concept to production for the first time. But 
Bob admits he also had gone out and bought all the pantone paper and materials he 
needed just in case the technology failed. Instead of feeling sick every time his client 
asked for changes, he felt much better about them. This makes a vast improvement over 
making mechanical revisions manually. Instead of spending three days making changes, 
he simply sent his disks to a service bureau to be set on a linotronic at high resolution. 
After this project, Bob Waldron said that the savings made him a true believer. 
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BWC has also created design projects when the final medium is in the computer 
itself. They used HyperCard for Agfa Compugraphic who was announcing new products 
for the Mac environment. BWC did a demo on the computer which was shown at the 
MacWorld Exposition. Bums says, “Now we have a portfolio of hypermedia, because of 
the initial work, we’re doing a number for very profitable jobs in a kinetic format.” 
(Bums, 1989) 
What follows are direct quotes from various designers: 
PRIMO ANGELI 
“What’s going to surface is the computer 
will be appreciated as a medium.” 
Primo Angeli tells it like it is for him in his testimonial for Time Arts. 
Primo says: “What’s going to surface is the computer will be appreciated as a 
medium - as a new way of styling design assignments. And not only will the 
computer be used as a tool to speed things up, the bottom line is that it’s going to 
give us much more time to play and use our imaginations. It won’t ever replace 
creativity but it is going to change the entire configuration of the studio. It’s also 
going to change the entire expectation out there in the marketplace. In terms of 
design in the future, I can’t pin it down yet - it’s something I can feel ...a 
combination of minimalism and classici. This combination is a culmination of 
accepted symbols and configurations that have been used on TV and computers. 
You’re going to see a mixture of classical and minimal in a way you’ve never 
seen before because of the ability of these things (the TV and computers) to do 
work faster and to be extremely complex.” (Angeli, 1990) 
RALPH FAMIGLIETTA 
“Computer paint systems have replaced 
drawing tables but not designs.” 
Ralph Famiglietta from NBC says that “Graphic Design within the 
television industry has undergone a technological renaissance during the 80’s. In 
many graphic departments around the globe, computer paint systems have 
replaced drawing tables but not designers. 
“There are those who believe that a computer is a method of 
compromising effective design and art direction. But a newly purchased 
computer and software package cannot create. 
“Simply, the computer is a wonderful new tool. Concept, basic design 
skills and production knowledge are only enhanced by the technology. The speed 
and flexibility that the computer offers to any profession is something to marvel 
about. It is vital that designers be afforded and take advantage of any opportunity 
to explore this exciting new technology. 
“Broadcast designers have the same concerns that are now being addressed 
by our design colleagues internationally. ‘Who will operate these systems?’ 
‘How will this technology change my job?’ Or better yet, ‘Will I have a job?’ are 
common questions. 
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“However, after breaking through the intimidation of the keyboard, bit 
pad, and scope, we now ask: “How did we ever meet those daily deadlines 
without these systems?” 
“As you know, America’s business climate has changed dramatically in 
the 80’s. Companies both large and small, are faced with increased competition at 
home and from abroad. Now with the survival in the 90’s as a major concern, 
‘diversify’ and ‘maximize resources’ have been added to the business vocabulary. 
“To reinforce the business community’s commitment for effective market 
position, stronger emphasis is on measurable visibility. In the 90’s design and 
graphics will play an integral part in this new strategy. Business plans will 
require increased emphasis on the newest graphic technologies and talents. Those 
of us who visualize design will continue to enhance the image of business in a 
new, creative and effective way.” (Famiglietta, 1990) 
JOEL FULLER 
“A lot of work coming off of computers 
has a sameness in look.” 
Joel Fuller owns his own design from Pinkhaus, in Miami. He observes: 
“The computer has created a kind of style-sans-substance, one of my problems 
with design is that its all looking the same. Where have all the concepts gone? 
Only a few designers like April Greiman are using the computer truly to solve 
design problems. 
“The computer is a wonderful tool. It has changed mankind. I can’t wait 
until I know how to use one the right way. But I don’t see a lot of people using it 
the way it should be used. It all depends on the particular orientation of the 
designer. You talk to some and computers are everything, but if you talk to 
Milton Glaser and Michael Vanderbyl about their computers and their mouses... 
no, they’re pencil. I think people are going to experiment with computers to a 
certain point. Then, they are going to realize., that there is something missing. A 
lot of work you see coming off of computers has a sameness in look. Of course 
so did many of the designs of the Bauhaus, but there is a difference between then 
and now. Current computer design doesn’t have integrity. Designs in the 
Bauhaus were emotional, they had meaning. A lot of today’s design strikes me as 
kind of neat, but it doesn’t move me. We are all growing and headed in a 
direction that we can’t foresee. Maybe we can create something that’s a little 
new. I have no idea what it will be. That’s the beauty of it.” (Fuller 1990) 
APRIL GREIMAN 
“You can draw on the computer. There 
are as many ways of drawing as there 
are people on the planet.” 
April Greiman, designer and author of a new book “Hybrid-Imagery” is 
particularly interested in technology and has speculated trends regarding design in 
the highly technical complex environment dawning upon us. April shares the 
following: 
“The design profession is a servant and/or translator of culture. The 
complexities represent the nature of clients and the nature of culture. But I 
believe that in the 90’s more schools are going to make the investment in these 
technologies, and make that part of their academic curriculum. It should be an 
interesting time, not necessarily for the understanding of tools, but for the 
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development of new processes and a new language. It’s too simplistic to give 
exclusive credit to technology for the evolution of a certain design trend. It 
presupposes that technology creates its own look, almost as if there is no mind 
behind the computer. This is not true. Besides the limitations of technology are 
dictated by the limitations of the user. For instance one of the prevailing 
arguments against using computers in design is that drawing with them is 
difficult. You can draw on a computer. There are as many ways of drawing as 
there are people on the planet. Natural drawing ability has little to do with 
becoming a good designer. Good design comes from the ability to think. To sit 
people down and have them do figure or object drawing doesn’t necessarily make 
them good thinkers. Some people are naturally gifted in drawing and some 
people make horrible drawings. I’ve seen both types make good and bad 
designers. The nineties will probably be a full blown exploration of the 
technologies that are currently making an impact. There is very little aesthetic in 
general regarding technology right now because these are all new technologies 
and fairly unexplored by some of the better designers.” (Greiman, 1990) 
TIM OWENS 
“The computer is a very limiting 
tool for many designers.” 
Tim Owens, is the vice-president of Rod Dyer Design Group in Los 
Angeles. He conjectures: “I’ll go out on a limb and say that there will be a bit of 
backlash against technology and all its impersonal aspects. I think there is going 
to be a return to a much simpler style - a more naturalistic approach vs. design 
springing from technology. The computer which theoretically may have nearly 
limitless possibilities - is a very limiting tool for many designers. 
“You can see where people have just been introduced to the Mac system. 
You recognize the design style. There is a certain similarity. I think that 
individual styles are going to be more dominant that the technology itself... I can 
see some of the more meaningful things being done without the aid of computer 
design.” (Ownes, 1990) 
YU-LING WANG 
“We are very good at mixing 
technologies with traditional.” 
The April 1989 cover of AMERICAN PRINTER was designed by Yu-Ling 
Wang, Senior designer at Laserscan in Boston. Yu-Ling and Gayle Rosen use the 
Quantel paintbox systems for the design production of a recent cover of a 
technology magazine. “The screen and the computer were original images. The 
rest of the objects were original creations rendered by the paintbox system; the 
bubbles, tools, disc and the rest. Thermal proofs were used for concept approval. 
Color enhancements and final film were output through Laserscan’s scitex system 
in Phoenix.” (Wang, 1990) 
Yu-Ling says she works with clients to help determine the best methods to 
produce a job. She works with them in the design studio. Yu-Ling is not a 
computer operator, but a graphic designer who uses the computer as a tool. She 
can parlay with other designers and translate their visions into paintbox imagery. 
As Yu-Ling summerizes: “LASERSCAN really understands the balance 
between conventional, traditional methods, and electronic technology. We are 
every good at mixing technologies with traditional craftsmanship to do very high 
quality work.” (Wang, 1990) 
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LASERS CAN’S Boston office, opened late in 1988. They installed the 
Quantel Paintbox in a design environment. Yu-Ling continues: “People can 
come in doing what they’ve always done, but faster. Or they can come in and do 
new things previously unavailable to them. With a process such as 
LASERSCAN’S, it is possible to maintain the integrity of both image content and 
the high quality printing process.” (Wange, 1990) The LASERSCAN approach to 
creation is a link process. The Quantel Paintbox system works hand-in-hand with 
the Scitex Response Color pre-press system, to deliver design to film service. 
Yu-Ling sees the final benefit as: “What we’re offering is consistency. 
Video work no longer needs to be recreated conventionally; the print versions can 
now be identical in style to the video version.” (Wang, 1990) 
TOBY FANGER 
CHRIS WEGMAN 
Wegman Associates, Fairfield, NJ 
“What work is best suited for computers.” 
Fanger and Wegman reflect an ambivalent attitude towards computers: 
“One is taught what to do, what to expect and what is supposed to happen, 
yet you can’t help feeling hesitant about the ‘Big Step.’ For our firm, about to 
take the plunge into computers, this most accurately describes how we feel. As 
designers, we are very excited. We can’t wait to get our hands on the thing. 
However, as businessmen it brings up a lot of issues. The simple ones being: 
- What system to purchase, and how elaborate must it be? 
- What work is best suited for computers? 
- How to best reorganize our present staff due to the shift in job functions? 
On the more complicated side: 
- What impact does the computer have on the billing structure? 
- If production is accomplished at a faster pace, how much of an increase 
in sales is needed to keep the existing staff busy? 
- What specific new capabilities do we now have in house? 
- If the same technology is available to clients and current suppliers alike, 
are we going to see a shift in the volume of work we are asked to do? And, are 
long-standing working relationships with vendors going to change into 
competitive ones? 
“Like it or not, these are the situations our industry is going to have to 
face. So what are we to do? Join hands and jump off together. Things have 
always had a way of working themselves out. In the meantime, someone is 
probably working on a computer to make sure they do.” (Fanger, 1990) 
ROBERT A. PAIGE 
The Paige Group, Utica, NY 
“If we speed everything up, 
what are we going to do 
with all the time we save?” 
Page questions: “Technologically, computers continue to improve and to 
become less difficult to work with. Computerized equipment will speed 
production and turnaround time will be in no time, flat. As in the past, those who 
resist change will be left behind. Even the simplest equipment will be geared to 
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speed up the process. It makes one wonder, ‘Where are we going?’ If we speed 
everything up, what are we going to do with all the time we save?” (Paige, 1990) 
RON KOVACH 
Mobium, Chicago, EL 
Kovach has the following reservations: “The second phase concerns the 
apparent stagnation of the computer graphics revolution. A juror at the Chicago 
show once declared the incompatibility of computers with the creative process, 
citing the narrowing of possibilities for exploration and execution. Judging from 
the entries in the Chicago show, that statement has become a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. 
“The tremendous investment by design firms in computer graphics 
generated contest finalists whose style could have represented one office (except 
for the 10% deviance)... As designers in the 1990’s mature in handling the 
computer medium, they will break away from the ‘look-alike’ pack and regain 
true control of the creative process. Today’s computer celebration “style” will 
evolve into one that uses this valuable tool more judiciously.” (Kovach, 1990) 
VINCE CARRA 
KIP REYNOLDS 
FUMI SASADA 
JACK LANDOR 
Landor Associates, San Francisco, CA 
This group predicts: “Although conveying a message through design in a 
simple, beautiful and consistent way will still be the designer’s ultimate goal, the 
creative palette will include more colors, the designer will become more sensitive 
to the marketing aspects of design and he will use a more advanced means for 
making his design happen with the aid of the computer. 
“Modem technology will gradually change the structure of the design 
industry. Computers create an opportunity for greater innovation, greater depth of 
exploration, process efficiency and access to global resources: new technology 
will not only speed the design process, but will make designing and implementing 
ideas increasingly versatile. 
“In the 1990’s, a designer will no longer be just ‘a designer,’ but a 
‘renaissance person’ as he integrates computer technology and strategy with his 
creative abilities... The designer of the future will be well-rounded in the truest 
sense. His combined use of strategy with innovation, his relationship with 
humanity and contribution to his environment will make him the first real 
renaissance person of the modem world. 
“Leonardo DaVinci would be proud.” (Landor, 1990) 
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JOHN J. SCHERLOCK 
USA Today, Washington DC 
“Kiss your pencil good-bye.” 
Scherlock conjectures: “Kiss your pencil good-bye. It’s already obsolete. 
Today’s graphic technology has advanced to a level where computers set the 
standard for quality. And, as we enter the 1990’s, the tools of technology will 
play an increasing role in the way we do business. Right now, you can sit down 
to a full-color 19-inch computer screen, knock out a visual concept, send it by 
telephone to a client’s computer anywhere in the world, get their input for 
revisions, get it back by phone and print out a color hard copy. The only reason 
you would leave your chair is to grab a cup of coffee. The only use for your 
pencil is to stir that coffee... 
“But, hold on. With all these improvements come an avalanche of tools 
with a lot of bells and whistles. Don’t be taken in by the slick promises of 
salesmen who offer packages that can do it all. No. Sir. The 1990’s will be a 
decade of specialization. Make them tailor the technology to your needs, 
increasing your capabilities as your needs change... My observations come from 
experience as a freelance designer and a graphics editor in the newspaper 
industry. In my dealings with freelance clients, I can utilize the technology 
developed for larger companies in my home design studio. Sort of a trickle-down 
theory that actually benefits the little guy! At the corporate level, USA Today is a 
high-tech proving ground for new advances in printing technology. In 7 years of 
publication, I have witnessed improved color scanning, full-page, full-color 
pagination, computer-generated infographics, laser printers, electronic darkrooms, 
computer graphics networking nationwide and satellite-transmitted negatives to 
print sites around the world. All of these changes came from vendors who were 
sensitive to our needs and developed systems to accommodate us... 
“The changes to come in the 1990’s will not be decided by computer 
companies or phone companies that we rely on for services—they will be decided 
by you. Technology, designed to suit your production needs, your cost 
limitations, your manpower will grow to fruition in the next ten years. Good tools 
are out there. Are better tools yet to come? You decide. And use a spoon to stir 
your coffee.” (Scherlock, 1990) 
LINDA STILLMAN 
Linda Stillman Inc., New York, NY 
Stillman surmises: “As I see it, computers are creating wonderful 
opportunities and new challenges in the entire graphic arts industry. Traditional 
ways of designing are changing as are the ways we run our businesses. With the 
help of new computer systems, graphic designers are increasingly able to handle 
more aspects of production. Color comping, type generating, retouching and 
color separating will be done increasingly in the studio. As a result, staffing 
needs and the way jobs are billed will change. Designs will become more 
complex because of the ease of manipulating many elements on the computer. 
However, I believe there will be a reaction to all these computer-generated images 
and hand-crafted design will be treated with greater respect. 
“Clients who are becoming more comfortable with computers are careful 
with their budgets will probably decide to do their own designing on their desktop 
computers. Therefore, designers will have to educate clients about the value of a 
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professionally produced design. More sophisticated telecommunications and 
computers will accelerate the trend of designers living and working successfully 
outside the major cities. Schools will have to provide more and better computer 
training in order for their graduates to be qualified for even entry level positions. 
“The design profession has grown enormously recently and will continue 
to do so. Increased competition will force designers to market themselves more 
aggressively.” (Stillman, 1990) 
College Campuses adopt the computer as a tool 
There are more than 1.5 million computers in our nation’s public schools. 
Universities have an installed base of approximately 3 million micro-computers, with 22 
institutions further requiring students to use their own. Christopher Evans and Alvin 
Toffler, among others, have discussed how computers and world-wide information 
networks are likely to transform society even more so than the printing press did in its 
day. 
Sheridan College was the first major art school to offer a course in computer 
graphics, with a properly equipped lab. Other forerunners in pioneering computer 
graphics were NY IT, RIT, SVA, PRATT and Ohio University. 
Technology has exhibited a quantum leap in performance and affordability of 
microcomputers; especially with regards to graphics capabilities. Higher resolution color 
graphics and laser technology are no longer reserved for the corporate sector. Even 
CAD/CAM and other engineering systems are being modified for micro computer use. 
Just as microcomputers have fallen in price, so have high end work stations such 
as Apollo, DEC, Prime and others. Depending upon future plans, budget, and resources 
for a computer graphics lab and curriculum, educators, and administrators can now 
consider either micro computers or high end work stations. 
Educational institutions of diversified stature have recently been able to purchase 
systems with rather high quality graphics/capabilities. Across the U.S. art and design 
departments have made a commitment to provide computers to use as art tools. April 
Greiman, one of the country’s foremost contemporary designers states, I believe that in 
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the 90’s more schools are going to make the investment in these technologies and make 
that part of their academic curriculum.” (Greiman, 1990) 
At M.I.T. students and faculty have been experimenting with holography, high 
definition T.V., digital video techniques, computer music, and computer simulations. 
The media laboratory is in M.I.T.’s new center for arts and media technology. The lab is 
designed as an interdisciplinary resource to encourage advancement in such areas as 
graphics, broadcasting, publishing, and computing. 
Another institution experimenting with general applications of computers to the 
arts is Illinois State University, where the college of Fine Arts and the applied computer 
science program share a micro lab. The art students experiment with a speech 
synthesizer, video digitizer, digital graphics tablet, random access tape recorder, 16 voice 
oscillator, and computer-controlled slide projector. At many colleges to date, such as 
Carnegie Mellon, students may elect to take a general introductory computer graphics 
course. Art and design students are now able to select from tremendous course offerings 
such as: Art and the Computer, Design and the Computer, Beginning, Intermediate and 
Advanced Computer Graphics, Computer Illustration, Computer Animation, Business 
Graphics and an almost endless list at various levels and areas. Computer graphics is 
now a major offered at the BFA as well as the MFA level. This burgeoning area has 
created segmentation into very specific avenues for future studies with computers from 
slide presentation to animation. The impact on graphic design programs is substantial. 
Community colleges are the most dominant in their adoption of computers for 
basic design tools. This makes obvious sense as community colleges are noted for 
providing the technical skills for job attainment. Among some opinions, the responses at 
the local community colleges are: “We believe it will become impossible to teach 
graphics without the use of computers. Computers are the way to go. We must relate to 
the market of 10 years from now. Computer graphics appear to be the future in graphic 
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design.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) Among the Liberal Arts colleges the varying 
opinions include this comment: 
“It is important to note that we consider the computers as tools to extend 
the existing tools we now use for art making. The computers are taught in the 
context of computer graphics; thus we hope that the images and sounds that are 
created by our students will go beyond the traditional interpretations of computer- 
generated information and maintain a presence within the realm of art in a social 
cultural context.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
This next quote shows the attitude and nature of the very specialized and more 
finely tuned areas an art school can offer: 
‘The graphic design department here offers a design studio where 
advanced graphic design students can explore areas of individual concern. Many 
of the students concentrate in the computer area and are exploring, among other 
things, computerized logo design, computer game design, interactive training 
program design, slide show and multi-media business, graphics design, and 
computer-video graphics design.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
A recurring sentiment expressed by all three categories is the suggestion that 
students have a high level of competency in design prior to taking computer courses. 
Such preparation is being considered by some colleges now when citing requirements and 
pre-requisites on courses. 
Geography does not seem to play a definite roll in the status. Although, as an 
exception, California seems to be the most advanced in terms of computer usage on the 
whole, as reflected in catalogs and articles. 
Endowment and budget certainly affect the circumstances, as many professors 
commented that this was a sore issue for them in their inability to deal within this 
computer arena more fully. 
Additional changes to collegiate programs 
In regards to changes which result from using computers, there were many 
practical considerations which had to be addressed by all the faculty members I spoke 
with and read about. Budget, security, equipment selection and maintenance, service 
contracts, legalities on software rights, staffing and scheduling of lab monitors and other 
factors all had to be reckoned with. 
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BUDGET: All the faculty I spoke with indicated that they use other labs as well 
as their own. Such supplemental use brought up financial issues. A professor from a 
small private college in Beverly, MA says, 
“Everything is so tight around here in terms of moneys allocated either 
departmentally or college wise in terms of the purchase of software or hardware... 
I mean, does it come out of an individual’s departmental budget or overall? 
That’s been really loosey goosey around here as far as where things go. The 
decision-making process with respect to how that happens is currently being re¬ 
evaluated by the college. They have appointed a director of academic computing, 
and everything has to be siphoned through this person for any purchases of any 
application, and there is a given budget which resides within that position. As a 
result of all this, changes in the administration, allocation of funds, and 
distribution of funds in terms of how they really organize the governance of all 
that is changing as we go along.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
SECURITY: Almost all the faculty participating comment that security is a new 
issue that they must now deal with. One instructor I spoke with says, “We now have 
security systems because the potential for theft is so great. People have come and ripped 
off massive amounts of equipment so security has increased costs all the way around.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
EQUIPMENT. MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE: 
“The maintenance contract is a big issue and becoming a major part of the 
budget. After the initial expense of buying the computers, we had to contend with 
the added expense of maintaining them. With the added technology you’re never 
really on top of it.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
All the respondents lament the additional burdens which consists of paperwork of 
constant purchase orders for things like laser toner cartridges, or contracting paperwork 
for repairs and services on all this new equipment. 
LEGAL ISSUES: A few professors mention that they were caught up in the 
technicalities regarding legal licensing. The acquisition of some pirated software is 
mentioned frequently. Again, as with other issues connected to more than one lab per 
campus, increased difficulties arise in implementing procedures across the board. One 
faculty member told me, 
“...there are other considerations that are being looked at. We are 
concerned about using software illegally. Some people will say, Oh, well, we 11 
use it and others will say we can’t. We need to make people aware of those 
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different attitudes... The president here said Friday that he is going to try and get a 
legal reading on whether one can use certain software (finding out from each 
software person) for a class, and whether you can do a demo, then unload it.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Staffing, scheduling and physical factors for Labs: One instructor comments, 
“Well, our biggest problem is scheduling since we share it with so many 
people. We don’t have access to the lab all the time in terms of teaching class so 
we have to try to schedule a few hours of class time in there. The lab is open 12 
hours a day for 6 days a week so the students can have time to get in on their 
own.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Says another, “We now need people to man the lab as technicians and had to increase 
staff. Our new lab has made a general impact on scheduling considerations for in-class 
and extra hours usage.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) All of the instructors agreed 
that the lab maintenance is another aspect which involves extra time and money for those 
involved. 
The next quote is in response to the following question: Did you have to make 
any other changes or decisions to be able to incorporate computers as design tool? 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Well, the first thing that comes to mind actually is that we just made a 
decision that this was the right thing to do and made a commitment to it. Being a 
private school, we can’t go after grants and things like that quite the way Pratt has 
done, rather successfully, by being in Bedford Sty. So everything that we buy 
here has to come out of tuition, so there has been a major commitment made on 
the part of the president of the university feeling that this was an important thing 
to do. We are preparing students to come out to the real world in four years. That 
any design school at this point would NOT somehow, by hook or by crook, 
introduce their students to computers is just beyond me.” (Anonymous Survey 
Quote, 1993) 
Faculty attitudes 
The overall consensus portrays a generally positive outlook regarding computers. 
However, there are four or five faculty not represented in this paper that I had initially 
wanted to include. All of these faculty are exceptionally negative on this issue. They are 
so negative that they would not participate in this study at all. 
One professor from an Ivy League College in New Haven, CT, asked how I could 
possibly be doing a dissertation on this topic. He feels that there would be nothing to 
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discuss. He says that the computer is a tool... period... and that there are no other issues 
involved. The others feel negatively about computers in general. I particularly would 
have liked to include their opinions, but they refused to be interviewed. One or two say 
they did not or would never teach the use of a computer to design students. One of these 
people teaches at a very prestigious private art school in Providence, RI. This graphic 
design instructor (at the Master’s level) maintains that this was something only for 
technical schools to deal with. Hoever the most recent school catalogue shows computer 
design courses offered at the undergraduate level, so there may have been differences of 
opinion on the subject at that campus. 
The following quotes reveal a more detailed account of faculty attitudes regarding 
computers in general: 
“Oh, positive, but realistic. It is this wonderful thing that sort of stretches 
you in both directions. You get excited by the possibilities that are opening up, 
but keep yourself firmly routed on the ground and pay attention to what’s really 
happening.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Generally positive. I think computers are a lot of fun. I think the first 
two weeks you want to throw the son-of-a-bitch through the window because it is 
learning process. But after that it gets to be like Nintendo, where you keep 
looking through the secret passways, ways to do things quicker. It really gets to 
be an addiction. Most of the people I know that start on the computer, after a 
month, it’s just too much fun to put it down. They have all the voices on it, all the 
black-market things they can squeeze into for screen savers and such. It is a lot of 
fun and coming from an agency, I particularly like the rapid turnaround it has to 
make a type change immediately. Everything just falls into place. You don’t 
have to do a lot of cut and paste, that sort of stuff. It’s good for modifying type 
and doing page paste up.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Definitely positive. I mean, I have no choice; I am a department chair of 
a program which is getting more and more computerized. I certainly can’t ignore 
them or have either an against or antagonistic attitude or else I wouldn’t be doing 
my job.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“What would fit? ...I think ‘reserved.’ It’s a doubled-edged sword. The 
industry is highly interested in computers. Nobody realizes what they can do. 
They don’t realize the amount of capitol investment they represent. Plus, the 
infatuation could wear off unless software becomes so sophisticated that it can 
produce high quality imaging.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“I’m very positive about computers. I really think, unlike a lot of my co- 
workers, whatever you can do to save time and make the job go quicker is 
terrific.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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“Positive... Positively antagonistic. I use them and enjoy them. I get a lot 
of pleasure out of using them, but I think we have to be more honest about 
questioning how we use them. I think there is just too open an attitude about just 
saying they are the most wonderful thing that ever happened. We can’t get 
enough of them... we have to go back to the fancy toy point of view; we have to 
look at them critically. I feel like I can keep my feet comfortably above those 
statements.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
What do we gain or lose in using computers 
Many of the limitations mentioned by the graphic designers and instructors are of 
a temporary nature in that the sophistication of programs is increasing profoundly, and 
the so-called limitations of this tool will decrease with time. The majority of limitations 
mentioned are also for low end systems. Eventually (in 5 - 8 years) the highest end 
systems should become affordable to the average designer. The challenge is to combine 
speed, real time ability, and high resolution economically. At the present time there are 
basically three levels of systems. The Macintosh is a low resolution, real time system 
which can generate 3-6 million instructions per second. At a higher level, a Scitex 
machine can process, for example, a blue to red gradation in very high resolution but the 
informal crunch of such a non-real time system would make this simple task take up to 
ten minutes. On the highest price end of the scale, a few hundreds of thousands of dollars 
worth, the Quantel Paintbox, which is both real time and high resolution, can generate 
one billion instructions per second. 
For the individual designer even the cheapest technology is not cheap. Let’s say a 
microcomputer and software, a basic design system would run to at least $20,000 without 
maintenance, upgrades and supplies. As one of the designers explaines: “There’s a myth 
to this stuff that says you can get typeset quality for 1/3 the price... so far that’s turned out 
to be a considerable exaggeration. Also, there are still some things better done 
traditionally.” (Anonymous Survey Quiote,1993) when the computer is used wisely it 
can save money; otherwise it can actually increase costs and reduce efficiency. 
Under the category of limitations, psychological and emotional attitudes are a 
factor in using computers. “Once we establish how we conduct our lives, we identify 
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with those patterns,” says Paul Kazmierski, Ph.D., Assistant Vice President of and a 
professor in the Career and Human Development program at the Rochester Institute of 
Technology, and “...any disruption can cause a sense of loss leading to a grief response. 
New computer systems or software can become symbols of the unwanted, uncontrollable 
change in their lives.” (Kazmiersky, 1991) 
This observation is reflected by my other comprehensive study interview subjects 
also. One professor/designer from New Jersey tells me all of his design colleagues, who 
are art directors, have a concrete fear of computers in terms of becoming replaced by 
them. Another tells me she thought “perhaps that the change was affecting their 
conscience level... people like to feel that they’re best at what they do, and they are also 
concerned that now they might not be able to do their old jobs as well the new way.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Apparently this resistance shows up in many ways including lower productivity 
and morale. Sharon Efroymoson discusses the resistance: “Coming to terms with a new 
way of doing things sends some employees into a blue funk. Little technological glitches 
seem overwhelming.” (Efroymoson, 1990) 
Sharon Effoymson wrote an article for Working Woman on how to manage 
technological change. She describes situations where resistance to computer systems was 
severe. She mentions that some acted out their rage over their perceived loss of control 
by sabotaging equipment. Others refused to work with the system hoping if they ignored 
it, it will go away. Sharon discusses seven mistakes which could allow these negative 
situations to develop in any firm: 
1. Neglecting to warm up users to the idea of any system. 
2. Introducing the new system to the wrong people first. 
3. Failing to pre-test the system completely. 
4. Pulling out the old system too quickly or slowly. 
5. Expecting too much too soon. 
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6. Providing training that has nothing to do with the employee’s real life work. 
7. Failing to offer sufficient follow up-training. 
Most of the professors, teachers, and designers agree that on the positive side, the 
computer allows them a real advantage of speed, control, and revision capabilities. 
Moreover, the ability to work in moving images is of interest to designers. The greatest 
concern of instructors is the computer ruling the designer student, rather than the reverse. 
As a professor from an art school states: “If you educate a student that the machine turns 
out quality then you’ve undereducated your students and they don’t really know what 
quality is.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Most of the respondents consider the computer just a tool. This tool, however, is 
completely unique when compared to any other tools such as T-squares or mechanical 
pens. Although it is a machine and obviously has no creative or emotional abilities, it can 
offer any user a new platform to work with, which is quite different from past methods. 
But the user must fully understand the abilities of this tool for optimum performance. 
Kenneth Hoffman, author of Computer Graphics Applications, states: 
“Trading in a felt time marker for a mouse is not a simple matter of 
changing tools; it means learning new computer skills to accomplish many of the 
same tasks... but the benefits in speed, accuracy and flexibility make the effort 
worthwhile.” (Hoffman, 1990) 
The following quotes reveal the instructor’s attitudes regarding the computer as a 
tool. They are respectively from an instructor at a state college in the south, an instructor 
at a private and liberal arts university in Boston, and an instructor teaching art in an art 
school in Boston: 
“The computer itself is more of a production tool than it is a design tool 
and we strongly discourage students from designing on the computer.* We still 
encourage students to design by traditional methods using color Xeroxes, color 
paste up assemblages, marker comps, and that sort of thing. We find that people 
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who design on the computer (and there are a few firms around here that do that) 
all the work looks the same; you can tell it fell out of a computer.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) 
The computer can be much more versatile than many people realize. 
Unfortunately, lack of exposure to certain systems and lack of understanding about 
systems use and software seem to produce this “sameness” referred to by the instructor 
above. 
“The hardest thing nowadays in education, involving design with computers, is to 
find a way to integrate the computer as a tool, without having to control the student.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Many instructors remark that students are expecting the computer to design for 
them. If the design background of any student is not fully developed, it would seem 
plausible that being on a computer at this stage could be detrimental in their development. 
“A few years back people in the design area were very skeptical about it, 
and now it’s very well-received, and people are trying to catch up to get on top of 
it. I have been working with computer for about five years (the Mac since its 
inception), so that is why people ask me how I got to the speed I am, because now 
everybody is trying to take a crash course and learn it overnight, which you just 
can’t do. My conclusions are that the Macintosh in the future can meet more of 
our needs, but it is just a tool and that is one thing that I am leery about; that 
where I teach as an adjunct in one of the few sections for seniors only; that what’s 
important is that they really go through their creative periods so... I don’t let my 
students design on the Mac. My biggest problem is that people think that because 
it is done on a computer it is going to be good. It still relies on the designer and 
his/her background and training.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
In public schools, teachers are also making observations about how students are 
affected by the computer as a medium. After using computers in her art classrom, the art 
coordinator at the Southbridge, Massachusetts, School District explains: 
“I found my students are more likely to experiment with a drawing 
program since they were able to save their original design. Students could go 
back to their original work and make multitudes of changes. This allowed the 
students to view all creations and choose the best composition. When working 
with pencil and paper sudents are less likely to make experimental changes for 
fear of destroying the original, and if they don’t like the changes, they have to 
throw away their drawing and begin again.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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In a completely opposing perception, an art teacher in Woodbury, Connecticut, 
states: “I am not a devotee of the computer in general. However, I have seen a very good 
program in Winsted, Connecticut. Personally, I feel that computers negate the skill of the 
artist/craftsman and remove the human qualities of art.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
1993) 
In addition, instructors and designers have pointed out a need for balance between 
old and new methods. A design head at a very large art school says: 
“My own particular viewpoint is that we need to learn to use the computer 
more successfully than we’re doing. We need to learn what it is good at and what 
it is not. We are currently not getting a good analysis of what it can do. We also 
need to see how we can balance computer design with traditional methodologies 
in terms of using the computer as an imaging source as well as a research source. 
I feel the computer is something that every program has to integrate in some 
way.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
A design instructor at a liberal arts college on the east coast reinforces this view: 
“The computer is a necessity for students in terms of vocational training, 
so-to-speak, and also as a sophisticated imaging tool for a speed and efficiency 
tool and which, in time and with equipment, can be used for a creative element as 
well. My personal view on it is that I couldn’t live without one. Do I mind some 
of the discrepancies in terms of spacing considerations that bother other 
professionals? No, because I tend to exploit the computer for what it’s worth. I 
use traditional methods and find them important as well, and I’d love to see a nice 
balance between all traditional methods and the new technology. I think it has a 
very important role for the future.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Regarding curriculum and planning for the students, all involved agree that 
computers are a necessity at some level. As discussed in Chapter three, many of the 
curricula were and are revised with the computer in mind. One professor from a small 
private college in Beverly, MA, had an interesting and progressive concept for integrating 
computers. She states: 
“I’m excited about the potential of computer graphics and its interaction 
into the graphic design curriculum. If it is thoughtfully balanced with a 
curriculum that expects visual literacy, visual thoughtfulness, and is traditionally 
arrived at by foundation courses in drawing and design; then a student comes to 
the technology with an ability to generate ideas and to be thoughtful about his/her 
design decisions. I also feel that it could be an extremely useful tool in a 
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foundation design or drawing course to have that be a time where a particular unit, 
or for a certain concern, i.e., repeat pattern or whatever, be explained with the aid 
of a computer or with some computer work. So the students make that transition 
from traditional tools to a computer for pure design decisions... That would 
certainly be supportive of integrating this as a potential creative medium; if that 
were happening in the early stages in a student’s development of his/her visual 
ability. But this should happen perhaps along with, but not as a substitute for, all 
those concerns that must be addressed in the foundation courses that have 
traditionally been taken by art students no matter what their specialization is. 
Those design decisions and concepts can be discussed through a computer. So 
when a student decides to use it for a specific application, in this case graphic 
design, he/she comes to this tool and software with the understanding of the kinds 
of visual decisions and possibilities that can be made in their own head. Then 
there’s a personal literacy that they bring to the tool which is crucial in my view 
of how to determine curriculum and ultimately the kinds of graduates we have.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
This point is well taken and provides insight into a more holistic approach to computers 
in design education. 
The computer can certainly affect the creative process as well as product, and this 
area needs greater investigation in regard to curriculum at the college level and perhaps 
even at earlier stages. Normally when one creates artwork they go from point A to point 
B, with point B being a finished work. None of one’s creative process along the way 
would survive unless one did many sketches before creating a piece. But with the 
computer, all of the intermediate stages can survive, and also one can go back to any 
point or stage of a final piece and branch off that point to create an entire set of other 
pieces. One’s work is sort of a two-dimensional tree of all the possible pieces at any 
time. Another quality of this medium is the ability to take chunks of pictures and to think 
in terms of creating pieces of pictures, then assembling them together into whatever one’s 
final composition is going to be. 
The aspect of animation seems to be an arena of creative possibilities that is 
underestimated by many designers. The concept of giving almost any artist the capability 
of taking his/her images and making them exist in a two-dimensional or three- 
dimensional animated space is going to create some fantastic animated art and design 
work in the next 5-10 years. 
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With the advent of Hypermedia, software programs are developed that cause the 
user to deal with a visual layering system. Currently, our mode of learning has been 
linear in fashion through the traditional reading, writing, arithmetic, and drawing skills. 
Visual layering effects of Hypermedia will surely affect our students in art and design and 
on a general level. Students coming up may be working in a different visual environment 
than in the past; they might be doing more layering rather than linear oriented learning. 
A professor at a technical/art college in Rochester, NYstates: “I’m most interested in the 
potential of software such as HyperCard and Hypertest because I think these are tools and 
therefore have much more long range potential.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Ruth Schwartz in Computers and the Arts reinforces this observation: 
“With ever increasing frequency artists and scientists who have been 
treading separate paths since around the dawn of the discovery of the scientific 
method are likely to grow closer as the computer becomes a tool on which they 
both depend. We are going to begin speaking the same language to function 
successfully on the computer age. Artists will need to form more than a nodding 
acquaintance with the main streams of scientific thought as well as to master the 
art of getting their computers to perform according to the artist’s will and vision.” 
(Schwartz, 1993) 
After conducting my comprehensive level research, I have concluded that the tool 
has changed the practice rather than the reverse. Designers will be affected not only by 
the way they work, but also through new and combined functions they will perform. One 
senior instructor claims: 
“I think that it is changing the role of the graphic designer. For example, 
take your freelancers with their Mac-based studios; it’s them and their Mac, where 
they can now play the role as typesetters. Now they’ll receive their client’s disc 
and copy and have to be on top of ligatures and have to ingest the Chicago style. 
That’s a big responsibility, something that people took for granted. I think that 
within a studio it should be very separated; that one person will be handling and 
proofing text, another handling photos or art.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
A director at a very famous art school in NYC discusses future trends: 
“I think it’s pretty obvious that (in art areas) graphic design is the first area 
where the computer had a major overwhelming impact. Maybe... it depends on 
how you divide graphic design... Do you include broadcast design because it sort 
of made it there first? So, if you include that then, and you’re not just restricting 
your opinion to print design, certainly in these areas of visual art, computers have 
impacted in a strong and significant way, even where people were not interested. 
It is also changing the categories of the little pockets we put ourselves into. For 
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instance, I have to decide if I am going to become my own typesetter... in that 
case I dam well better know about kerning and have a very sophisticated eye for 
it. So it’s really shaking people up a lot in terms of what they see themselves 
doing. People are drawing the lines in different places and the dust hasn’t even 
begun to settle. For a number of designers it goes beyond simply being a 
production tool. It allows them to, or inspires them and challenges them, to think 
in new and different ways and to find some new opportunities, different ways to 
communicate. This is partly due to all the scrambling and redefining going on 
which is arousing for some people. But also because there are areas beyond print 
opening up, with a new visual vocabulary, new approaches, and new responses 
such as interactive media. Also, this machine is able to keep up with someone’s 
speed of thinking even faster than your own hand on a pad of tracing paper. I 
think this is freeing for some people. It’s really more than simply the change of a 
tool in terms of the effect it’s having on graphic design.” (Anonymous Survey 
Quote, 1993) 
In Design and Pre-Press Connect, Jim Waldron agrees with the instructor above. 
He feels that there is a need for an all purpose service bureau: a typesetter with Macs and 
Scritex. He sees a huge market for the new lower end Scitex/Crosfield/Hell/DS America 
hookups. Another believer is Roy Luckett, president of NEC Inc. (one of the world’s 
largest color trade houses in Tennessee). Luckett says, 
“The design connection is going to change this business more than 
anything has yet. If you are a color house and you don’t have CEPS 
(Computerize Electronic Pre-Press Systems), it shows that you are not really 
serious about being in the business. What’s happening with design is the same 
thing.” (Luckett, 1990) 
Just about every department in every school has a computer used one way or 
another. Schools are very committed to developing computer bases. The computer is 
breaking down the barriers between design disciplines, and it is becoming more difficult 
to carve out a difference between graphic design, product design and general visual 
communication when you can do Hypermedia or various media which connects to one 
system. You can work in three-dimensional as easily as two-dimensional. Those 
artificial barriers that were primarily terminology and technology are starting to 
disappear, and I believe the computer is having a dramatic effect on how one would 
define graphic design, and the changes in art areas generally. 
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CHAPTER 3 
AN INVESTIGATION OF OUR PUBLIC SCHOOL ART PROGRAMS 
AND EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
How are we currently integrating the computer into the curriculum? 
Out of the ten participants in my tutorial program, none had yet integrated the 
computer into any of their art departments when I met them. After completing my 
tutorial; however, all of the art teachers to purchased equipment and developed their own 
programs which integrated the computer. Out of the 276 respondents to my quantitative 
survey, almost one half had either no intent or no financial resources to use computers in 
any fashion. A portion of the population did list courses which involved the use of a 
computer. The highest incidence of computer use is linked with the graphic design 
course offerings. 
The larger art departments have had to look at the curriculum in a broader 
perspective, since computer graphics is emerging as a field with subdivisions of related 
areas of study such as: virtual reality, hyper-media, animation, multi-media, and 
illustration. 
Almost all the teachers who already added computers into the curriculum concur 
that they prefer to utilize the computer as a tool at the upper level in a graphic design 
sequence. Their strategy is that they want to keep all the classes in a sequence especially 
for type manipulation. They note that there were students in advanced design who knew 
nothing about type. The faculty involved say that the computer courses had to be worked 
into the curriculum, but with the proper pre-requisites. 
Another result of adding computers to courses involves a situation where program 
directors had to cut something to be able to add something new. Traditional production 
courses had to be revised, or even deleted according to newer needs. 
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I have included in a list format some of the courses art teachers described in those 
programs involving computers, in the research responses: 
COURSE TITLE DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE 
Typography A course where one part of class involves teaching 
computers for type modification using freehand software 
Production Computer production using pagemaker software. 
20/50 Course on 
Computer Studies 
How to make pictures and modify type on a computer. 
Computer Graphics To teach the technical aspects in doing computer graphics 
with paint and digitizing programs. 
Computer Art Using a computer as a tool to make art. 
Advanced Studio in 
Computer Graphics 
To teach realism techniques in computer artwork. 
Computer Graphics I An introduction to the computer in applications for art. 
Hands on. 
Computer Graphics II Desktop publishing and graphic design concepts. 
Graphic Design All graphic design courses involve a computer. 
Computer Graphics A required course to teach basic skills. 
Graphic Art Production A commercial course in art which includes computer usage. 
Computer Graphic Design For commercial art. 
Computer Imaging For imaging on a computer. 
Computer Illustration For image creation. 
Design A basic design course. 
Animation Animation principles with Macro-Mind Director. 
Illustration I The usage of paint programs to create images. 
Computer Graphics I Basics of desktop publishing with First Publisher. 
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COURSE TITLE DESCRIPTION OF THE COURSE 
Computer Graphics II Continuation of Computer Graphics I above with use of 
Pagemaker and Paint software. 
Art with the Computer Basic principles of designing using the computer as a tool. 
Statistically speaking, the evidence of implementing computers somewhere into 
public school art programs is 60%. These percentages are mostly from the schools that 
offer graphic design courses. It is non-existent or less overall for those programs that do 
not offer graphic design. 
Both the results, qualitative and quantitative, depict a varied range of how and 
where computers are infused into a given art curriculum. There are obviously no pre-set 
national standards or models to follow. Courses with the same or similar titles are 
sometimes related in context and other times they are completely different from courses 
in comparative schools. Some districts have actually developed a full concrete rationale 
for computer course sequences with a direct relationship to graphic design. I have 
specifically discussed some of these districts in the section on model districts. 
It is clear that art educators are still in an infancy stage in terms of developing 
curriculum around or involving the computer in art education. There is not really any 
consistent pattern among the districts I worked with or surveyed. The methods utilized 
by the involved teachers portray a random pattern based on personal experiences, 
motivations, research, and exposure. 
An art department coordinator either seizes the vision or ignores it, in a subjective 
manner. One art coordinator in Needham, MA, gives a strategy for her use of computers 
below: 
“We do not want to be restricted to graphics only in computer art. We are 
seeking to incorporate technology in ways that keep the student artist as an 
original creator/designer of the art.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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In terms of developing a standard or module, the art coordinator at Whitman 
school district gives this opinion: 
“I firmly believe that all curriculum design in computer art education 
should be progressively taught, in a logical curriculum module. Yet, I have seen 
some high schools that provide programs that are far superior to the college level, 
while other high schools have little or non-existent programs, and other that are 
limited by useless or outmoded technology.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
There is a complete lack of congruence in standards for art and computers among 
the art teachers surveyed. Many of these teachers are wrestling with the varied 
challenges confronting them in trying to adopt the new technology. A frustrated art 
department coordinator in New York had this to say regarding curriculum development 
and computers: 
“Let’s first get the state of New York to get an art curriculum and put it in 
writing and get it up to date. How are we going to be able to have the time, the 
clout and then the political muscle to fund what it would take to make things flow 
in a curricular way? Computers are very important but what and when are you 
going to supplant to implement the time it takes to make it happen in an important 
way?” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
There are about five districts in New York State running substantial computer labs 
for art purposes. One art coordinator mentions that they spent two hours during the week 
they received the survey discussing: the fusion of the computer, curriculum 
development, and the relationship between public schools to colleges in program 
development. 
The coordinator of art in Saratoga Springs feels their program was superior. Mr. 
Green says: 
“Our art students have more computer experience than many college 
students. When our art students leave here and go on to an art program in a 
college, they often find little or no challenge. They are often forced to repeat 
what they learned in high school. I do feel this is unique in our case and would 
not be so for many other high schools.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
When asked how important a tool the computer is in art the same coordinator 
responds: “The computer is the most significant learning tool. It is also the great 
equalizer. Slower students can work at their own pace, and gifted students can seek their 
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challenges... which is a necessity for all art students at all levels.” (Anonymous Survey 
Quote, 1993) 
A Rhode Island art coordinator feels that: 
“Technology changes too quickly to establish any concrete curriculum 
structures. Becoming computer literate should be the focus of high school 
programs - period. Virtually all creative areas are incorporating digital 
technology from photography, animation, filmaking, graphics, and architectural 
applications.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
In Barre, Vermont, a director of a technical high school questions the validity of 
computer purchases across the board: 
“Tremendous money mistakes have been made by having technology 
drive the curriculum. The experience students get should be driven by the 
curriculum, not the technology. In my field of pre-press and design it is 
extremely important to get computer knowledge.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
1993) 
Another art department coordinator this time in Jacksonville, Vermont, is the sole 
instructor for all art classes K - 12, she states: 
“I begin exposing students in Kindergarten and continue with additional 
sophistication over the years. I have, over the past 10 years, had to develop my 
own curriculum. I have no idea what is being taught on the college level except 
for what I’ve taken in graduate courses (Pagemaker, Hypercrd and CD ROM). I’d 
love to know what students need before they go to college to focus my computer 
graphic students into the right direction.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Future concepts in art education and the computer 
Video-disc technology - The trend in art education is toward a discipline-based art 
education method (DBAE). The thrust behind this approach in curriculum development 
integrates art studio production with art history, criticism, and aesthetics. 
The video-disc is a newer technology which is sure to have a profound influence 
on education in general. This technology is a storage medium which has disk-like 
capacity of the highest caliber in terms of clarity, resolution, and color quality of imagery. 
The images retain the quality of an original image. Entire museum collections 
can be stored on discs with room left over. The retrieval and inter-activity capabilities are 
what really make this medium sophisticated. This is an ideal medium for the study of art 
history, criticism, and aesthetics. An ability to view works in varied ways would be 
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beneficial. Works could be selected by topics. A viewer could choose to view collection 
pieces by culture, style, or historical periods. Close-ups and comparisons are available 
options with split screening in the highest possible quality. 
When this technology first hit the market it was cost prohibitive. It is now 
extremely affordable by average standards, and some schools have already installed 
systems. The Burlington School District in Massachusetts, named as the model school in 
the study, has already implemented this technology and has been using it instructionally 
for several years. 
Hypermedia - This area of electronic learning usually incorporates video-discs. 
The concept of hyper and multi-media, is the combination of large banks of information 
(text and pictorial) able to be linked together in an interactive fashion. These database 
work stations are user friendly for any potential user. A student can explore at his/her 
own pace works of art, artists, art movements, and develop any selected individualized 
program or search. 
There are many commercially available video-discs on the market. “Vincent Van 
Gough: a portrait in 2 parts,” is a video-disc with a guided tour of Van Gough’s work 
and live. There are single framed portions of his masterpieces included. The flip side of 
this video depicts a version of Van Gogh’s life delivered to the viewer by Theo, his 
brother. A disc on the National Gallery of Art provides a tour on 1 side and over 15,000 
frames of art work on the other side. 
Deborah Greh speculates on the future: 
“Successfully incorporating computers within a visual arts curriculum 
demands a clear understanding of the goals and objectives of art education as well 
as the ability to use the computer to its fullest capacities. New technologies 
present great possibilities for the artists and for art education; what actually 
happens will be determined by those in the field. The merging of technologies, 
the increased roll of the visual in communicating information, the integration of 
art into other fields of knowledge-all this is challenging artists and art educators 
to re-define their work and methodology; we are being challenged to work in the 
dimensions of time, space and energy.” (Greh, 1990) 
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What (if any) models are available for achieving the integration of the computer for art 
and design? 
There is a handful of public schools who have been using the computer for years. 
As early as the ‘70’s some pioneers utilized the more primitive computers for classes 
within the art curriculum. In the olden days, the computers were not user friendly at all. 
These brave art educators who dappled with electronic art had to be knowledgeable in 
computer programming. In contrast current methods use paint programs and simpler 
operations. 
The first art labs of a substantial nature consisted of a color monitor, PC, a 
drawing in-put device, and software or programs developed for graphics. The output 
devices were usually black-and-white dot matrix or daisy wheel printers. Later on the 
usage of color ribbons in black-and-white printers yielded some limited color output. 
The February 1985 issue of School Arts Magazine featured an article, “Micro-Computer 
Graphics Workshop.” This article described a summer workshop held at the University 
of Oregon. The students ranged from high school age through college age, to teachers 
and adults in the business community. This lab consisted of 15 Apple HE computers. 
Various graphics software was used. Peripherals used were graphics tablets, light pens, 
touch pads, and a digitizing camera. 
The work produced included logo and basic programs, as well as artwork 
generated from paint software. The programming language, Graforth, was presented and 
used for producing some animation sequences. The intensive workshop lasted five days, 
10 hours per day. The workshop leaders felt that some positive work had been done. The 
leaders realized that their format of team-teaching was valuable in computer education. 
They had taken a group with minimum literacy and had considerable success. 
There have been a variety of meaningful seminars sponsored mainly by colleges 
to provide some skills and literacy. In 1984 the Cadre (Cadre stands for computers in art 
and education) was developed. A computing laboratory was founded to support the use 
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of computer graphics in both education and research at San Jose University in California. 
In its comprehensive plan the institute aspired to achieve education and research 
objectives in order to: 
1. “Bring together individuals from all relevant colleges, schools, 
departments and programs of the University community including: art, computer 
science, design, engineering, mathematics, music, psychology, theater arts, and 
video. 
2. “Provide state-of-the-art facilities for teaching, study, research, and 
development. 
3. “Conduct studies to assess the current and probable impacts of 
computers on the arts and design professions.” (Slayton, 1988) 
On an aesthetic level three developmental issues were apparent to the institute 
staff and important to artists who create on computers, which were synthesis, 
interactivity, and simulation. 
1. “Synthesis. Digital technology provides a means for synthesizing once 
- autonomous disciplines. The merging of the methodologies and tools from 
diverse disciplines will have a profound effect on the creative process. Synthesis 
will probably promote multi-disciplined approaches to problem solving and 
creative expression. As the process of synthesis continues to tie various 
technologies together over the coming years, the computer may evolve as a 
universal machine capable of being or containing all artistic disciplines, methods 
and techniques. This hybrid tool is the subject of considerable debate, but has yet 
to be developed. 
2. “Interactivity. Interactivity holds special promise for the artistic fields. 
Interactive software enhances the conceptualization process, which permits fluid 
investigation, experimentation, and creative problem solving. These advantages 
are most evident in the design fields, where interactive systems save immense 
amounts of time, energy, and resources. More significant, however, are prospects 
for applying interactive processes to actual applications. Interactivity, in this 
sense, raises questions concerning the relationship between humans and machines, 
as well as the ultimate purpose of that relationship. What do we want to do with 
our machines, and how do we want to work with them? Artists exploring 
interactive imaging, sculpture, and acoustical space are currently exploring these 
questions. 
3. “Simulation. The objective of simulation research at the Cadre Institute 
and elsewhere is to discover articulated dimensional representations of complex 
processes or events. Computers are ideally suited for defining theoretical 
systems; in fact they can be utilized to model the character and behavior of any 
known system. Digital simulation is successfully employed by various science, 
engineering, and medical fields, and it is beginning to emerge within the aesthetic 
disciplines. Information theory, artificial intelligence, and cognitive studies 
provide a rich terrain for experimental investigation by the modem artist.” 
(Slayton, 1988) 
The Cadre Institute intends to make their mission clear in that they do not 
advocate any particular approach or methods in art creation, but rather they want to 
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provide an environment for the inter-disciplinary exploration of computers in art, design, 
and music. The Cadre vision of the future is vividly described by Joel Slayton, the 
associate director: 
“The new computer of the future will know its user and act more as a 
partner than a tool. Voice recognition and natural-language processing will 
replace keyboards and traditional programming languages with more efficient 
forms of human-machine dialogue. Artificial intelligence and parallel processing 
will enable operating systems to readily integrate and transform digital processes 
into appropriate applications software. When such a computer system is 
available, information suppliers will provide for digital access and interactive 
programming. On line information resources and services will include databases, 
electronic networks, interactive publishing, broadcast and cable television, fiber¬ 
optic transmission, and satellite teleconferencing. Information will be selectively 
filtered and composed into stylized visual/acoustic forms based upon user 
preference and purpose” (Slayton, 1988) 
Deborah Greh adds: 
“Real-time visual/acoustic techniques will promote dynamic and 
interactive information design. Users will create and explore information through 
highly transparent human-machine interfaces. High resolution 3-D imaging and 
acoustics of unsurpassed fidelity will be powered by layers of integrated expert- 
systems software.” (Greh, 1990) 
Many developments continue in the state of California. In the March 1990 issue 
of T.H.E. Journal Magazine. “A model Course in Graphics and Layout” is presented. 
Bernard Brown, an instructor at the Santa Ana High School, developed a program 
sequence in computer graphics and layout. This course began in 1983 in an old drafting 
room with 15 students. A computerized typesetting machine was used along with 
traditional tools, T-squares, and drawing boards. 
After two years the course was popular and successful. As an added motivator, 
Mr. Brown decided to combine learning with earning, as he promoted assignments for 
pay to his students. 
In 1985/86 the class moved to another location which became a work place as 
well as a classroom. The district then purchased six Macintosh computers and a 
LaserWriter. Bernard Brown remarks: 
“After installing these machines my program changed. I developed a new 
curriculum which dramatically increased enrollment. Since I was one of the first 
to use computers, desktop publishing, and graphics in the classroom, I took some 
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seminars provided by Apple Computer. That, together with my past experience 
with photo-typesetters, enabled the development of techniques for training people 
on how to use these machines.” (Brown, 1990) 
Brown found yet another need that had to be met. Noticing that his students 
learned at different paces, he created a workbook which would allow for varying 
capabilities. The workbook was used in conjunction with four software programs: 
Macwrite, Macpaint, Macdraw and Pagemaker. After attaining the basics from their 
workbook lessons, students were able to go on to more advanced programs. In addition, 
the students were given learning assignments and repeated the steps and four programs 
from the workbook experience. The course, now offered to high school students, fulfills 
three graduation-subject requirements: art, computer, technology, and career education. 
In September 1989 the program moved again. This time there was a Macintosh 
computer on every teacher’s desk. There are now three Mac labs. Fifteen more Macs 
were purchased which brought the total from 15 to 30. Additionally, an Apple scanner, a 
Macintosh File-server, and a Mac II were provided. 
The course size also expanded from an original number 15 up to 34 - 45 students. 
The classes were on Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Employed to facilitate instruction 
were two graphic instructors and two lab aids. After a term, students were placed into 
training sites. Workmen’s compensation and other details were worked out. Mr. Brown 
sums up the effectiveness of his program: “The student is a desirable employee because 
he has been trained to use an innovation that combines words and graphics - desktop 
publishing.” (Brown, 1990) 
There were a handful of school districts involved in my quantitative survey with 
well-developed programs in computer design and graphic design. 
Districts I Surveyed: 
CONNECTICUT - 59 out of 154 art coordinators have responded in Connecticut. 
At the Killingly High School in Danielson, Connecticut, a 12 station Mac lab is currently 
being utilized to incorporate as a studio to work within the art curriculum. The software 
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and hardware are state of the art. A color scanner, laser printer, and additional 
peripherals are available for art use. 
In regard to a curriculum method, the art coordinator states that she is currently in 
the process of developing curriculum not only for the high school classes but also for K - 
6 as well. She is planning to team-teach with the graphic design teacher to try out varied 
ideas between them. The intent is to finalize and develop a computer graphics class. 
Another proposed project is interdisciplinary linkage to English, science, and other areas 
with art. 
The art coordinator at Laurel Ledge School in Beacon Falls, Connecticut, 
comments that she started the computer art program 10 years before it was even 
fashionable. The computer is used with 4th and 5th graders to do all types of creative 
drawings. This district will be getting two more IBM units for the art room. Corel Draw 
will be the software utilized on them. The entire school is undergoing networking, and 
with the addition of a server, it is hopeful that there will be even greater access for art 
students. 
At Weaver High School in Hartford, Connecticut, the art department is very well- 
endowed with equipment The art department coordinator comments in his survey 
response: “With our computer lab of 20 Apple IIE’s and our Mac lab of 20 Mac Classics, 
I think our students compare well in equipment.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
The preceding three districts were the most developed as per the total number of 
59 districts in Connecticut. 
MAINE -1 sent 145 surveys sent to Maine. I received 37 responses. Out of the 
37 responses one school district is in the process of developing the computer as an art 
tool. The Benny Eagle High School, in Standis, Maine, offers art and visual 
communications. The art department coordinator indicates that they are communicating 
with the Portland School of Art and hoping to increase the level of awareness in this 
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manner. Currently, this art coordinator uses computers to create ideas, experiment, and 
integrate art history with social studies. 
Another coordinator comments: “We have been fortunate to secure a grant to 
provide us with equipment, but we do not have sufficient training opportunities. We 
would like training ourselves and would like information on how to get training.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
MASSACHUSETTS (A model program for New England) -1 sent out 231 
questionnaires to art coordinators in Massachusetts. I received 86 responses. There are a 
portion of schools exploring the medium. The school district which stands out among the 
entire New England region is the Burlington School district in Burlington, Massachusetts. 
I select this particular art department because of these factors: overall awareness, 
methodology in integrating the computer into the curriculum, teaching/training 
opportunities, synthesis of appropriate goals from different age levels, sensitivity to the 
aesthetics and criticism issues, appropriate equipment selection, and impressive 
equipment and facilities procured through grants. 
The lab equipment at Burlington High School rivals that of colleges with 
computer graphics specialization. It is not the quantity of machines but quality of the 
department’s performance which is impressive. The art department coordinator returned 
my questionnaire response along with a 15 paged document on the computer art program. 
The philosophies and goals are described at length. A curriculum sequence and rationale 
for computer use is incorporated. One page details the lab, equipment, facilities, 
software, projection systems, and peripherals. A curriculum model depicts varied courses 
and where they fit into the objectives. Course outlines for each course are included, and 
so are class descriptions. 
The newest color Mac technology is used. The level of scanners, film recorders, 
color printers, and projection systems are industry level quality. The software list, which 
was provided, is the most comprehensive of any of the schools surveyed. 
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Most importantly, there is great effort, time and care behind the program which 
actually started from nothing. Awarded grants and matching funds make the vision a 
reality. The coordinator and art teachers have worked for quite a few years at building 
this program. 
The computer is actually integrated through the entire curriculum starting with the 
fundamentals class. Each of the detailed course descriptions include: a description of the 
course, goals in sub-areas of studio production, related art history criticism, and 
aesthetics. Within the production category a strategy of the students objectives is listed. 
The student attitude and approach to the medium is addressed as well. Under the art 
history module students are made aware of relevant historical background and historical 
references. Criticism and aesthetics establish a criteria to use in evaluating their own 
work and work created by others. Career possibilities are also discussed for each subject 
area. In the last section of every course outline, students’ objectives name the skill and/or 
knowledge they want to attain as well as the methods they want to use accordingly. 
The following courses taught at Burlington School District include the use of the 
computer as a tool or reference: 
FUNDAMENTALS GRAPHIC DESIGN COMPUTER GRAPHICS 
Basic Design 
Color Theory 
Art Concepts 
Printmaking 
Art History 
Typography 
Graphic Design 
Illustration 
Production 
Photo/Printing/ 
Publication Concepts 
Computer Graphics 1 & 2 
Computer Animation 
Advanced Computer 
Graphics 
Image Processing 
All of the art staff at Burlington School district is computer literate. In 1992 I met 
one of the new art teachers who was taking a seminar that I was teaching in computer 
applications. The district sent her to be trained. This district is quite well known 
regionally for its art and computer explorations. It is one of the best in New England. 
Throughout most of the Massachusetts responses are familiar sentiments of 
dissatisfaction with limitations such dissatisfaction reflects the total population. Lack of 
money and lack of training are commonly cited as prohibiting growth in computer 
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developments. A western Massachusetts art coordinator says: “We do not have the 
means financially to provide any computer usage whatsoever, with budget cuts our art 
department is just barely meeting basic needs.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Another coordinator comments: “We have been fortunate to receive a grant to 
provide us with equipment, but we do not have sufficient training opportunities. We 
would like training ourselves and would like information on how to get training.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
One more coordinator expresses their situtation: 
“We have bit the bullet and are trying to utilize the computer within our 
art department but we have no idea how we compare to other schools. We have 
even less of an idea what’s going on in the college level. I would like to see a 
sequential development of an art (computer) curriculum from public schools 
through college courses. I’d like a better relationship in all areas between high 
school art departments and college art departments.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
1993) 
The Norwood, Massachusetts, art department coordinator is aware of possibilities 
and would like to develop the computer component but is held back by budget 
constraints. The following quote depicts the coordinator’s opinion on college programs: 
“I am constantly amazed that college art education professors ‘do not see 
the need’ (a direct quote from an art chair at a local university) for new art 
educators to know how to use the computer in art classes... The pre and practicum 
students come out to the public schools and know less than the elementary 
children. The public schools are evolving and changing; it’s the college art 
education courses that I worry about.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE - Very few of the 26 school districts responded in using 
computers at all. One of the better situations occurrs in Merrimack, New Hampshire, 
where the art department coordinator wrote a grant and received two color Macs, a 
printer, basic drawing and painting software, and a digitizing kit. Next year a new course 
will be offered in computer graphics. 
The Lebanon, New Hampshire, art department coordinator feels: “Many jobs in 
the future will involve computer technology. We obviously can’t provide a state-of-the 
art exposure, but at least the students will be familiar with basic concepts in computer 
usage.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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NEW YORK STATE ( New England border) -1 selected 86 school districts in 
New York located closest to the New England borders. I received 38 responses. There 
are a few schools with current investigation of computers for art. Three or four had used 
computers and are well set up in terms of equipment There are not any outstanding 
models in this small population. The results clearly would have been dramatically 
different if I had surveyed the entire state. 
RHODE ISLAND -1 received 15 responses out of the 36 surveys I sent to Rhode 
Island art departments. A handful of coordinators are planning on getting computer 
access in their own classrooms or within the districts. No outstanding programs are 
among the 15 I received. 
VERMONT - Out of the 53 questionnaires sent I received 15. A little less than 
half of this group has computers. The following excerpt from the art department 
coordinator in Williamstown, Vermont, reflects the situation of the remaining districts in 
Vermont: 
“We don’t have enough computers. It is also difficult to keep up with 
computer advancements. The whole world runs on computers but not schools, 
especially not art classes... I don’t mean to sound negative, but it’s all I can do to 
get enough paper for my drawing class.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
How can schools cope with budget restraints and still provide the necessary exposure for 
students? 
The financial prognosis is grim for available moneys in public schools, especially 
for art budgets. Worse than that, whatever funds are provided are documented to be spent 
inadequately, or else misused completely. 
A special 1992 Macworld issue entitled “America’s Shame,” is devoted entirely 
to the premise that we have abandoned our children’s future by not adequately integrating 
computers in education. The articles are thorough and based on research from site 
interviews which were conducted at school districts across the United States. There are 
also interviews conducted with government officials and the Department of Education. 
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This special report includs five articles by different authors. The synopsis of the report 
on personal computers in education by the editor of Macworld is as follows: 
“For the last decade, America has invested heavily to place personal 
computers in schools. We report on what our nation has accomplished so far and 
where we’re headed. The prognosis: not encouraging... What has kept computers 
from being integrated in public schools? Inadequate support, training, money, 
research, and will... The failure of US public schools to arm students with 
computer skills means many may never effectively compete in our technological 
world... Our government’s education policy claims to promote computer literacy- 
but do the results back up rhetoric? Though they faced similar obstacles to 
implement computer-based learning, some countries are moving ahead of the 
United States.” (England, 1992) 
In the first article the author discusses the federal and state budgets and the trickle down 
effect of moneys poured into school districts so far for computer education pursuits. 
In 1991 the America 2,000 Project was implemented by George Bush to revitalize 
the education process in this country. Thirty-five million dollars were to be invested into 
535 schools; one in each congressional district with a goal of redesigning American 
education from the ground up. Jerry Borell, author of “America’s Shame,” in an article in 
Macworld, says in response to this expenditure: “Two years later the result is nil.” 
(Borell, 1992) 
The United States as a nation spends a sizable amount compared to other nations. 
The question raised by the authors of the article series is, how effectively is this money 
being utilized? 
“Current estimates indicate there are 110,000 schools, in 16,000 local 
school districts. Most of the budget comes from state and local sources. While 
the federal government does not control the budget or curriculum of public 
schools, it does have a powerful impact on public schools for two reasons. First, 
funds allocated by dozens of federal programs require that states match federal 
spending on specific programs and meet federal requirements. Second, the 
federal government shows leadership by initiating programs, promulgating 
budgets and legislation, and making policy that sets the course for how education 
in the US is conducted.” (Borell, 1992) 
It appears that just buying equipment is not enough. Money needs to be spent on 
appropriate training and research. An assessment of what specific equipment will satisfy 
a given need has to be incorporated into a fiscal plan. 
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Mr. Borell presents some of his findings: 
“Antiquated computers; unused computers; computers used for games and 
not teaching; schools and teachers unprepared to use computers that they own; 
mismanaged or misdirected policies; and unknown hundreds of millions of dollars 
spent over the last decade for little return.” (Borell, 1992) 
In terms of my own study results, the teachers were almost unanimous in 
declaring their respective budget inadequacies. Many of the teachers had absolutely zero 
budgets and many more were cut to almost nothing. Superintendents mailed back some 
questionnaires uncompleted because their art departments were eradicated for financial 
reasons. 
When budgets are planned usually the teachers are the least empowered to make 
decisions. The art coordinators in many cases had no budget of their own to draw from 
for computer purchases. These teachers were often forced to utilize pre-existing 
equipment already in the district. Since most of the pre-existing labs were bought for 
application of math, science or other subjects, the equipment usually was not sufficient 
for artistic endeavors. 
Another problem appears when many administrators are computer illiterates 
themselves. Administrators also need to be trained in computers and technology. There 
are very few programs that address administrator education in a computer technology 
capacity. 
It would take 276 more pages of space if I incorporated the total number of school 
districts needing budget appropriations, as indicated by my survey results. The most 
humorous yet pitiful response came from the art coordinator in Connecticut in answer to 
my query, “What is your present budget?” This respondent wryly replies, “What is a 
budget?” 
The following four quotes serve to provide an indicator of the alarming number of 
school districts in New England which are in such bad shape financially. 
“The secondary schools in my area cannot afford to buy computers for art so 
computers are not used for art.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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“At this time we are fighting extreme budget cuts. It is becoming difficult to hold 
on to what we already have. In order to use computers, it would be necessary to increase 
budget, supplies and staff.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“We have requested computers in past budgets, but it is cut out due to financial 
pressures.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“The problem is not lack of interest at the high school level, but lack of money for 
equipment.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
The ommission occurs due to not only a lack of money, but also because a 
misguidance and mismanagement of funds which brings education to a crisis. 
Mr. Borell continues to discuss budgets: 
“As a country we spend more money per student than any other country in 
the world, yet we are told that education, part of the foundation of our society is 
one reason why our economy is falling behind the rest of the world. 
“Sadly our overall record on computer implementation in schools is 
perhaps most appropriately compared to the mismanagement of savings and loans 
associations over the last decade. No wonder government officials, school 
administrators and legislators prefer to cite their public exhortations rather than 
the realities.” (Borell, 1992) 
Even with supposed great spending, “statistics lie,” Jerry Borell says. Mr. Borell feels 
that the departments of education claims that substantial progress towards integrating 
computers has been made in primary and secondary schools is misleading. Supposedly 
more than 50% of all children in grades 1-8 use computers at their schools regardless of 
geographic and economic levels. These findings are considered a bit too remarkable by 
Herb Lin of the National Academy of Sciences: “Even if there were one computer per 
classroom, that’s less than two minutes per student for a one hour class... insufficient for 
any meaningful training.” (Lin, 1992) 
Another problem appears in terms of the narrow scope of many government 
grants to public schools. In “Separate Realities,” by Charles Piller, the author informs the 
reader that many grants that provide money for schools only covered a percentage of a 
third to pay for computers. Some grants do not gear their offers specifically to provide 
hardware. Programs such as the Block program funded at 475 million dollars only 
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allocates 30% for buying computers. According to Piller, when directly asked, the 
Department of Education could not provide any estimate on how much money has been 
used to buy computers at the local level. 
Piller states that on the whole, the poverty level school districts still lag behind, 
even though over a billion dollars have been spent to help public schools in general: 
“Computer-based education in poor schools is in deep trouble. Inner city 
and rural school districts rarely have the skills or funds to maintain their 
machines. These districts lack the training and social support to use computers 
effectively. In most cases, computers simply perpetuate a two-tier system for the 
rich and poor.” (Piller, 1992) 
Piller explains in his article that poor schools tend to use computers too rigidly, 
and other students are turned off. He continues to observe that the amount of computers 
means nothing as far as he is concerned. 
“Donated computers at the Menlo Oaks School, part of the impoverished 
school district in Palo Alto, California, stand idle because no one knows how to 
use them. Ten recently donated, secondhand IBM PC’s are stacked haphazardly 
in the middle of the computer lab at Menlo Oaks Middle School. The working 
units are not used for any organized class activity, although a computer club 
sometimes meets after school for word-processing and drawing. Budget cuts in 
East Palo Alto forced the school’s computer teacher into a regular math-science 
job. The lab primarily serves as a detention center.” (Piller, 1992) 
The following two case descriptions of school districts depict worst case scenarios 
that Piller observed in his visitations: 
“Sneedeville, population 1,500, is nestled against the Clinch River about 
70 miles northeast of Knoxville, in the center of Appalachia. The school has no 
money for textbooks or crayons. Teachers double as janitors, and some 
classrooms are covered with a thick film of dust and grime. To buy toilet paper, 
Hancock Central holds fund raisers—a daunting task in a county where 59% of the 
households earn less than $15,000 a year. 
“A poster on the wall says ‘access the future.’ It’s an advertisement for 
IBM computers, but these kids don’t have computers, or other than one old 
microscope and a handful of slides, any scientific equipment. There are four or 
five archaic and infrequently used computers at Hancock Central. Last year 
(1991) the superintendent of Hancock County sought a federal grant for 150 
computers. The government rejected the application saying that the funds would 
“supplant” rather than supplement” state and local spending... Though extreme, 
Hancock County’s plight is hardly unique. Nearly all public schools are cutting 
back after years of recession, and many have never been more strapped. 
Enrichment classes—physical education, art, music—are becoming a thing of the 
past in communities all over the country. When poor schools purchase 
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computers, they defer other needs. But they don’t always get the return on the 
investment they expect.” (Piller, 1992) 
There is also the element of the trend of crime occurring rampantly in our nation’s 
schools, which is a relevant problem in regards to keeping equipment once it is obtained. 
The following case study described by Mr. Piller exhibits the extent of new emerging 
problems. 
“Carol City has a prison-like feel about it, a ten-foot chain link fence 
topped by barbed wire surrounds the school grounds. This school has about 175 
computers and more on the way. The students in this district have a better student 
to computer ratio than most high schools in the most affluent areas in the country. 
But at Carol City, thieves undermine the districts’ best efforts. According to three 
science teachers cables are frequently stolen, as is anything that can be pawned.” 
(Piller, 1992) 
On a more positive light, Piller did include some exceptions to the rule which 
portrayed some down-trodden districts that miraculously have been able to create 
something from nothing. Piller comments that the best teachers find ways to work 
education. In the successful schools it was found that a connection needs to be made 
between the students’ lives and their aspirations. Obviously, doomed to failure methods 
include scheduling, rigid use, and procedures—useless drills and so on. Pillar notes the 
tendency to use only basic skills is indicitive of poor districts rather than rich discovery 
methods used in affluent schools. 
The principal, in one of the extraordinary cases of a poor school able to succeed, 
bought a set of lap tops which were almost considered antiques for $50.00 a piece. The 
students were sent home with the computers to promote writing. The cost of the entire 
class being outfitted was less than the price of one Macintosh Classic. 
The students’ skills in writing improved dramatically. Kids were conversing on 
line in lieu of watching T.V. A semi-illiterate parent learned to write following his 
child’s example. Some of the other low or no cost projects at Drake included faxing pen 
pals and pairing 5th grade and Kindergarten writing buddies. 
At Miami Carol City “Rain Dance.” is published which is a literary journal filled 
with poems on ghetto life. Students at Jackson High School set up, track, and manage 
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elaborate portfolios on Macintosh and IBM computers. “This is against all odds,” says 
Mr. Forte, the school’s business manger. “Imagine if they had things going for them?” 
(Piller, 1992) 
What is currently available for teacher training and awareness? 
Among the general population of schools I surveyed, there is a reasonable 
awareness of the possibilities computers offer artistically. Problematic to many districts 
is: lack of funds, lack of awareness of grants and applications, lack of support by 
administration, and lack of teacher training opportunities. 
The majority of the schools I surveyed continually list the need for teacher 
training and literacy, even outside the parameters of my questions. As far as the pilot 
group selected for my tutorial participation, all the art teachers included are extremely 
enthusiastic about receiving training in this manner. In fact, I had a substantial number of 
school districts interested in participating, but I couldn’t fit any more into my pre¬ 
designated timetable. The need for this type of training is very real. 
There are a few educational training aids on the market but none are 
comprehensive enough for the true novice in an education setting. They would be good 
as supplementary material once the teachers were already introduced to basics. 
Video-cassettes, training and seminars. 
There are a few varied educational aids on the market which give instruction in a 
limited manner in computer graphics software and systems. Three or four companies are 
currently marketing video-cassettes for training. These tapes are divided into computer 
operations in phases and specific hardware and software products for computer art and 
design. The problem with even the beginner level computer instruction manual is that it 
skips over the really preliminary concepts an art teacher needs to know. Before getting 
into specifics, this population first needs to understand the capabilities of computers in 
general, the way they work, concepts necessary in understanding storage and memory, 
and how and where they could be useful in a public school art classroom. Acquiring 
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specific machine knowledge and specific software training would follow more logically 
thereafter. 
The best video productions so far are created by Mac Academy in Florida. The 
tapes are Macintosh-based and are concise and informative, but even the introductory 
courses are too sophisticated for the general market. Their target population is pre¬ 
dominantly graphic designers and professionals in the publishing industry. Mac- 
Academy also gives seminars in varied regions across the country. These are intensive, 
hands-on workshops, yet again they are a bit fast paced for a neophyte. Another group 
that is competitive with Mac Academy, is the Dynamic Graphics Foundations group 
based in Illinois. Intensive seminars are also offered and videotapes produced, which are 
a bit more pricey than Mac Academy, but of similar quality. 
Textbooks 
There are many textbooks now on the market. One that is very good for teaching 
Macintosh concepts is Getting Started in Computer Graphics, by Gary Olsen. This book, 
though intended to be introductory, is still a little on the intense side after the first few 
chapters. 
Although is it somewhat dated, a book which is perfect for the public school art 
teacher is Computers in the Art Room, by Deborah Greh. It is custom tailored to 
teachers’ needs and perspectives. This book is unique in that it contains a demonstration 
disk of student works which coincide with exercises in the textbook. The textbook is 
comprised of 12 chapters. Greh’s writing style is relaxed and non-intimidating. 
Chapter 1 provides a brief history and overview of computer art as an art form. In 
Chapter 2 Greh outlines some pragmatic concerns and questions art teachers would have, 
such as: “Why use computers?” and “How should you use computers in your 
curriculum?” 
The third chapter effectively addresses the psychological anxieties an art teacher 
might have. Themes covered in chapter 3 are: “Computers have Minds of their Own, I 
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Can’t Work with this Machine, I have to be a Technical Expert, I’ll have to Program the 
Computer” and “Computers will Alter my Curriculum.” 
The actual physical components of a computer work station are described with 
brevity for the reader in Chapter 4, “Meet the Computer.” The CPU, monitor, disc 
drives, keyboard, printers and the mouse, are illustrated and defined. 
Greh also adds a chapter on classroom management in Chapter 5. Classroom 
management explains how to deal with time and access, scheduling, and availability, 
machine care, and administrative paper work. 
The sixth chapter begins to implement a rationale and procedure for working with 
the computer. Controlling the medium, limiting options, and computer limitations are 
covered. The use of the disc activities begins at this point. 
Chapter 7 deals with design itself. The disc is utilized to depict student samples. 
Covered in this chapter are strategies including: the elements of design, experiments in 
color, and displaying images. 
Drawing has an entire chapter devoted to it. Drawing limitations and possibilities 
are presented in Chapter 8. Also in Chapter 8 Greh explores palettes, color and digitizing 
imagery. Controlling the medium, texture and cubism are activities on disk that correlate 
to readings. 
In Chapter 9 Greh offers varied uses of a computer besides fine art. The 
alternative applications include sections on: layout and graphic design, printmaking, 
architectural drawing, computer aided design, set design, and more. 
“Beyond the Artroom,” Chapter 10, reveals what’s happening in business and 
other subject areas. Industry usage and applications are described. 
An evaluation of student work is covered in Chapter 11. Form and content, 
student response and observations of students work are in Chapter 11. 
The last chapter is on future visions. Greh gives her predictions for technological 
advances affecting art education in the coming years. There is also a reference guide at 
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the end of the book which provides helpful suggestions on costs of hardware, software 
and budget allocations. 
While Deborah Greh’s text is the best among the entry level publications, it is 
written with a support disc compatible only with the old Apple II technology. It would be 
beneficial if Deborah Greh could upgrade to a Macintosh volume since more schools are 
using Macs. But for those districts, and there are still some, who still have Apple IIC, 
Apple HE and Apple IIGS computers with 64K memory, this book is a must. Computers 
in the Art Room is an inexpensive investment for the art teacher. This book is sufficient 
in being able to get someone started. Because technology does fluctuate, it is difficult to 
publish books accordingly. Old Apple architecture is passe compared to Macintosh. But 
the old Apples were utilized for a good 10 year period, and are still usable. Software is 
still being written for them. The newer Mac LC series can interchange some software 
with Apple IIGS machines and vice-versa. They can be networked together. Many of the 
Macintoshes on the market can be used with all the old and new software provided they 
have enough memory. Memory can always be added to a machine later. The cost for 
more memory has and continues to decrease. If a book is written generically, than it is 
only good for background information. There still needs to be a portion of instruction 
directly relating to the hardware used. The manuals that come with the equipment, 
though user friendly, are not always sufficient in the inception phase. 
Organizations 
A few organizations are useful for providing information and limited training to 
public shool teachers. These are four of the organizations in existence currently: 
SIGGRAPH (Special Interest Graphics Group Association for Computing 
Machinery) located in New York City. 
NCGA (The National Computer Graphics Association) located in 
Fairfax, Virginia. 
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NAEA (The National Art Education Association) located in Reston, 
Virginia. 
CAA (The College Art Association) located in New York City. 
SIGGRAPH - As mentioned in Chapter 1, this group began in 1966 as a special interest 
group on computer graphics. The membership in this organization is over 12,000. 
Siggraph annually sponsors an international technical art conference and art exhibition. 
The location of the conference varies geographically from year to year. This group 
provides an open forum in which fine and graphic artists share ideas and concepts. 
Technical panels are presented with extensive discussions of topics, which are germane to 
computer use in visual endeavors. Vendors and products are also included in order to 
display current developments. Among the workshops each conference, offers 
introductory training seminars which are included in 1, 2 or 3 day formats. Training goes 
from the sheer novice level up to technical expertise for programmers and software 
developers. While membership to this organization is highly recommended, it is not be 
appropriate for a complete method of teaching training. Workshops are very expensive, 
but there is an education discount. 
NCGA - This organization is comprised of fine artists, but mainly graphic artists 
in the computer graphics field. This group also sponsors conferences and exhibitions 
every year. In addition, this association publishes a magazine on computer graphics. 
There is not an actual training model or an intent to train under the mission of this group. 
It is well worth the money for membership to keep abreast of what is happening in the 
industry. 
NAEA - This association concerns itself with promoting quality and breadth in art 
education. The NAEA publishes a journal as well as advisory publications, covering 
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approximately 70 topics on art education. Among the topics one could choose include 
the following: 
Achieving Clarity Instruction on Art. 
Creativity and Art Education. 
Grading Elementary Art. 
Preparing Environments for Teaching Art Education. 
What is Higher Order Thinking in Art? 
Will the Arts Continue to Occupy a Place at the Margins of Educational 
Institutions? 
The Federal Reforms of Schools: Looking for the Sliver Bullet. 
Strategies for Preserving Art Electives. 
Teaching Art from a Global Perspective. 
Studio Art Lessons (Part 1, Part 2, Part 3) 
What Educational Research Says About Instruction for the Visual Arts 
Classroom. 
I had the 1990 NAEA advisories list of topics in my own files. Interestingly, 
there was not a single article on the use of computers in art. Figuring there might have 
been updates in the last three, almost four years, I called the Virginia office and asked 
them to send what they currently had on computers and art in these advisory articles file. 
I was told there was nothing in the NAEA-produced advisories topics at all. I inquired if 
there is an intent in the near future to include such items. I received another negative 
response. There was, however, one pamphlet once produced on an introduction to 
computers for art teachers. I already owned this 1988, relic so I did not ask to have it 
sent. It was a good quality publication for its time, but it is obviously quite dated in many 
areas. The NAEA is one of the few authoritative organizations providing art education 
guidance. It is no wonder that our public school art departments indicate such a desparate 
need for training and educational resources. 
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CAA - The College Art Association includes: full-time artists, studio art 
professors in all disciplines, art education professors, art historians, gallery curators, and 
art administrators. Directed at college instructors and administrators, services are 
provided to merge insights and collaborate wherever possible. An art journal is published 
by the CAA which features articles on art and art history. The emphasis is on fine art in 
the journal. An employment opportunities newsletter is produced and distributed during 
the year to members. An annual conference is held in different cities. Panel discussions, 
lectures, and job interviews are conducted at these conferences. There is never any direct 
training involved. Issues on computer graphics were addressed by a few panels at 
conferences over the past decade. 
Actual Training Sites for Computer Graphics 
A few computer vendors and entrepreneurial companies provide hands-on skills 
and training sessions. These seminars are highly intensive. New York and Boston are 
the only areas available in the New England vicinity. The seminars are expensive and 
specialized in scope. Inquiring to computer vendors directly will provide specific 
information about the availability of this sort of training. 
There is one new facility which is exceptional in providing training in computer 
art. The Center for Creative Imaging located in Camden, Maine, provides extraordinary 
equipment facilities with an outstanding group of instructors who are renowned in the 
industry. The center opened its doors in May 1991. Artists, professionals, and novices 
have participated in class selections in: electronic publishing, animation, virtual reality, 
illustration, and three-dimensional simulations. The Center for Creative Imaging is the 
only facility of its kind in New England. 
The mission of the center is described by the director below. 
“We believe there is no more important skill in the world than the ability 
to effectively communicate. And in a world were communication is pivotal to 
success or failure in so many facets of life, the need to be heard, seen and 
understood has never been greater... The courses in this catalog have been 
specifically addressed to those needs and desires.” (Davidson, 1993) 
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Training Needs as Described bv the Quantitative Study Population 
There was a significant number of school districts among my study population 
that indicate the need and desire for teacher training programs. About almost every third 
result sheet showed an interest in obtaining training. Almost all the participants were also 
interested in receiving results from the study. 
A sample of New England art coordinators which depicts their feelings on 
training is as follows: 
CONNECTICUT 
SIMSBURY, CONNECTICUT ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“It’s very frustrating to try and design a program when software and 
hardware is different than the program I’ve learned on-through self-study. When 
purchasing for a possible class I found that I had to have more memory for 
complex drawings than was stated in the software. Only after purchasing an 
expensive program, did I learn it took 500K just to load the program—and 
therefore I couldn’t use it without spending more money to buy more memory.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
THE VOLUNTOWN, CONNECTICUT ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“I believe there are many public school art teachers who are not computer 
literate. We need to take classes in computer graphics and become very 
comfortable with the medium before we include it in our curriculum. Multi- 
eulturalism, DBAE, and integration of the arts into academic subjects seems to be 
pushed more than computer literacy at this point.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
1993) 
MAINE 
THE ACTON, MAINE, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“It would be wonderful to at least have workshops and/or in-service 
opportunities for public schools to work with college personnel. It is very 
difficult to imagine this happening in a small community such as ours.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
THE BENTON, MAINE, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“I think colleges could help by offering computer graphics courses to 
teachers. It would also help if students or professors could come and talk to 
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classes about possibilities in the computer graphics field.” (Anonymous Survey 
Quote, 1993) 
THE EASTPORT, MAINE, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“Many secondary art teachers have not had the opportunity to learn 
computer graphics to the point where they could teach a complete course on 
them.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
WELLS, MAINE, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“I think art teachers need the training first. This (the computer) is a fairly 
new medium, and unless one has recently been through a program or makes a 
point to learn about the computer, they may not have the skills to teach it.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
WINTHROP, MAINE, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“We have purchased one Mac Classic, and I have had no training. The 
money is not there but it’s a start. We are very small, and we need much more 
development in this area.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
MASSACHUSETTS 
AMESBURY, MASSACHUSETTS, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“Public schools require graduate courses for teachers to advance along 
credit scales. State colleges in particular should offer graduate courses in 
computer graphics.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
FARMINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“Colleges are supposed to provide the cutting edge and theory-based 
knowledge as well as the training for teachers and the leadership.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) 
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HAVERHILL, MASSACHUSETTS, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“I personally feel that colleges are out of touch with public education. There 
needs to be a closer relationship in the area of teacher training with ties to the 
integration of subject matter and life skills.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
GROVETON, NEW HAMPSHIRE, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“We need training... especially small schools like mine with a one person art 
department.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
LEBANON, NEW HAMPSHIRE, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“I do not have the knowledge or equipment to do an optimal job with my 
students. I would love to get outside help.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
NEW YORK (Bordering on New England) 
NEW LEBANON, NEW YORK, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“Since many of us completed college before the advent of computer use we 
need to help.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
SALEM, NEW YORK, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“It would help if there was more help for high school teachers; I have a 
computer in my classroom, but there were no computers when I went to college 
and I’m the one that needs training.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
RHODE ISLAND 
CHARILIO, RHODE ISLAND, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“There also needs to be training for public school teachers in computer 
graphics. Many of us graduated from college before computer graphics were 
offered.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
NANTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“I’m looking into classes for myself - now.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
1993) 
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VERMONT 
ENOUSBURG FALLS, VERMONT, ART DEPARTMENT COORDINATOR 
“A great idea would be college student mentors coming to public schools with 
computer graphic courses available for teachers and students at the same time. 
Guest computer graphics expert demonstrations.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
1993) 
The most interesting thing about all these computer training requests is that I did 
not ask a specific question on interests or needs in training in my survey. All these 
comments were added into the response form at various points as unsolicited information. 
If I had raised the specific question regarding training, it would seem likely that a larger 
percent of the population would have responded. 
According to the 1990 January/February issue of Cue Newsletter: 
“A need for training is obviously crucial. Some school districts, 
discourage teachers from requesting follow up training; other districts reassign 
teachers who initially receive the training. Instead of staffing the computer room 
with teachers trained by software companies, para-professionals, who haven’t 
received the training are hired to staff the computer rooms.” (Editor, Cue 
Newsletter, 1990) 
Deborah Branscum, an author of a Macworld Article has this to say on teacher 
training: “Teachers can’t be expected to make up this stuff as they go along. If teachers 
do not receive appropriate training, computers will continue to be used as baby-sitters.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Computer Graphics lab installation 
The past few years have exhibited a quantum leap in the performance and 
affordability of microcomputers, especially in regard to their graphics ability. The 
greatest results have been achieved from some of the traditional educational vendors such 
as Apple, IBM, Commodore, Tandy, and Zenith. Higher resolution color graphics and 
laser technology are no longer reserved for the corporate sector. Even CAD/CAM and 
other engineering systems are being produced, on an amateur level, for microcomputer 
software use. Educational institutions, of diversified stature, are now able to consider 
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software use. Educational institutions, of diversified stature, are now able to consider 
purchasing systems with rather high quality graphics abilities, which is limited to their 
individual budgetary constraints. The added new capability of transferring operating 
systems creates a tremendous impact in terms of software versatility and microcomputer 
exchanges between formerly “incompatible” systems. For instance, Tandy, and Zenith, 
realizing a demand for IBM compatibility, have introduced models which are IBM 
compatible with MS-DOS operating systems. Both computers run faster than ever and at 
an extremely low price for their performance improvements. (Tandy 1000 HX @ 
$699.00; Tandy 1000 TX @ $1,199.00.) The Tandy 1000 TX apparently also has an 
improved 16-color paint program. 
On the Apple scene, the newest Mac’s feature MS-DOS and Unix operating 
systems ability and deliver very high resolution graphics. Another Apple upgraded 
system, well worth considering, is the Mac Centris and LC series which have a Mac’s 
graphic user interface, high resolution graphics, and sophisticated sound abilities all for 
under $2,000.00. The Mac series, which continually evolve, feature the LC III, Centris 
,and Quadra, all with incredible resolution, high memory, and color capabilities. 
Just as microcomputers are going down in price, so are high-end work stations; 
such as Apollo, DEC, Prime, and others. Depending upon the future plans, budget, 
resources for computer graphics lab and curriculum, the educator/administrator can now 
consider either a microcomputer or high-end computer work station. Networking 
software has improved vastly, and the economy and efficiency of one server make lower 
budgets stretch farther and farther. 
As a point of interest, I am including a potpourri of some of the current computer 
graphics labs on the collegiate level. At M.I.T., according to Ruth Schwartz, through our 
telephone interview: 
“Students and faculty are experimenting with holography, high definition 
T.V., digital video techniques, computer music and computer simulations. The 
Media laboratory is in M.I.T.’s new Center for Arts and Media Technology. The 
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lab is designed as an interdisciplinary resource to encourage research in such areas 
as broadcasting, publishing, and computing.” (Schwartz, 1986) 
Schwartz, who researched various programs, discusses Illinois State University 
which is experimenting with the applications of computers to the arts. Its College of Fine 
Arts and the Applied Computer Science program share a microlab. There art students 
experiment with a speech synthesizer, video ditherizer, digital graphics tablet, random 
access tape recorder, digital piano keyboard, 16-voice oscillator, and computer-controlled 
slide projector. At Carnegie Mellon University, an introductory computer graphics 
course is open to all students. Art design students take such courses as Art and the 
Computer, Design and the Computer, and Advanced Computer Graphics. Staff at the 
New York Institute of Technology are working on feature-animated computer graphics 
films. Ohio State, affiliated with Cranston Csuri Productions, has extensive course and 
degree offerings. 
UCLA is utilizing three Quadra terminals and one Amiga system for a film 
animation course. Students work on wire frame displays and contruct key frames as the 
computer figures out the in-between frames. UCLA has IBM PC’s and a Tecktronics 
terminal. There are courses in design and computer graphics. The IBM cubicomp 
software provides for 40000 colors and three-dimensional shaded graphics. The lab also 
has printers, plotters, and digitizing tablets. At Rochester Institute of Technology, the art 
department has several high-end systems, equivalent to those of corporate application. 
These systems; Artronics, Geni-graphics, and Autographix, are in a considerably high 
cost bracket (such as, a new Geni system, with no frills, is at $85,000.00). The quality, 
however, is professional level. R.I.T. also has 2 Mac labs and even Apple II E’s which 
are still used in basic computer graphics courses. R.I.T. gives different courses through 
different systems. Many more universities and leading art schools have bitten the 
computer bullet and offer undergraduate and graduate degrees in computer graphics, as 
well, and various equipment is purchased to meet the specific student needs, restricted 
only by the institution’s finances. Some departments even have customized software and 
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program set ups, which shows up in requests to entrepreneurial consultants and major 
vendors. 
Considerations for Implementation of a Computer Graphics Lab 
A general computer graphics lab, for the purpose of art/design and education 
concepts, involves many variables for initial consideration: space, physical attributes of 
room, noise level, ergonomic factors of furniture design and placement, temperature 
control, electrical current-wiring availablility, financial restrictions, student populace size, 
accessibility to students, student needs, monitor assignments, and lock and safety 
protections. 
Choice of brands such as IBM versus Apple, are an individual decision. The 
possibilities of grants, discounts, existing equipment, should be evaluated first. 
In terms of software selection, one would probably want to have a package for 
each of these capabilities. 
Basic Paint Packages For painting and storing images, cut and paste, 
and text functions. 
Basic Drawing Packages For drawing and storing images, cut and paste, 
and text functions. 
Utility Packages Screen savers and virus protection programs. 
Desk Top/Organization Superpaint - Fractal Paint 
Utilities Adobe Illustrator - Freehand 
Virex or Scan Screen Saver 
Macro Mind Director 
Photo - Adobe Photo Shop 
HyperCard 
Animation Software Sith varied dissolves, speed, and more complex 
animating features for the creation of kinetic art. 
Scanning/Digitizing Software To be used for video captured imaging - would 
come as a kit. 
Programming Software Can be used to introduce basic programming 
skills to students and to unite training software. 
After student images have been painted, drawn, cut, pasted, mirrored, digitized, 
and generally manipulated, they can be saved to a disc. 
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For permanent formats, output sources can be in: 
Slide - or print (photo) 
Printout - from a printer qt 
Video - shot off monitor onto a video cassette or CD 
system 
The procedure for taking good photos manually is unfortunately a tricky one. One easy, 
but expensive, solution is to buy a film recording system which contains a camera where 
the calibrations for speed and exposure are automatic. These little systems start at about 
$1,500.00, Ml pieces considered, and go uphill progressively to outrageous prices. A next 
best thrifty purchase is the screen shooter kit for a couple hundred dollars, which includes 
a black hood, connected to a Polaroid Land camera (it can also be used with a 35 mm 
camera). 
These Polaroid prints can be converted to slides through mail order from Polaroid 
or the 33 mm slide film can be used instead. However, proper exposure and speed is a 
trial and error endeavor. After talking with experts at Kodak, I realized that the 
incorporated chart of settings for filming left much to be desired, because every image is 
so different in color composition. One basic setting of shutter speed and f-stop does not 
seem to be at any real standard. For example, a picture with a 100T black saturated 
background is going to give much less light than a 100% white one. 
The point of departure for ASA 64 - 35 mm slide film would be between f.8 and 
f.l 1, at 1/15 of a second or below. The best way, however, is to bracket your shots and 
do a test roll first. There are also companies, like Visual Horizons in Rochester, New 
York, who will take your disc and use their slide system, which actually improves the 
resolution. This service is approximately $8 or $9 a slide, though. 
As far as printouts go, the results will be directly related to budget constraints (as 
usual). A laser printer is the Rolls Royce of printers, but it is an expensive item and some 
are limited to black-and-white, though high-quality results. A laser printer is very fast 
and noiseless, qualities a dot-matrix color printer owner will really appreciate. 
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There are many good printers on the market in the “medium” quality range. 
Multicolor ribbons can be used in certain models, or the standard black-and-white ribbons 
(or one-color ribbon) are available. Affordable color printers are now on the market at 
approximately $4,000. Lastly, you may choose video as a documentary format for your 
creations. Shooting off a monitor is a complex task and is affected greatly by the quality 
of all equipment involved. 
Some sophisticated computer systems are NTSC compatible, a consideration 
where T.V. production facilities are available. 
There are two other possibilities for projection. One is in using the computer 
itself (in a darkroom) as a projector for a slide show effect. The second is that there are 
many projection systems on the market which enable a user to project any image from a 
computer monitor onto a very large projection screen. This is obviously very beneficial 
in teaching situations for classroom demonstrations, as well as for display of works. 
At this juncture, another suggestion to consider when implementing a pilot 
program is to first consider utilization of a currently existing lab at the school. Purchases 
would initially revolve around software and peripherals compatible with your already 
present hardware. 
An ideal generic work station should include: 
A microcomputer - 
with a color monitor (whenever possible - with highest resolution possible. 
An input device 
(one or more of 
these, depending 
upon choice of 
software) 
Keyboard 
digitizing pad 
touch pad For 
mouse Drawing and 
light pen Selection 
paddles 
joystick 
tablgt 
Output devices printers(s) - color and/or black-and-white printers 
(one or more of 
these, depending 
upon preferences) 
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digitizing kit - includes a video camera and software, plus 
operating apparatus - for storing digitized images videoed 
from any source - for image manipulation 
Camera Recording System to create photo slides and prints for records 
and displays 
Teaching Projecting System necessary for large group demos 
Appropriate Software Selected to work with chosen systems - 
paint programs 
draw programs 
video programs 
animation programs 
In the area of monitors, it is not always preferable to buy the brand monitor of 
your computer. There is a competitive array of monitors available, covering a giant span 
in clarity and resolution, which is relative to price. Whenever feasible, opt for a color 
monitor (and an RGB monitor at that). As far as input devices go, it is wise to first 
consider which software you will be using, and plan accordingly. The best contemporary 
paint program, Fractal Paint, can be purchased bundled with a wacom tablet. This set up 
includes a light sensitive electronic pen, which is similar to a pencil and therefore most 
preferable to artists. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 
A description of the completed tutorial package module, workbook, textbook, discs, 
films, and slides 
The tutorial packages were individually prepared. I made eight separate packages. 
The production of the packages was very time-consuming. My original intent was to 
create only one or two packages and schedule the tutorials in districts over the term, so I 
could go from one to another, after each district was finished. Since I allocated three to 
four weeks, I would have done five districts during a semester sequentially. But as I 
began my correspondences with the teachers, I realized this schedule was not going to be 
adequate. I then decided to work with a few districts at a time; therefore, I needed to 
create more versions of my tutorials to circulate simultaneously. 
Within the tutorial program I wanted to give these teachers a brief but intensive 
concept of what computer graphics was all about, before having them become involved 
with a hands-on experience. The package had to be as concise as possible while still 
incorporating all the background information necessary. 
All of the published items: the glossary, workbook, textbook, logos, business card, 
contents page, and covers were created on a Macintosh computer using Freehand, 
Pagemaker, and Illustrator software. At the time of my comprehensive exams I had 
applied for a grant from the Aldus Software Corporation to enable me to create and 
demonstrate with their appropriate software. Adobe also provided me with some donated 
software for this purpose. 
The grant I received from the Aldus Corporation was The Aldus Seed Program Grant. 
The mission statement for this grant by Aldus is: “To support innovative curriculum 
projects incorporating computer technology that test new ways to enhance student 
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achievement, the Aldus Education Seed Program Grants Aldus Software Products to 
Academic Institutions.” (Aldus, 1992) 
The Aldus selection criteria is as follows: “Aldus will select recipients for product 
awards based on: 
- Innovative approach. 
- Measurable goals. 
- Measurement procedures for assessing results. 
- The expected impact of student achievement. 
- The way in which Aldus Software would be used. 
- The number of participants in the project.” (Aldus, 1992) 
What does Aldus expect from a grantee? “Aldus requests that grantees receiving 
product awards: 
- Send samples of student or faculty creations made with the donated software. 
- Document the project results and supply a copy to Aldus Corporation. 
- Publish an article in an academic journal or make a presentation at a national 
academic conference describing the project results.” (Aldus, 1992) 
I received Aldus Pagemaker, Aldus Freehand, Aldus Superpaint, and Digital Darkroom 
for the Macintosh through this grant. 
I had 16 copies each of the pre- and post-assessment questionnaires made up for 
inclusion within the tutorial package. All the materials in the textbook, workbook, and 
glossary are original copyrighted pieces. 
The ultimate package is a self-contained box of corrugated cardboard covered in a 
glossy plastic-like material. The exterior dimensions are 9-1/2” high by 11-3/4” wide by 
2” deep. I coined the program project: T.E.A.C.H. (Teacher Education Art and 
Computers Handbook). The package is glossy black. The logo is adhesive specialty tape 
in fuschia and aqua. I wanted the package to be easily transported and to fit on a shelf or 
in a drawer conveniently. 
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Inside the package is a marbleized gray folder which has the T.E.A.C.H. logo on it. 
Within the marbleized gray folder are six items including: the contents page (what this 
package includes), the pamphlet (how to use this package), the glossary (an illustrated 
computer graphics book), the pre- and post-questionnaires unit, a “help” (Hotline card 
with my phone number), and a slide transparency envelope. Left inside the box are the 
workbook, textbook, video, and audio tapes. 
The contents page is a bright, almost florescent yellow, with black printing and aqua 
and fuschia decorative lines. The entire package contents are listed as well as illustrated 
graphically on this card stock cover weight page. The pictorial tutorial pieces are also 
numbered as well as the actual corresponding tutorial items. The package is intended to 
be as clear, direct, and user friendly as possible. 
The glossary included is a black-and-white printed piece consisting of 30 pages. 
Each definition is illustrated. Computer graphic terms germane to the topic are presented 
alphabetically. The cover, back and front, is an enlarged rendition of a computer disc. 
The title appears on the label illustration, as if it were a title on an actual disc. 
The illustrations were created by students in my computer graphics class at Westfield 
State College. Each illustration was created in Superpaint, Freehand, or Macdraw, and 
then imported into Pagemaker for inclusion of the booklet design. 
The “Help” card, is a business-sized card stock piece which is a graphic rendition of a 
Mac-SE computer. The word “help” appears on the computer screen and my phone 
number is below it. This is for a hotline in case of any emergencies or important 
questions by T.E.A.C.H. participants. The card is tucked into the lower left-hand comer 
of the gray folder in view as soon as the folder was opened by the user. 
A pamphlet on “How To Use This Training Package,” is included on the right side of 
the gray folder under a triangular flap, above the help-hotline card. This two-sided 
brochure gives complete instructions on how to use the package. Each of the 8 pamphlets 
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produced are individually cut and pasted in color, with photos and illustrations, as a 
prototype to simulate a full color publication. 
The first paragraph of this brochure introduces the participants to the program: 
“This tutorial package is directed to selected art faculty in public schools who are 
interested in learning about utilizing computers for graphic design instruction. 
Each art teacher will work independently, at his/her own pace, following the 
highly structured hand book for guidance. I will arrange to meet with the 
participating instructors at three scheduled times, along with any added sessions, 
as per requested.” (Keim, 1993) 
The next two paragraphs on the right upper portion of side one of the pamphlet give 
further directions about what is involved in the procedure. 
“The first time we meet we will set up your work station. At our second meeting 
I will give an introduction, complete demonstration and answer any procedural 
questions you may have. We will meet the third and final time to discuss and 
evaluate the learning experience. In addition, there is a “hotline” number you 
may call in case you have any questions or problems in between our assigned 
meetings. 
“The intent of this project is to make your initial experience with the computer 
as positive and productive as possible. Hopefully, you should have little or no 
anxiety working at your own pace. 
“There will be no pressure to compare yourself to anyone else or to be 
inhibited by what others would be doing in a group environment.” (Keim, 1993) 
On the other side of the pamphlet there is a detailed outline to chronologically 
structure the learning components daily and weekly. The plan is a four week plan, 
combining use of free time, though limited, at school with the use of voluntary time, to 
view videos, at home. The schedule which was adhered to by all the art teachers took 
four weeks. A few districts asked for more time to achieve more advanced concepts and 
to consult on equipment purchases, software election for their future use. 
This is the schedule which was implemented for the project as directed to the 
participants: 
Week 1 Please fill out the enclosed questionnaire pre-assessment. 
Day 1 Read “How To Use This Package.” This pamphlet, tutorial 
package item #1, explains the procedures. 
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Day 2 
Day 3 
Day 4 
Day 5 
Day 6 
Day 7 
Week 2 
Week 3 
Bring home the illustrated glossary, tutorial package item #2, and 
peruse it once before you start the program. You may need to refer 
to it later on for reference on any unfamiliar terms encountered. 
Please view the first selection on your video cassette entitled: 
“Computer Magic.” You’ll find this film informative yet 
entertaining. If you have a VCR at home you might share this tape 
with your family, or else you may prefer to schedule it as an art 
activity in the classroom since it is suitable to all ages. 
Read through the first two chapters of the textbook, tutorial 
package item #4, for a deeper understanding of the subject matter. 
Chapter 1 - Evolution, Chapter 2 - Impact. The textbook provides 
an important theoretical background in computer graphics. 
Please view the second selection on your videocassette, tutorial 
package item #3, entitled: “How Computers Work.” 
Please read Chapter 3 of the textbook, tutorial package item #4, 
“Understanding The Basic Operations.” 
Watch the third and final video selection entitled: “Macintosh - 
The Basics Part 1.” 
After viewing the Mac series complete the exercises in the final chapter of 
the textbook, Chapter 4. Practicing the exercises included would help to 
bring a novice on a working level with the selected software. A disc is 
included on the last page, with solutions to all the exercises. 
After completing the practice exercises in Chapter 4 of the textbook, you 
now can begin the workbook lesson plans, tutorial package item #5, which 
contain a disc with pre-made images for you to work with. Please select 
one or more lessons to try with your appropriate classes. 
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Week 4 Please fill out the enclosed questionnaire - post-assessment. I will meet 
with you at the closing session to finish our paperwork and discuss the 
experience together. 
The video cassette tapes involved contain three different tapes, produced by three 
different companies. If I had had the time I would have liked to prepare an original 
production on the tape. This selection would have made my sessions reduced from three 
down to one. This would enhance a more independent study style. But constraints being 
what they were, I was somewhat limited in approach. The three video-taped selections 
are different in nature. One is an informative overview on the computer graphics 
industry, fine and applied art endeavors. The second is technical in explaining the 
computer components and how they work. A third selection includes hands-on 
instruction to supplement the text on using a Macintosh Computer. 
The first excerpt, “Computer Magic.” is a high-quality, 60 minute production which 
displays works of over 150 production companies and artists from around the world. 
This video, produced by the Cinemagic Productions Company in San Francisco, 
California, is one part of a three-part series available for purchase. 
The second excerpt, “How Computers Work.” is a 30 minute production created by 
the Computer Museum in Boston. This unique presentation depicts four teenagers and 
their science teacher as they investigate how computers work. The sequence is shot as 
the characters move through the two-story high working model of a desk-top computer. 
The third excerpt, “Macintosh - The Basics Part 1.” is a 60 minute production 
involving hands-on procedures and operations of a Macintosh computer. Produced by 
Mac Academy in Florida, it demonstrates the basic functions of the Mac and the 
introductory systems operations. 
The two books that I created to use for this tutorial program are the workbooks and 
textbook. The textbook is an original 83 page bound document with illustrations and 
graphics produced in black-and-white. The cover is a full color paste-up for each of the 
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eight books I produced. The textbook provides a written supplement for background 
information necessary. A disc which is included on the last page of the book contains 
sample tutorial exercises corresponding to the “tutorial” chapter of the book. 
There are four chapters in the textbook. Chapter 1 is historical: “The Evolution of 
Computers for Art and Graphic Design Usage.” Chapter 2: a theoretical chapter on “The 
Impact of the Computer on the Graphic Design Industry.” Chapter 3 is on basic 
operations, “Computer Graphic Systems and Software Procedures.” Chapter 4 is the 
practice: hands-on learning chapter: “Getting Started. A Tutorial with Exercises to 
Complete and Explanations of Graphic Software.” 
The textbook was created in Freehand. Graphics and illustrations came from a 
multitude of Macintosh software programs: Superpaint, Macvision, Freehand, Illustrator, 
Macdraw, and Pagemaker. The chapter which gives an intensive lesson in all the paint 
programs allows beginners to become software users learning the programs through the 
exercises in the textbook. Once through the methodology of the textbook, the users are 
ready to go on to the workbook. Through the exercises, students learn drawing, painting, 
page layout, and digitizing techniques. In the tutorial exercises in Chapter 4,1 created 
seven projects that would teach the software function while doing the projects. 
SUPERPAINT - In Exercise #1 students are asked to create “mirror bugs” of their 
own invention. The directions are listed next to completed ’’mirror bugs” on the exercise 
page. A description of Superpaint is given on the adjacent page to the illustrations. 
Further directions are given on general Supeipaint usage. Exercise #1 solutions are saved 
on the discs enclosed. A student can open the mirror bugs file up on Superpaint and work 
by altering the pre-saved originals. 
Superpaint is a bit-mapped graphics program with two distinct layers. The top layer 
is the painting layer, while the bottom layer is for drawing. The painting layer defaults to 
72 dpi (dots per inch), but through a process called, “Superbits” it can be increased to 300 
dpi. The drawing layer handles images from the paint layer which have been converted 
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to 300 dpi. It also produces object-oriented images which are resolution independent. 
The advantages to this program are: more spontaneity - this is because of the random 
ways that pixels can be activated, and exceptional ease for cleaning up scanned images. 
All scanners convert artwork to digital signals usually at a resolution of 300 dpi. 
They can then be placed into paint programs where very finely tuned retouching can be 
done. Paint programs were originally the choice for doing photo-retouching of 24-bit, 
full-color images until the development of upper level photo retouching programs like 
Digital Darkroom and Adobe Photoshop were produced. 
DRAWING PROGRAMS - Drawing exercises were given in Exercise #2 of the 
textbook. Seven different original graphics were made up to teach basic drawing 
concepts to the user. 
The first exercise to be completed was a four-pointed star. The steps involved 
building the star from geometric shapes. Cut, copy, paste, and rotation are concepts 
learned through creating a four-point star. The disc contains the star for students to work 
on. 
The second exercise, The Bear and Bow Tie, is used to work with rounded polygons, 
arcs, duplications, and flips. After creating the bear and bow tie, students have mastered 
another set of concepts in the basic drawing tools. 
The third exercise is A Box of Cream. This exercise begins the three-dimensional 
simulation process of rendering. Diagonal lines, flipping vertically and horizontally, are 
taught by creating a simple three-dimensional rendering of a box. The disc contains a 
finished version for students to work with. 
The fourth drawing exercise is a sign for New Horizon’s Reality. This particular 
graphic will involve a combination of the last exercise functions: rectangle, arc, flip, 
diagonal, duplicate, and mirror. The text tool is introduced to insert the realty name 
under the simple logo. This saved logo is on the exercise disc for student usage. 
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The fifth drawing exercise is a box product rendering line drawing of Kravola 
KrayQng. This exercise combines recently learned functions with text which creates a 
slightly more complex graphic. 
Another simplified logo is used to practice in Stretch Jeans. This time type is 
manipulated and stretched in the word-stretch. A double border is put around the logo. 
This finished Exercise #16 is included on the disc. 
The last exercise, #7, is the strawberry scale. Cut, copy, paste is done in sets. After 
one set of six strawberries is achieved by cut and paste, three more rows are created by 
duplicating entire lines. Horizontal and vertical lines enclose the strawberries in a grid¬ 
like format. This exercise is saved onto the disc for practice. 
Drawing programs such as Macdraw, Macdraft, Macaad, and so on, create vectors to 
define precision of line and shape. Objects must be selected one by one as each element 
is considered a discrete unit. Type produced will appear smooth as opposed to “jaggie” 
as it does in paint programs without drawing layers. 
Executing images in drawing programs requires a more geometric point of departure, 
since there is no spontaneous or painterly brush-stroking involved. All images 
mechanically built by combining shapes and lines methodically. Cut and paste is a very 
important concept when using a drawing program. Draw and paint programs differ in 
how one moves, edits, and manipulates text, lines, and shapes. Some programs like 
Superpaint have fused the best of both mediums by combining two layers to work in. 
FREEHAND - This advanced drawing program is included in the textbook tutorial 
exercises. Two fully completed logos are shown and they are on disc for students to 
work with. Both logos are much more sophisticated than the previous samples. The 
students can work on their own logo after dissecting the pre-saved samples to see how 
•# 
each was built. 
Freehand is an object-oriented vector program. It is resolution independent, which 
means its resolution is limited only by the output device used. Freehand is currently the 
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single most important program for creating electronic illustrations. It can produce high 
quality illustrations in black-and-white, and color, as well as providing unlimited ways to 
manipulate type. Freehand can accept Tiff, Epsf and Postscript files and exports as Eps 
files. (Tiff-Tag image format, EPS - encapsulated postscript are file format code names). 
Freehand works by building files and layering those shapes one on top of another to 
create a graphic. There are 200 layers available in Freehand. The shapes are created as 
mathematical elements called paths. If a path is open, then it cannot be filled, and if a 
path is closed, then it can be filled. 
To best understand how to construct an illustration in Freehand, let’s use the 
following example. Let’s pretend to draw a face. Start from the back and work forward. 
The outline of the head can be construed as the first and farthest layer back, while the tip 
of the nose is the most forward point. This is akin to the layering method of building 
objects. 
PAGEMAKER - Pagemaker is a page layout program that is particularly useful for 
layout of brochures, newsletters and publications. It is not meant to be used for complex 
graphics nor as just a simple word processor. Its primary function is to bring together 
large bodies of type and different graphic elements in varying file formats. Pagemaker 
can accept Tiff, Piet, Eps, Epsf, Postscript and Riff formats. 
Before using the Pagemaker program, one must become familiar with the tool box. 
The single most important command in Pagemaker is the “place” command. It is located 
in the file menu. This is the method by which graphics and word processed documents 
are brought into the page layout program. Type from another word processing program 
can be altered in Pagemaker. Graphics from programs like Freehand can be resized, 
distorted, and cropped, but they cannot be unfilled, regrouped, or re-colored. 
The one-page layout on the exercise disc is a sample newsletter. Directions are given 
in the textbook exercise, as well as the disc version. 
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Graphic formats are abundant and somewhat complex. A file format is the structure 
of the data used to record an image onto a disc. These formats are discussed in great 
length in the textbook. 
The workbook, also created in Freehand, is a 53 paged bound document with 10 
lesson plans with which the teacher can experiment with. The eight covers, like the 
textbook, are full-color, individually pasted up simulations of published quality. 
The lesson plans in the workbook deal with 10 different design units of study as 
samples for the classroom teachers. The teachers participating in this study are asked to 
select one of these lesson plans to complete with their classes. Some of the lessons 
require the use of more than one software. The lessons increase in their difficulty as they 
progress in order. 
The first unit consists of five basic design exercises. Contrast, figure-ground, 
composition, and repetition are basic design concepts reviewed in Lesson 1. 
The second lesson plan unit is on portrait. This lesson is written to examine style. 
The third lesson plan unit is on the expressive usage of type. Students were to work 
with adapting typography for posters, where their favorite celebrity was starring; the 
movie poster had to be created six times - as a mystery, comedy, romance, science 
fiction, horror story, and a serious documentary. 
Lesson plan #4 problem is to create an original front. The goal is to design a font in a 
software program(s) and name it after yourself. 
The fifth lesson plan unit is on optical illusion. The project involves the creation of a 
cover design for a favorite rock group whose name is Optical Illusion. 
Lesson plan #6 was a logo design. The problem is to design a logo with an image and 
typographical counterpart. 
In lesson plan #7. graphic effects are explored. Students are requested to create five 
completely different layouts using the same basic set up, but to alter each one with the 
use of varied graphic effects. 
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Lesson plan #8 covered publication design. Students select any company of their 
choice to design their hypothetical newsletter. 
Lesson plan #9 consists of package design. The problem is to select an existing or 
hypothetical product and design a package for it. Both two-dimensional and three- 
dimensional renderings are required. 
Lesson Plan #10 is an interior design problem which focuses on the “ultimate hang 
out space.” Students are asked to design their personal hang out space. 
All of the lesson plans included in the workbook have a design solution next to the 
lesson plan which are saved onto the enclosed discs. Each lesson plan includes the 
following format: objectives, procedures, materials, motivation, evaluation, comments, 
and grade level. 
Audio Cassettes - The audio cassettes included in the tutorial package consist of three 
tapes which are supplementary information regarding computer graphics education, 
philosophies, trends, and future implications. 
The procedure used for utilizing the tutorial package 
After researching all the instructional aids on the market, I attempted to create an 
instructional package which combines elements from different presentations. The 
package developed is an individualized tutorial based package which would only require 
three direct consultations to get each user through the entire program. Ideally, it would 
have been preferable to have had a longer time in each school district. Due to the rigid 
time line I was only able to allocate 3-4 weeks for each district. 
The school districts in the New England region involved were selected randomly. I 
had contacted 20 school districts originally. All the districts were interested in 
participating. All the teachers involved were novices. The training package was 
structured in four steps to achieve the desired literacy by the population: 
Theory: Step 1 provides the teachers with a history and overview of computer 
graphics development and future applications. 
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Skills: Step 2 provides the teachers with a basic yet technical understanding of 
computers, how they work, how they can specifically be used in art. Basic skills are 
acquired at this stage. A working knowledge of a graphics work station and ability to use 
basic software programs is achieved. 
Practice Teaching: Step 3 The implementation of lesson plans within art classroom 
environment is accomplished. 
Analysis: Step 4 The teachers analyze the experience of tutorial instruction as well as 
the implications of using the computer for art education. The same operational procedure 
remained consistent within each school district. 
After contacting the superintendent and art coordinator, I made an appointment to 
discuss the project. The time slots and demands were explained. A discussion of 
scheduling took place, and our meeting time periods were established. All the necessary 
forms and paperwork were taken care of. 
I arranged to meet each art coordinator a minimum of three times to carry out the 
program. I returned more than three times to a few districts where the enthusiasm to 
continue beyond the mandatory meetings was strong. The art coordinators of these 
districts were very anxious to set up their own computer facilities. 
A profileof the various districts: Problems, teachers, budgets, and comparitive 
Characteristics of selected school systems 
The districts I worked in are all located in western Massachusetts. 
The rationale for selecting certain schools dealt with teachers’ schedules, ease of 
equipment usage, facility of communications between the superintendent, art coordinator 
and myself, geographical convenience, and primarily the degree of interest on the part of 
the potential art coordinator. 
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Problems encountered 
SCHEDULING - The first problem I encountered was a scheduling one. The public 
school vacations were not the same as the college vacations. Since I was teaching full¬ 
time, my schedule was limited. Although we only had to meet three times theoretically, I 
voluntarily extended my visitations to seven and eight times as requested to continue 
working with teachers beyond the scope for the study. But even general correspondence, 
over a four week period, was complicated by teacher conference days, holidays, and sick 
time. Four weeks were not four consecutive weeks due to vacations involved in the 
schedules. This was a minor problem, but this was an issue that came up, and threw off 
the time line somewhat. 
EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES - There was one school district I had contacted 
that was interested in participating in this study that I would have liked to work with. 
This school had no usable computers in the middle school for us at all. I offered to bring 
in my own computer for the art coordinator to use, but the district had problems with 
security. The art room was open in its design, and therefore the entire hallway would 
need to be locked to prevent unwanted access to the art room. The discussion of this 
problem went on for two weeks, and unfortunately a solution was never found. 
When I first contacted art teachers and inquired about equipment available at the 
schools where they taught, almost none of the art teachers knew which type of computers 
were in their labs. I had to then try to communicate with the computer lab supervisors, 
most of whom were helpful, but it took time in phone tag and coinciding meetings. 
One art teacher, who I did end up working with, said she had six computers in her 
classroom. She did not know the brand or type, but she promised to ask the principal and 
get back to me. This teacher was a one-year replacement teacher so it is understandable 
she would be unfamiliar with what was there. It ended up there were Apples that could 
be utilized except they lacked the mouse attachment. This was not a severe problem as 
we were able to use mice from other computers within the school. On the first day I 
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arrived, however, another problem evolved as the computers described were not 
networked to the printer. Also they had never been used, so no software had been 
installed. These problems were also easily rectified, but I had to add two more sessions 
to set up equipment (for any usage) before we could begin. I found out later the 
computers obtained from a grant had sat there six months, and no one had gotten around 
to setting them up, until I inquired about using them. 
Package production quantity - As mentioned earlier in this chapter, I had hoped to 
only have had to produce one or two copies of the package for circulation through school 
districts in a sequential fashion. Training would have taken a full year if I had not made 
five more copies. Distributing enough copies in more than one district at a time wasn’t 
necessarily the best choice either. It became a bit confusing when I overlapped three 
districts, in locations that were far apart. They were all at different stages in the program. 
My schedule was a little hectic, but it did not inhibit the progress or results of my study. 
Teachers - The 10 art teachers selected were all wonderful to work with. Each 
participant was interested, enthusiastic, and cooperative. Although I chose them 
randomly, they were a good mix of personality and age groups. There were only two 
males out of the 10 participants. Two of the art teachers were about to retire. One 
teacher was in her first year teaching; two had taught for less than five years, and rive had 
been in the field between 5 and 10 years. Four taught at the elementary levels, and six 
taught at the secondary level. The teachers, as artists, had very different areas of 
emphasis. Areas of concentration were one sculptor, one potter, one painter, and three 
graphic design teachers. 
Four out of the 10 teachers declared themselves as absolutely “computer phobic - 
illiterates,” and the rest considered themselves “novices.” The personalities of the 
teachers also varied considerably. It was interesting to watch how differently they 
approached the computer. Although they had no prior experience, they were all able to 
achieve a literacy level that they were very satisfied with. 
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Budget constraints - Although budget issues did not affect the performance of the 
study, it did have implications on how and when these art teachers would continue in 
using computers and/or in setting up their own art facilities. Two of the districts I worked 
with did set up facilities after our study concluded. I was asked to help with the selection 
of hardware and software for those districts. 
Comparitive characteristics of selected school districts. The school districts 
sometimes involved three teachers and other times one teacher. There was not a 
tremendous variance in the type of districts I worked in. The size of the departments was 
varied. Two districts were large; three were medium, and five were considerably smaller. 
The budgets were relative to the size of the districts. 
Pre- and post-assessment questionnaires 
I put one copy of the pre- and post-assessment questionnaires into each tutorial 
package. Both questionnaires are five pages long. Each form consists of mainly open 
ended questions. 
The pre-assessment. The first section identifies what art subjects, levels, and year the 
teacher teaches. Question #4 asks the participant to rate themselves in regards to their 
computer literacy. Five levels were available for selection and additional comments were 
encouraged. The next sections dealt with past computer use, what the school offers to 
teachers in computer use, and if the participant had ever used a computer for any 
purposes. All of these questions were open-ended. 
A section on opinions and feeling about the computer came next. Participants were 
asked to discuss how they personally felt about computers, and how they felt computers 
could limit or expand their students’ creative and artistic abilities. Student knowledge 
was addressed as well as questions regarding curriculum, course offerings, and computer 
access were included. 
The post-assessment. The questionnaire format was similar in content to the first 
questionnaire. In addition, a section on the T.E.A.C.H. experience was provided to 
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ascertain the effects the tutorial program provided. The findings to these qualitative 
inquiries appear in Chapter 5. 
Curriculum Development 
The textbook and workbook of the tutorial package begin to focus on what lessons 
and units of study in art could be beneficial with the incorporation of the computer. 
There is no set or recommended curriculum guide within the package; however, this is an 
issue I addressed with the participants individually. All of the teachers felt a model like 
this was extremely helpful as a point of departure. They mentioned also that it would be 
worthwhile to have a reference guide of possible lesson plans for the range of art from 
Kindergarten up to senior high shool. 
Quantitative Research 
Implementation. I originally sent out 764 questionnaires to all the public school 
districts in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York (a portion 
bordering on New England), Rhode Island, and Vermont. 
The questionnaires were addressed to the art department coordinators in each district. 
I received a 35% response as 276 questionnaires were returned in total. The response rate 
per state were greatly varied. The highest response rate was 48% from New Hampshire 
and the lowest was 25% from Vermont. The rest fell in the middle, averaging 
approximately at 35%. The participants were asked to mail back their pre-stamped 
envelopes with their responses. 
Procedure and Description of retreival 
The quantitative questionnaires were a two-page document format consisting of ten 
questions in total. The data involved is statistically oriented. Demographics queried 
were: the location of a district, the size of a district, the budget of a district, the size of 
the art department of a district, the number and name of computer art courses, the lab(s) 
spaces allocated in each district, and so on. 
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The data was inputted in Microsoft Works software, into the spreadsheet/data base 
utility. Calculation of totals and percentages were computer-generated and then 
compiled. The collated and tabulated data were converted into chart and tabular format 
for a concise indication of the patterns, numbers, and totals involved. The findings of the 
quantitative study are presented in Chapter 5 of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Qualitative Research results 
On the following pages are descriptive profiles of the ten art teachers I worked 
with in implementing the T.E.A.C.H. project. This group was comprised of teachers who 
were very positive and motivated to complete the tutorial. They all were enthusiastic, so 
it was an ideal population to work with. Three out of the ten had some subtle biases about 
working with computers, but they were interested in exploring the subject, and were still 
on the whole, more positive than negative. The only common thread among the group 
was that they were all art teachers, otherwise they ranged in ages, experiences, attitudes 
and art emphasis areas. 
The two males and one woman who were more “three-dimensionally-oriented” 
were more skeptical than the others about whether they would use a computer in their art 
rooms. However, after completing the T.E.A.C.H. project, they were the most anxious to 
work with the medium. 
Most of the teachers had changed their perceptions of what literacy level their 
students had after completing T.E.A.C.H. This seems to correlate to their more confident 
attitude in the post surveys. 
They all rated themselves as novices or non-existent at the literacy level. This 
holds true even though a few had some past experiences which they did not mention 
when we first discussed doing the project. 
The pre-conception that computers equated to more graphic design-oriented 
pursuits was something that the majority of the group had confirmed believing. After 
post- assessment most of the group listed basic design and other more “fine-art -oriented 
subjects would benefit from computer usage as well. 
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Most of these teachers felt that computers could be made available for classroom 
usage at a fairly young age level. However, a few instructors switched their answers 
(both ways) in the post-assessment, after completing T.E.A.C.H. 
They all enjoyed their own hands-on time tremendously. It was almost 
therapeutic for them. Some used their free periods, lunch hours or after school time to get 
more hands on exposure than what was required. They all said they wished they had 
more time “to play.” 
Only two participants out of the ten had computers in their classrooms. Ironically, 
one of these teachers couldn’t use the computers due to the safety hazards of pottery 
equipment and the other had machines that were not set up, networked, or installed and 
couldn’t use them until I came to do T.E.A.C.H. Both of these situations were rectified. 
Almost all the participants had a fear that the computer would not work and that 
they would not be able to use them in front of their art classes for one reason or another. 
Fortunately, none of the teachers had any problems when doing their T.E.A.C.H. lesson 
plan. 
Only one participant said that her school district had a curriculum which included 
computers in art. A few said they were working on it. Most of this group was not able to 
list or name equipment - pre-assessment, but at post-assessment three quarters named 
Macs, which was the system we used. The Mac clearly was a familiarity choice. But a 
few said they intended to research what else was available. 
It appeared that most districts had not offered anything in the way of computer 
training to their teachers. This is in complete congruence with the quantitative 
information as well as the literature sources I researched. All ten participants intended to 
use a computer for art educational purposes after the T.E.A.C.H. program. 
Most of the ten concurred that there were definitely advantages, but also 
disadvantages in using computers for artistic endeavors. They all felt the computer as a 
tool held potential and felt it was important for their students to receive exposure to it. 
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The entire group agreed that there should be some curriculum rationale set for the 
progression of usage from Kindergarten through college level. 
The participants felt that all basic design concepts could be taught on the 
computer, as well as or better than traditional methods. The concepts listed collectively 
were: line, shape, value, perspective, isometric drawing, color, balance, motion, 
composition, symmetry, repetition, visual texture, and depth. 
On the whole the participants commented that their emotional attitudes changed 
significantly after using T.E.A.C.H. Although there was an obvious and strong interest on 
the part of these teachers to learn about computer use and art, probably only one or two 
would have found a method besides T.E.A.C.H. to get the knowledge t they needed. The 
remaining eight probably would never have received any experience with computers at 
all. 
The ten descriptive profiles contain the standard information I took from my pre- 
and post-assessment interviews. Not all the participants answered all the questions. A 
few responses were organized slightly different than the rest. These profiles give an 
overall impression of teachers' feelings, opinions, and attitudes. The responses also 
portraywhat is going on in these school districts specifically. 
DONNA DREW 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 1. Qualitative survey results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. The participant is an elementary level art teacher 
kindergarten through fourth, working in the southern Berkshire School District in 
Sheffield, MA, who has taught for 16 years. The participant rated herself as a novice- 
limited ability level. 
The participant had done word processing in Microsoft Word and very limited graphics 
on her husband’s Mac 512 with Macpaint. Once she used a Commodore 64 with Koala 
pads in K - 4 art classes. 
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When asked about the school providing workshops to the faculty on computer 
use, she stated, “Not the elementary schools-several years ago the high school offered a 
workshop.” (Drew, 1993) 
The participant's opinion regarding the use of computers in education is: 
“Graphics are interesting but logistics of having enough hardware, in working order, in 
the right place, at the right time, has been a problem.” (Drew, 1993) 
Her assessment of whether the computer as a tool limits or expands student art 
experiences is as follows:“The computer might cramp or inhibit some students who like 
concrete, textural experiences in art, and it might inspire those who are inhibited by 
traditional art materials on the other hand.” (Drew, 1993) 
In reply to how knowledgeable she thought her students were, the participant felt 
that most have some very basic skills. When asked how her ability compared with her 
students, she thought their levels were similar. 
Ms. Drew felt that computers would be particularly suited for teaching and 
learning, in any areas, given the appropriate software. Kindergarten was the age level she 
thought computers would be appropriate for. The participant estimated one-sixth of her 
students have computers at home. 
In reply to whether she had use of a computer in the classroom to use, she 
commented that she did not have her own art classroom, but that some of the classes did 
have computers. She also mentioned that she did not have access to any computer labs at 
school. 
There were two fears cited by this participant regarding the use of computers in 
the classroom which were: not having the right working hardware available and how to 
teach a class when you have only one computer. 
In response to whether the art department had a curriculum which included 
computer usage, the participant replied, “Minimally. When hardware is available a very 
brief introduction to computer art is given in grade 2.” (Drew, 1993) 
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The design concepts that the participant felt were able to be taught via computer 
were perspective, symmetry, elements of art which includes free versus geometric 
versus representational shapes, kinds and directions of lines, repeating patterns, and 
visual textures. 
In regards to whether students would have the same experiences learning design 
concepts on a computer as they would conventionally, she stated, “In most cases, but 
there’s a tactile element missing that comes only from getting your hands in clay, yam, 
relief printing, thick paint, rough charcoal, and personally I’d miss that.” (Drew, 1993) 
When asked what the current relationship between graphic design and computers 
are she said:“More and more commercial graphics utilize computers.” (Drew, 1993) 
She cited the following disadvantages of using computers for design in the 
industry: " Unless you have really expensive equipment, some products/design may be 
inferior to traditionally produced art." (Drew, 1993) 
When asked how she personally would like to use a computer in an art/design 
area she commented that textile design would interest her. " It would be nice to see how 
different color schemes would work on the same design in textiles." (Drew, 1993) 
Her preference fo equipment for teaching graphic design or computer graphics 
was: “A Macintosh, mostly because it has a lot of potential and also because I’ve used my 
husband’s and I am familiar with it.” (Drew, 1993) 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicated that after using the T.E.A.C.H. 
tutorial package, she felt “more knowledgeable” about using computers in art education. 
Since using Project T.E.A.C.H., the participant felt that computers can expand a 
student’s creative and academic learning experience. In terms of limits she felt that some 
students may become too dependent on the medium and miss out on basic aesthetics. 
When asked to evaluate the computer literatacy of her students when she 
implemented Project T.E.A.C.H., she said that they were not literate at all. " They are 
only K - 4 so hopefully I’d have to be more literate than they are. " (Drew, 1993) 
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The participant felt students should be aquainted with computers very early, but at 
the lowest levels it should be an enjoyable experience. Real learning should begin fourth 
grade and up. She felt that the computer is a very important tool for art students. 
The participant indicated that she feels there needs to be some relationship 
established between public schools and colleges in order for public school art teachers to 
plan curriculum in computer graphic areas. 
ELAINE HOFFMAN 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 2. Qualitative survey reselts. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is a high school level art teacher 9-12, working 
temporarily in the Berkshire Hills Regional School District in Great Barrington, MA, 
who has taught for one year. She was previously a fine artist professionally - a potter. 
She recieved her certification this year and wants to teach full- ime. 
This participant rated herself at a computer literacy level of totally non-existent. 
The participant never used a computer for any personal use. The school she worked at 
did not offer any training courses during her one year placement term and she was not 
sure what the district had ever offered previously. 
The participant felt apprehensive about using computers in general. When asked 
how computers might limit or expand a student’s creative, artistic, and academic abilities, 
she indicated that she wasn’t sure at this point in time. Ms.Hoffman felt that probably 
most high school students were more computer literate than she but she needed more 
experience to confirm this. In response to what subject areas computers could be 
particularly suited to, she assumed that probably graphic design would be the most 
appropriate. She wasn’t sure what age level would be best, but she figured at least after 
third grade on. The participant estimated that 40% of her students have computers at 
home. 
There were a few labs available in the school district but she didn’t have the 
training and wasn’t sure what type of equipment was there or if it was usable. She 
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indicated there were no computers in any of the art rooms at present. The art coordinator 
mentioned that some art computers would be purchased shortly. 
The fear that this participant cited as far as using computers in the classroom was 
that she would be completely lost in front of her class and not know how to do anything 
at all. 
She felt she was not knowledgeable to respond to “What students would need in 
the computer area in the next decade?” (Hoffman, 1993) In terms of art education 
concepts, the participant felt again that she was not knowledgeable enough to comment. 
She was sure that the district she worked in for the year appointment did not yet 
integrate computers into the art curriculum When asked what equipment she would select 
to teach design, she replied, “I have no idea.” (Hoffman, 1993) 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicated that after using the Project 
T.E.A.C.H. materials she felt “relieved” about using computers in art education. This 
participant was very motivated to learn as much as possible on computers because there 
was an opening she was interested in which required a basic knowledge of computers. 
“This tutorial thing came at the perfect time for me. I was so glad to be able to be 
included with the other two art teachers here.” (Hoffman, 1993) 
Since using Project T.E.A.C.H. the participant felt that computers can expand a 
student’s creative and academic learning experience. When asked, “How computer 
literate did your student’s seem when you implemented the lesson, she said that they were 
not as knowledgeable as she thought they would be. 
After the T.E.A.C.H. experience, the participant responded that Kindergarten 
would be a good level to start with computers if introduced with proper adaptations to the 
attention span and skills of that age group. 
Ms. Hoffman thought that 25% of her students had computers to use at home. 
This is in contrast to her Pre-assessment response of 40%. 
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In regard to her emotional attitude changing towards computers using T.E.A.C.H., 
she stated, “I can’t believe how much I know and learned... and it was pretty painless 
too.” (Hoffman, 1993) 
For advantages and disadvantages in using computers for design, the participant 
said, “I can now see how there would be advantages for many art areas to be explored, 
and disadvantages would be like myself. Maybe some students could be initially very 
intimidated.” (Hoffman, 1993) 
At post-assessment she felt she was now qualified to discuss equipment selection. 
She would be inclined to select Macs, but she was now extremely interested in looking at 
other types of equipment. 
When asked to rate the T.E.A.C.H. experience in terms of increasing her skills 
and knowledge, she commented that it completely changed her philosophy and attitudes 
about computers and art. 
JOHN FFRENCH. 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 3. Qualitative survey results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is an art teacher at the secondary level 9 - 
12, in the Berkshire Hills Regional School district in great Barrington, MA, who has 
taught for 21 years and will be retiring next year. 
This participant rated himself as a novice with limited ability, additionally, he 
commented on his response sheet: “I am interested in knowing as much as possible in 
computer graphics.” (Ffrench, 1993) 
Mr.French has never used a computer for any personal purpose and had never 
used a computer in any classroom activities. The district where this participant worked 
never provided any teacher seminars in computer usage even though they had several 
computer labs and substantial equipment. 
Mr.French stated that personally he felt positive about using computers in 
education. In terms of whether computers might limit or expand a student’s creative, 
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artistic, and academic learning process, he felt they should have computers in the art 
department to explore the effects on students. He felt his students had some knowledge 
in using computers as tools, and that his ability when compared to students would be low. 
When asked what subjects would be particularly suited for teaching he stated all 
art areas. The participant felt that maybe grade school would be an appropriate age level 
to make computers available. He answered that he did not know how many of his 
students used computers at home. 
The participant indicated that he did not have a computer in his classrooms and he 
also did not have access to computers in the labs at his school. 
The fear that this teacher has regarding the use of computers was : “I am 
apprehensive because I really know nothing about them.” (Ffrench, 1993) He felt that 
computers might be an interesting addition to the art classes. 
This instructor is unsure about what students will need in the computer area in the 
next decade. He also did not provide an answer to the relationship of computer use from 
elementary up to college level. 
Mr. French's art department did not have a curriculum which includes the 
computer as a medium. He was not yet familiar with what design concepts could be 
taught by computer but he was looking forward to finding out about them. He felt that 
students would have the same learning experiences on a computer as they would 
conventionally. 
The participant felt that there was very little relationship between graphic design 
and computers. When asked about what advantages or disadvantages were using 
computers, he commented: “I have some negative feelings about this but it is probably 
prejudice on my part because I am generally ignorant about computers. I am sure there 
are many disadvantages but I don’t know.” (Ffrench, 1993) He did not know yet what 
equipment he’d use to teach with. 
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POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant said that he was astounded after 
completing the tutorial. He was fascinated by the entire subject, and was surprised at 
how addicting the medium was. Since he considered himself biased against computers 
initially, he was amazed at how much potential he now felt the medium offered. He was 
very anxious to buy a three-dimensional software package for his own artistic use. 
Since using Project T.E.A.C.H., he felt that the computer could both expand or 
limit a student’s use, and that the teacher interaction here would be crucial. When asked, 
“How computer literate did your art students seem when you implemented Project 
T.E.A.C.H.,” he responded that most of them were enthusiastic but a lot of them were 
less knowledgeable than he expected. Mr. Ffrench felt that students entering college 
should already be familiar with computers and training should begin as early as possible. 
He believed that many art areas would be suitable to use a computer, but he felt three- 
dimensional design should be a great one. 
This instructor did not have a computer at home, but he said he’d be very willing 
to work with one in teaching three-dimensional concepts as soon as the department 
purchased equipment as planned. 
In regards to whether his emotional attitude had changed towards using computers 
after T.E.A.C.H., he commented, “I am converted! No - seriously, my attitude changed 
completely.” (Ffrench, 1993) 
When asked this time if he felt his students would have the same experiences on 
the computer or conventionally, the participant said that students who previously were 
not achieving much were more interested and willing to spend more time. They were 
fighting over the schedule for next access to the computer. 
Mr.Ffrench expressed great interest in utilizing the computer for three- 
dimensional models and manipulations in his own sculpture work. 
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In response to what equipment he might select to teach art, this instructor was not 
sure. He wanted to compare technology in order to find out what existed in this medium 
that he previously hadn’t much interest in. 
When asked to rate the T.E.A.C.H. experience in terms of increasing his skills and 
knowledge, the participant said that he increased tremendously, but more importantly, he 
had a different perspective on computers and how they offer a creative potential he never 
imagined. He was very intrigued with animation and kinetic possibilities. Three- 
dimensional simulations in an artistic rather than technical presentation would be an 
avenue he’d also like to explore. 
In terms of suggestions he had for improvement of the T.E.A.C.H. program, he 
would have liked the opportunity to use, (or at least see a demonstration), on other types 
of computer graphics equipment. The participant indicated that he found the T.E.A.C.H. 
materials easy to use and understand. After using T.E.A.C.H. his interest level in 
computers increased. 
In regards to the administration providing training the participant suggested that 
some type of program should exist between neighboring school districts. Professional 
day(s) could allow visitations to show what is being done in each subject area and to 
confer on special topics such as education and new technologies. 
PRIMM FFRENCH 
A descriptive profile on teacher nimber 4. Qualitative survey results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is the art department coordinator for the 
Berkshire Hills Regional School district in Great Barrington, MA, who has taught for 35 
years and will be retiring next year. The level this participant teaches is 9 -12, secondary 
art courses. 
This participant rated herself as a novice with limited ability. In addition, she 
explains: “I admire what can be done. I find I do not retain what I have learned because I 
rarely use a computer.” (P. French, 1993) The participant had used a computer once in a 
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class she took, but she had never used a computer for any classroom activities. nWhen 
asked if her school has given any computer usage workshops, she replied, “Yes, I took 
Appleworks.” (P. French, 1993) The participant felt that anyone in education who 
doesn’t know how to use computers will be at a disadvantage. 
Regarding whether computers limited or expand student’s creative artistic and 
academic learning abilities she said: “I think any new media is stimulating, and the 
unexplored possibilities are immense. But I also think there is a sameness to computer 
art and that it is a media but not the only media.” (P. French, 1993) 
The participant did not know (at this point) how knowledgeable her students were 
in using computers as tools, but she felt her knowledge in computer skills was below the 
students. The coordinator thought that commercial art was a subject area that computer 
would be particularly suited for. Mrs.French believed that first grade was the level at 
which computers should become available for classroom use. The participant could not 
estimate how many of her students had computers at home. There were no computers in 
her art classroom to use but she did have access to three labs at her school. 
The apprehensions the participant cited regarding the use of computers were: 
costs, know-how and dependency. She was unable to comment on what students would 
need in the computer area in the next decade. 
When asked about thow continuity between elementary, secondary and college 
level usage related, the participant stated, “I think it’s crazy that different companies 
computers differ so much. A standardization would help a progression of learning. We 
have different computers that are not compatible at elementary and secondary levels 
here.” 
(P. French, 1993) Art education concepts that could be offered by the computer were; 
“Line, color and design. Color printing would be great to have also.” (P. French, 1993) 
When asked if her department had a curriculum which includes computer usage 
she replied, “No. But it will as soon as possible.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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POST ASSESSMENT. The participant felt that after the T.E.A.C.H. course she 
was completely ready, willing and able to infuse computers within the art curriculum 
When asked how literate did your students seem when you implemented a lesson, the 
participant indicated their level to be high, way above her own. The participant still felt 
commercial art areas would be particularly well served by computer usage. 
This coordinator did not have a computer at home but was planning to buy some 
workstations for the art department after completing Project T.E.A.C.H. 
Her emotional attitude had changed significantly. She progressed from almost 
computer phobic to very confident and enthusiastic. She was very eager to set up 
workstations in the art department and re-evaluate the curriculum accordingly. 
After completing Project T.E.A.C.H., the participant felt that she would select 
Macintosh computers for graphic design and computer graphics equipment. 
When rating the T.E.A.C.H. experience in terms of increasing her skills, she felt 
the transformation was dramatic. She was amazed at how much she had learned and 
accomplished in such a short time. 
In terms of improvements for the T.E.A.C.H. program, this instructor would have 
liked another month or an advanced sequel program to delve further into computer 
graphic applications. The participant indicated that she found the T.E.A.C.H. materials 
easy to use and understand. She particularly appreciated the illustrated glossary and 
enjoyed the video selections. 
In regards to administration providing training, the participant felt that more could 
and should be done to provide teacher training opportunities. The only previous method 
possible was to take graduate courses which were six months long in advanced art topics. 
MARTHA BERBER 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 5. Qualitative survey results. 
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PRE-ASSESSMENT. The participant is a high school level teacher 9 - 12, 
working in the Southern Berkshire Regional School District in Sheffield, MA, who has 
taught for 14 years. 
The participant rated herself as a novice level-limited ability. She commented 
she learned last term to load and use a package program by following menu instructions, 
and then to save data. 
When asked if she had ever used a personal computer for any reason, she said she 
had for entering grades and for minor design graphics. She also had used a computer for 
classroom activities, “Once - a long time ago. Due to the fact that having a computer 
under the conditions where art/pottery is prohibitive we do not use the computers that we 
have. We have not been able to use computers in the present physical plant but new art 
rooms are in construction.” (Berber, 1993) 
In response to whether her school offered any workshop to the faculty on 
computer use, she said, “Once. It was general exposure not related to art and the software 
was limited.” (Berber, 1993) 
The participant responds to using computers in education; “Fine... once I feel 
confident enough to do a good job teaching kids.” (Berber, 1993) When Asked, “How do 
you feel computers might limit or expand a student’s creative and academic learning 
ability?” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) She replied, “Limit-by student’s not 
understanding traditional concepts first. Expand-in the speed of creativity and pleasure of 
changing your mind about design without having to start from scratch (less waste).” 
(Berber, 1993) In comparing her own ability to the average student’s ability, she said that 
her ability is poor due to lack of time and accessibility to computers. 
The participant felt all areas depending on software and purpose could be suited 
for teaching and learning on computers. Kindergarten was the age level that the 
participant thought computers should become available. Twenty-five percent was the 
number of students she estimated used computers at home. 
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She said that she did not have computers in her own art room to use. She also 
mentioned that computer access to the labs at school has been a problem. Lack of space 
causes them to use every classroom all the time. The new school being built will help 
with space. 
When asked what fears or apprehensions did she have regarding computers in the 
classroom, she stated, “I am not afraid of computers but I am concerned that I have a long 
way to go before I can impress a high school student.” (Berber, 1993) 
In response to what she supposed students will need in the computer area in the 
next decade, she felt that much of daily life and work will require the use of a computer 
someday. The participant felt there should be a relationship in computer use from 
elementary level up. She said that staring kids early will make it possible for them to 
master basics earlier which will enable those kids to get the most out of the use of 
computers. 
When asked how she felt computers could relate to art and design concepts 
specifically, she said: “Designing will be quicker and lest costly. Wild ideas can be seen 
and amended on the screen. Color changes are a snap.” (Berber, 1993) 
In response to whether her art department had a curriculum which includes 
computer usage within its format, she replied, “It tried.” (Berber, 1993) This teacher 
listed the following concepts; line, shape, value, perspective, isometric drawing, color, 
interior design, balance, motion, composition and ad design as specific concepts which 
could be taught on a computer. 
In reply to, “Do you think students would have the same experiences learning 
design concepts on a computer as they would conventionally?” She said, Yes except for 
the technical use of hands-on materials.” (Berber, 1993) 
In regards to what she felt the current relationship is between graphic design and 
computers, she commented, “Very close relationship. Time is money. It is easier now to 
show clients ideas for approval.” (Berber, 1993) 
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In terms of using a computer for design, she cited these advantages: time, speed of 
changes, cost effectiveness, and access to information. The disadvantages she mentioned 
were that not everyone is trained to use a computer. 
The participant said that personally she would like to use a computer as a 
designing tool to learn basic concepts, animation, and art appreciation. In the pre- 
assessment when asked what equipment she would use to teach computer graphics, she 
said that she would need more experience to know. 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicted that after using the Project 
T.E.A.C.H., she felt “empowered,” in using computers to teach art. Since using the 
Project T.E.A.C.H. the participant felt more convinced that computers could expand a 
student’s creative and academic learning experiences. 
When asked, “How computer literate did your art students seem when you 
implemented T.E.A.C.H.? She responded, “They were knowledgeable in some areas but 
not in others.” (Berber, 1993) 
The participant still answered, “Kindergarten” this second time as the level 
appropriate to make computers available in classrooms. In the post-assessment the 
instructor indicated that she fully intended to use computers in her art room as soon as the 
new building was finished. She and her department were currently writing up a purchase 
order for some computer hardware and software. 
In regards to whether her emotional attitude changed towards using computers 
after T.E.A.C.H., the participant stated, “I was already positive at the start, and I continue 
to be positive now. It’s just that now I have the confidence and experience that I lacked 
before.” (Berber, 1993) 
Ms.Berber felt that it is very important for art students to be familiar with 
computers. “It’s the future.” (Berber, 1993) In her opinion she feels generally that most 
high school students (in her district) have not had opportunities for experience. Their 
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knowledge levels are still low when they graduate ... We need to prepare our students for 
what to expect in college for better success.” (Berber, 1993) 
MARY ANN ROSSI 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 6. Qualitative surevy results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is a elementary school level art teacher, grades 4, 
5 and 6, teaching in the Westfield College Juniper School District in Westfield, MA, who 
has worked for one year. 
This teacher rated herself as a novice level of literacy. The participant had used 
computers on a lower level for word processing, both at home and in school. 
The participant said that she felt “enthusiastic” about using computers in general. 
When asked how computers might limit or expand a student’s abilities, she said she 
couldn’t imagine how the computer couldn’t be expansive; she also felt that it’s possible 
that it could be limiting in some ways. 
Ms.Rossi felt that most of the students were not that advanced in their knowledge 
of computers. She believed that she probably was slightly more experienced than her 
students. 
In response to which subject areas she believed computers would be particularly 
suited to, she replied, “All subjects.” (Rossi, 1993) As far as what age level would be best 
to begin with, she cited pre-school. The participant estimated that 50% of her students 
have computers at home. There were a few labs available in the school district, but she 
did not yet have the time to see if they were appropriate. There was one computer in the 
art room, on a cart as well. The fear that this participant had in using computers for art 
was that there would be some unusual circumstances in compatibilities or quirks when 
she first demonstrated to her classes. 
When asked what she felt students will need in the computer area in the next 
decade, she replied, “A good technical background combined with conceptual and 
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aesthetic skills, and some philosophies and ethics in being able to deal with technology 
productively.” (Rossi, 1993) 
For art education concepts which could be best done through the computer, Ms. 
Rossi participant listed all design concepts;two-dimensional, three-dimensional, color 
theory, graphic design and art history. She wasn’t sure if the district had integrated the 
computer into the curriculum. She had a one-year student teaching and part-time 
appointment in this school. When asked what equipment she would select to teach design 
she replied, “I’d need to be more informed before making any such selections.” (Rossi, 
1993) 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicated that after using T.E.A.C.H., she 
felt that her “sketchy” knowledge was transformed to “comprehensive” knowledge and 
she was, in her opinion, now qualified to teach computer principles in introductory 
lessons. 
She felt that the T.E.A.C.H. materials were clear, easy to understand, and make a 
very interesting presentation. She stated that she has always been a more independent 
type of learner, so this program suited her learning mode perfectly. 
Since using Project T.E.A.C.H. she feels that computers can expand on student’s 
learning experiences. She said some of her own best designs started as “mistakes,” and if 
she were using a conventional technique, she’d have to throw all the designs away. The 
computer allowed her to develop her mistakes into some strong compositions. 
When asked, “How computer literate did your students seem when you 
implemented the lesson?” She said they seemed somewhat literate, but they were 
completely unfamiliar with the graphics software she used. 
As in the pre-assessment reaponse, this teacher again cited pre-school as a 
desirable level to use computers. 
In regard to her emotional attitude changing towards computers using T.E.A.C.H., 
she said, “I had only used computers previously in word processing applications. 
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Graphics programs are so much more fun. I feel like a kid myself when I’m “playing” in 
Superpaint. It is a great feeling to re-capture.” (Rossi, 1993) 
For advantages and disadvantages, the participant believed that “Advantages were 
limidess because technology keeps improving and that offers many more creative modes 
- virtual reality - animation etc. This is true also for the limitations though some are 
unknown at this point.” 
At post-assessment she indicated that Macintosh computers were her choice. She 
had once used an IBM for word processing and was not impressed at all. 
When asked to rate the T.E.A.C.H. experience in terms of increasing her skills 
and knowledge, she commented that she learned much more than she had expected to. 
ASHLEY SIMMONDS 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 7. Qualitative survey results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is an elementary level art teacher K - 5 , 
working in the Ludlow School district in Ludlow, MA, who has taught for six years. 
This participant rated herself at a computer literacy level selection as totally non¬ 
existent. The participant had never used a computer for any personal or classroom use. 
The school she worked at did offer computer usage workshops but she said that she was a 
permanent sub this year and was not aware of the workshop until too late. 
The participant felt positive about using computers in general. She offers no 
comment to question #9, “How do you feel computers might limit or expand a student’s 
creative, artistic, and academic learning abilities?" 
In reply to how knowledgeable she thought her students were, the participant felt 
that this was a relative question. Since she had little knowledge, she therefore felt her 
students were quite knowledgeable. The participant felt her ability was slightly lower 
than her students. 
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In response to what subject areas computers could be particularly well-suited for 
teaching and learning on, the subjects she mentioned were writing and drawing. Pre¬ 
school was the age level this participant felt computers should become available. 
The participant estimated that about 50% of her students have computers at home. 
There were eight computers available for use in her art classroom and access to 
one computer lab in the school. The fear that his participant cited as far as using 
computers in the classroom is concerned was getting stuck and not being able to figure it 
out. 
In response to what the participant felt students would need in the computer area 
in the next decade, She responded that students need to feel comfortable with computers. 
There was no reply to the next two questions, “How do you think the use of computers by 
elementary, secondary, and college level students relate?” and “How do you feel 
computers could relate to art education concepts specifically?” 
The participant indicated that her art department did not have a curriculum which 
includes the computer. No responses were given to these two questions, “What design 
concepts could be taught on a computer?” and “Do you think students would have the 
same experiences learning design concepts on a computer as they would conventionally?” 
When asked what is the current relationship between graphic design and 
computers, she responded that computers are essential to graphic design. She cites speed 
and accuracy as advantages in using computers for design. No disadvantages were listed. 
The participant stated that she would like to make elementary students aware that 
computers can be used in art as well as other subject areas. When asked what equipment 
would the participant choose to teach design and computer graphics, the reply was, “I 
have no idea.” (Simmonds, 1993) 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicated that after using the Project 
T.E.A.C.H. tutorial, she felt “very good” about using computers in art education. Since 
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using Project T.E.A.C.H. the participant felt that computers can expand a student’s 
creative and academic learning experience. 
When asked, “How computer literate did your art students seem when you 
implemented Project T.E.A.C.H.?” She responded, “Very literate compared to me. My 
students have more computer knowledge than I do.” (Simmonds, 1993) 
After training Ms.Simmonds gave the level of Kindergarten as the stage computers 
should become available. In the pre-assessment she first selected pre-school. The 
participant believed freehand drawing would be particularly suitable at the elementary 
level. 
The participant estimated 40% of her students have computers at home. In the 
pre-assessment she selected 50%. In the pre-assessment the participant indicated that she 
did not use a computer at home. In the post-assessment she said that she intended to use 
her computer at home. 
In regard to whether her emotional attitude changed towards using computers 
after T.E.A.C.H., the participant stated, “I had a positive attitude, I knew I could do it. It 
was just a matter of feeling comfortable.” (Simmonds, 1993) 
There was no response (again) to how the participant felt computers could relate 
to art education concepts. Although the participant thought that after delivering the 
selected T.E.A.C.H. lesson plan, that her students did not have the same experiences on a 
computer as in conventional methods, she did not cite any specific examples. 
There were no responses given to the next two questions: Number 14) After 
using T.E.A.C.H., do you find there are any advantages in using computers for design 
you might not have previously considered? and number 15) After using T.E.A.C.H., what 
do you think some of the disadvantages of using computers for design and art education? 
The participant said that business cards and invitations were two ways she might 
use a computer for her own personal use. In response to what equipment the participant 
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would use to teach design and computer graphics, she said she hasn’t tried any other 
equipment (besides what we used) so she would do some research. 
When asked to rate the T.E.A.C.H. experience in terms of increasing her skills 
and knowledge, the participant stated that, “Considering I started at ground zero, I feel 
I’ve gained a lot. I would not hesitate to use computers in my program but I would have 
hesitated before.” (Simmonds, 1993) 
In terms of suggestions she had to improve T.E.A.C.H., she felt she’d like to see 
a special program geared to elementary students. The participant indicted that she found 
the T.E.A.C.H. materials easy to use and understand. After using T.E.A.C.H. her interest 
level to become more involved with computers increased. 
In regards to administration providing training, the participant believed that it is 
the responsibility of the district to do so. She felt that there was not ample opportunities 
for teacher training in her district. She stated “This is because of lack of funding, 
especially in the special subjects area. In-service workshops are almost always geared 
towards classroom teachers (reading, writing, math, etc.). (Simmonds, 1993) 
PEGGY SMALL 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 8. Qualitative survey results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is a secondary level teacher at the middle 
school working in the Southern Berkshire School district in Sheffield, MA, who has 
taught for sixteen years. 
Ms.Small rated herself at a computer literacy level as totally non-existent. 
The participant has never used a personal computer for any reason, she had never 
used one in a classroom setting. The school she worked in did have good computer 
facilities. There were no formal training sessions, but she said that several faculty 
members are happy to help. 
When asked how she personally felt about using computers in education she said. 
“It’s great especially to give the not-so-talented students a chance to achieve. (Small, 
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1993) In terms of whether computers limit or expand a student’s artistic and academic 
learning ability she commented: “As long as a student realizes that a computer is a 
technological tool for creating art and does not take the place of having to learn other 
skills.” (Small, 1993) 
When asked how knowledgeable she thought her students were, the participant 
felt she did not think they were very knowledgeable at the middle school level. She 
believed that her computer skills were lower than her students. She also added: “My 14- 
year-old son has, (as do most of his friends), a far superior knowledge and facility with 
computers than I have.” (Small, 1993) 
In response to what subject areas computers could be particularly well-suited for 
teaching, the participant named, commercial art, fashion design, interior design, two- 
dimensional design, drawing, and art history. Kindergarten/first grade was the level the 
participant felt that computers should become available. The participant estimated about 
50% of her students have computers at home. There was not a classroom computer in her 
art room (“at the moment”), but there were computer labs at the school; however, they are 
not graphics oriented. The main fear the participant had regarding the use of computers in 
the classroom was, “That there won’t be enough time or equipment to cover the demand.” 
(Small, 1993) 
In response to what the participant felt students would need in the computer areas 
in the next decade, she believed that all students will need to know basic functions for 
research. When asked, “How do you think the use of computers by elementary, secondary 
and college level students should related to each other?” She replied that computer 
education should be taught on a building block approach to skill development in 
computers from grades K through college. 
Responding to how computers could relate art education concepts specifically she 
answered: “Computers can be used to reinforce concepts in every facet of art education, 
i.e., elements and principals of design, drawing skills, painting, color theory, advertising, 
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fashion design, stage design, and so on.” (Small, 1993) The participant indicated that her 
art department did not have a curriculum that included computer usage, yet. For, “What 
basic design concepts could be taught via a computer?” She listed the following areas, 
“Symmetry/asymmetry, variety, dominance, unity, harmony, and repetition.” (Small, 
1993) 
The participant felt that students would have the same experiences learning design 
concepts on a computer as they would conventionally. She noted that the basic concepts 
can be viewed and played with on a computer and then can be applied to conventional 
media, i.e., pastels or pen and ink. 
Her opinion on what she felt was the current relationship of graphic design and 
computer was, “Computers have made experimentation with text and layout much more 
flexible. They are a real boom to graphic design.” (Small, 1993) 
The participant did not list any disadvantages of using a computer for design in 
industry, but she said advantageously a designer can easily show a client a large number 
of variations on one theme. 
The participant said that she would like to use computers in design as a tool for 
problem solving artistic ideas. When asked what equipment would she choose to teach 
design and computer graphics she said, “Computers with a lot of memory, capable of 
many different functions including Hyper-Media.” (Small, 1993) 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicated that after using the Project 
T.E.A.C.H. tutorial she felt very informed about computers in art education. Since using 
the Project T.E.A.C.H. she feels more confirmed that computers can expand an art 
experience. 
When asked, “How computer literate did your students seem when you 
implemented a lesson plan?” She said they were a little less literate than they had 
claimed to be initially, but they were enthusiastic about being able to do more than 
before. 
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The participant this time gave the level of pre-school as the stage computers 
should become available. With experience Ms.Small surmised that graphic design areas 
were the most suited to computer usage. The participant now estimated that less than half 
of her students had computers at home. 
In the post-assessment this instructor said she was extremely interested in using a 
computer in her art classroom, but there literally is no place to put any computers in the 
art rooms. In regard to whether her emotional attitude changed towards using computers 
after using T.E.A.C.H. she stated, “Not really, I was positive before. Now I’m just more 
positive.” (Small, 1993) Ms.Small commented that for students going on to art schools 
the computer is a definite necessity; for other students it is just another tool. This 
instructor felt that secondary school art teachers should be informed about computer 
graphics in the same way they are informed about portfolio requirements. 
WARREN SMITH 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 9. Qualitative survey results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is a secondary level art teacher 7-12, 
working in the Westhampton School district in Westhampton, MA, who has taught for six 
years. This participant teaches ceramics, studio art, advanced art concepts, art 
fundamentals, and eighth grade art. 
Mr.Smith rated himself at a computer literacy level selection as totally non¬ 
existent. He added, “I don’t know where the on switch is.” (Smith, 1993) The 
participant had used a computers to type letters for personal use, but he had never used a 
computer in class. The school he worked at did offer computer usage workshops before 
he arrived. 
This instructor felt that the use of computers in education is essential. As far as 
limits or expansion of students' abilities go, he felt that: “Computers may open the world 
of art, (i.e., kinetic process), to students uneasy about traditional art production methods. 
But some students may see the computer as an easy way out.” (Smith, 1993) This 
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participant felt in terms of their knowledgeability, most students have a working 
knowledge of computer functions. “Much more knowledgeable than myself.” (Smith, 
1993) When comparing himself to his students the participant says, “I am in the Cro- 
Magnon stage compared to most students.” (Smith, 1993) 
This participant believes art, industrial arts, English, science, math and business 
are the subject areas were best suited for computers. Pre-school was the age level st 
which computers should become available, according to this teacher. 
Mr.Smith estimated 20 to 30 of his students have computers at home. 
He indicated he had no computers to use in his art room, but that he did have 
access to computer labs in the school. The fear he had about using computers was being 
less knowledgeable than his students. 
In response to what his student would need in the next decade he believes, 
“Access to data banks from central locations like libraries,” (Smith, 1993) 
In terms of a relationship to computer use from K - college, the participant stated “There 
is hopefully some hierarchy of system use and knowledge applicable to each level.” 
(Smith, 1993) 
In coordination with art concepts Mr.Smith felt computers could relate through 
line, depth, repetition, as well as all the elements and principals of design. 
The participant indicated that his department did not have a curriculum which 
includes the computer. He felt any design concepts could be taught on the computer. He 
believed that in conceptual terms students would have the same experiences learning 
design concepts on the computer as they would traditionally. 
When asked what the current relationship was between design and computers he 
stated, “I feel the entire business of graphic design is currendy fused with computers. 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) He sees advantages in using the computer for design 
were, quick ideas, problem solving, fast revisions, accurate and concise design. For 
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possible disadvantages he responded: “Will designers know the mechanics of artistic 
creation without computers?” (Smith, 1993) 
This instructor stated that he would like to use computers in art to reinforce 
existing concepts, learn the use of another tool for artistic production, and help reach all 
students to learn and use their knowledge. When asked what equipment would the 
participant choose to teach design and computer graphics, his response was: “I don’t 
know what computers or software would be current for any given situation.” (Smith, 
1993) 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicated that after using T.E.A.C.H., he 
felt that computers need to be an integral part of art education. Since using the Project 
T.E.A.C.H., the participant felt that ideas and concepts may be explored and 
determinations made at a much faster rate. 
When asked, “How computer literate did your art students seem when you 
implemented Project T.E.A.C.H.? ” He responded, “The students took to the program 
like fish to water. Some used it three periods a day. They were able to spend much more 
time with the program, therefore their manipulation of the tool was greater than mine. 
But not their conceptual sense.” (Smith, 1993) 
The participant this time gave Kindergarten as the stage computers should become 
available, and in art, all levels. The participant estimated 66% of his students have 
computers at home. In the pre-assessment questionnaire he had selected 20 to 30%. 
The participant indicated that he did have plans to obtain a computer for usage in 
his classroom. He intends to use one at home as well. 
In regards to his emotional attitude using computers after using T.E.A.C.H., he 
felt that he was less apprehensive towards using computers. He was now excited about 
the potential of using computers. 
After using T.E.A.C.H. he felt that computers could relate to art education 
concepts by having students relate or prove artistic concepts. This participant felt that 
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after delivering the selected T.E.A.C.H. lesson plan, the students did not have the same 
experiences learning on a computer as they would have conventionally. He said that 
trying different composition was faster on the computer. 
After using T.E.A.C.H., the participant believed that there were advantages of 
using computers he did not previously consider, which he did not list. In terms of 
disadvantages he stated, “As a personal bias, I feel the computer does not allow you to 
physically experience your creation. This may be due to my own three-dimensional clay 
orientation of art creation.” (Smith, 1993) 
When asked what equipment he would use after using T.E.A.C.H., Mr.Smith said, 
“Mac It’s or Mac Centris, a digital scanner, laser printer, a multitude of graphics 
programs for different situations.” (Smith, 1993) This response was from the same 
person who, in the pre-assessment, said he knew so little about computers. He didn’t 
even know where to find the on button. 
When asked to rate the T.E.A.C.H. experience in terms of increasing his skills and 
knowledge, the participant stated that, “Without T.E.A.C.H. I never would have taken the 
plunge.” ((Smith, 1993) In terms of suggestion he had to improve the T.E.A.C.H. 
program he said for him it would have been helpful to start T.E.A.C.H. in the fall rather 
than the spring. The participant indicated that he found the T.E. A.C.H. materials easy to 
use and understand. After using T.E.A.C.H. his interest level to become more involved 
with computers increased. 
In regard to whether the administration provided ample training for teachers, he 
said nothing has been provided in the past six years at this district. When asked how a 
school district can keep art teachers abreast of industry standards in graphic design, 
photography, or computer graphics, the participant had three suggestions: 
1. Provide tuition assistance. 
2. Provide credit for workshops. 
3. Allow for professional time to explore these areas within the school year. 
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PERI SOSSMAN 
A descriptive profile on teacher number 10. Qualitative survey results. 
PRE-ASSESSMENT. This participant is a middle school level art teacher 
working in the Gateway Regional School District in Longmeadow, MA, who has taught 
for four years. 
This participant rated herself an intermediate which was described in the survey as 
fairly knowledgeable regarding computers and software. This participant had used a 
computer for word processing and some design work in her business, but she had never 
used a computer for any classroom activities. The school she worked at did not offer any 
workshops or seminars at all. The participant felt strongly that computers need to be used 
in education because they are every place else. 
In reply to how knowledgeable she though her students were, the participant 
stated that many students have had computer game experience. She said she suspected 
she may have had more experience in computer graphics, “but in games and hand-eye 
coordination the students would clobber me for sure.” (Sossoman, 1993) In response to 
whether computers might limit or expand the student’s creative and artistic learning 
abilities, this participant stated, “Computers will expand a student’s creative abilities, 
because they offer an almost risk free, playful environment for students to play and 
develop concepts.” (Sossoman, 1993) 
In response to what subject areas would be particularly suited for teaching and 
learning, she replied, almost any. She felt that computers should become available for 
classroom usage, she said as soon as possible. The participant estimated that 80% of her 
students have computers they use at home. There were no computers in her art classroom 
but there were lab facilities in the school. The fear the instructor cited as far as using 
computers in the classroom was that something will go wrong with the machine or a 
program won’t do what it’s supposed to do. 
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In response to student needs in the computer area in the next decade, she listed 
keyboarding, word processing, desk-top publishing, and graphics - image making. 
This instructor felt there should be a steady growth of computer art starting in 
elementary school and continuing through college. It should begin with teaching the use 
of computer as a learning and communications tool. The participant indicated that her art 
department in the middle school did not have a curriculum which includes computer 
usage. The participant felt that any design concepts could be taught on the computer. She 
felt the experiences in learning design concepts were not the same on a computer as 
traditionally. 
Ms.Sossoman did not provide a response to the question, “What do you feel is the 
current relationship between graphic design and computers?” In citing the advantages of 
using computer for design the participant said that it removes a lot of the tedious chores. 
She also added that quick changes in color, design option offer optimum comparison 
ability. As far as her feelings on the disadvantages, she replied, “The technology keeps 
changing so quickly that it is frustrating having to constantly learn new programs.” 
(Sossoman, 1993) 
POST-ASSESSMENT. The participant indicated that after using T.E.A.C.H., she 
felt very comfortable in using computers as effective tools in the art education 
curriculum. 
Since using T.E.A.C.H. the participant felt that the computer would expand a student’s 
creative learning experience because it creates a risk free environment, and the magic of 
technology holds students' attention and keeps them on task. 
When asked, “How computer literate did your students seem when you 
implemented a lesson from T.E.A.C.H.?” She responded, “Varied, the majority are quite 
computer literate while others (a few) were new to computers. (Sossoman, 1993) 
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This time when asked what level the computer should become available she 
responded, “All levels - all ages, particularly middle school and up.” (Sossoman, 1993) 
This was more specific compared to her pre-assessment response of as soon as possible. 
After giving one design lesson from T.E.A.C.H., she listed the following areas she 
felt would be particularly suited to learning through computers: graphic design, three- 
dimensional design, layout, advertising, interior design, and stage set design. 
The participant estimated that 75% of her students have used computers at home. 
This is below her 80% pre-assessment response. 
In regard to whether her emotional attitude changed in terms of using computers 
after using T.E.A.C.H., she stated: “Yes. I was apprehensive that students might not see 
computer usage as a studio experience. However, the students were very receptive.” 
(Sossoman, 1993) 
After using T.E.A.C.H. the participant believed that computers could relate to art 
education concepts as follows: “Computers fit very nicely into the art education program 
and concepts. They provide a quick way to develop concepts, allow students to ‘erase’ 
and ‘start over’ without losing their ideas or initial work.” (Sossoman, 1993) 
She cites a difference between traditional methods and the computers in design 
was that developing on the computer seems less risky to a student: “The experience of 
using the tools in a computer program frees up the creative process for the students. They 
are surprised at their own ability to come up with something creative. Sometimes though, 
there is frustration with this electronic machine.” (Sossoman, 1993) 
After using T.E.A.C.H. the participant felt that in terms of advantages to computer 
use that the computer is a great tool for precision and experimentation, especially in 
graphic design. She did not cite any disadvantages. 
When asked how she might use a computer for her own use she stated, “In 
manipulating photos and clip-art for collages as well as desk-top publishing pursuits.’ 
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(Sossoman, 1993) After using T.E.A.C.H. the participant commented she would use 
Macintosh computers to teach design and computer graphics. 
When asked to rate the T.E.A.C.H. experience the participant stated, “I would rate 
the experience very highly. The T.E.A.C.H. program was very thorough. The materials 
were very easy to use and understand.” (Sossoman, 1993) This instructor had no 
suggestions for making the T.E.A.C.H.experience more productive. After using 
T.E.A.C.H. the interest level of this participant increased. 
In terms of the responsibility of administration to provide teacher training, the 
respondent said this, “I feel that the responsibility is a joint one. Administration should 
be supportive and encouraging through stipends, and art teachers should seek this out.” 
(Sossoman, 1993) 
Quantitative Survey results 
The population of the quantitative survey consisted of public school art 
coordinators residing in the New England region, inclusive of one section of New York 
State bordering on New England. 
Two-page questionnaires were sent to each state. 154 surveys were sent to 
Connecticut from which I received 59 responses or 38%. 145 surveys were sent to Maine 
from which I received 37 or 25%. 231 surveys were sent to Maine from which I 
received 86 or 37%. 54 were sent to New Hampshire from which I received 26 or 48%. 
86 were sent to New York State from which I received 36 or 41%. 58 were sent to 
Vermont from which I received 15 or 25%. 36 surveys were sent to Rhode Island from 
which I received 15 or 41%. The total number of surveys distributed was 764. The total 
number of responses I received was 276 or 35%. 
The questionnaires were two pages long, consisting of six yes/no formats, two 
lists, two opinion. There were nine questions in total. The nature of this study was 
predominantly statistical. The data I was seeking would portray demographics involving 
the budgets, size of schools and art departments, computer facilities and equipment. 
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computers available in art classrooms, and art courses which included the use of 
computers. 
The 276 questionnaire data was first tabulated by hand and then tabulated by 
computer in Microsoft Word software. Percentages and totals were transformed 
pictorially into charts and graphs for a concise visual format to depict results and patterns 
more easily. The graphs describe each situation individually. 
The quantitative questionnaire is included in the appendices along with the charts 
(from each state) which listed hardware and software utilized for art courses in New 
England public schools. 
The statistical results to Question #1 on the total number of schools in the New 
England region, with computer graphics equipment are depicted in the bar chart below: 
Table 1 
Number of Schools with Computer Graphics Equipment 
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The statistical results to Question #2 on the total number of schools in New England with 
commercial art courses is depicted in the bar chart below. 
Table 2 
Number of Schools With Commercial Art Courses 
The statistical results to question #3 on the total number of schools with art courses that 
involve computers is depicted below. 
Table 3 
Schools with Art Courses that Involve Computers 
The statistical results on question #4 regarding total number of schools that offer 
computer courses is depicted below. 
Table 4 
Schools Offering Computer Courses 
The statistical results to question #5 on the total number of schools offering general 
computer labs is depicted below. 
Tabe 5 
Schools Offering General Computer Labs 
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The statistical results to question #6 on the total number of schools with facilities 
exclusive for art purposes is depicted below. 
Table 6 
Schools with Facilities Exclusively for Art Purposes 
□ YES 
0NO 
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The tables below give a graphical account of budgets allocated for computer purposes in 
various states. 
Table 7 
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Table 8 
Budget Allocated to Computer Purchases 
The following graph shows the responses from the various questionnaires on the question 
“Do you feel there needs to be a relationship between public schools and colleges?” 
Table 9 
Responses toward a need for a relationship 
between public schools and colleges 
For the two opinion-based questions, the replies were open-ended formats where teachers 
were asked to respond to these two questions: How important is it for art students to be 
familiar with computers? In your opinion, how do you think the use of computers by 
elementary and secondary students compare with that of college students? 
The first question had an overwhelming majority of the respondents indicate that 
they perceived it was very important for their art students to be familiar with computers. 
I have included a few quotes from each state, that reflect this sentiment. 
CONNECTICUT 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. 
Computers are a part of our lives and they are an integral part of the commercial 
art field. Students who have had the opportunity to take computer graphics 
courses in elementary and secondary schools will be more proficient in college.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers 
(extremely). Lack of experience in public school is detrimental to the career of 
college level students. I am witnessing ex-students without jobs because of lack 
of computer experience in public schools.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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M^INE 
It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. Art teaches 
tools, but secondary kids need more exposure to all tools, especially in graphic 
arts which is increasingly computer driven in the real world.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) J 
It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. 
Computers serve as learning tools for all ages.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
MASSACHUSETTS 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. 
Computers are almost as common-place as telephones. Students need to know 
how to communicate with this tool. My guess would be that most elementary and 
secondary students don’t get adequate exposure to computers.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. Our 
own art students are at a serious disadvantage because they are not using the 
computer as a design tool. Most students still see the computer as a toy or typing 
machine.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. I will 
be starting to use the computer with art students this spring. I think it is a good 
experience and opens them up to different ideas about art and how to create an 
image.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. They 
enhance the level of investigation of the creative process, provide instant visual 
feedback thus allowing one to pursue limitless solutions to visual problems.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. I just 
received my masters in education from Lesley college. In my own study, I found 
my students were more likely to experiment with drawing when they were able to 
save their original design. Students were able to go back to their work and make 
multitudes of changes. This allowed them to view all creations and choose the 
best design. When working with pencil and paper, students are less likely to 
make experimental changes because it destroys the original, and if they don’t like 
the changes, they have to throw away their drawing and begin again.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. As 
related to all art media, they are of equal value sequentially to a curriculum 
development.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. It’s 
very unfortunate our computer graphics was cut out due to the loss of a half 
position.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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NEW YORK 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. We 
are in the process of beginning a five year plan to provide equipment, software 
and in-service training for teaching computer graphics 9 - 12.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. 
Toward the 21st century common applications will be in the art field at everv 
level.” 
RHODE ISLAND 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. 
Virtually all creative areas are incorporating digital technology from photography, 
graphics, animation, film making, to landscape and architectural applications.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
VERMONT 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. I 
recently purchased a Mac and never thought it would be of much use... wow was I 
ever wrong. I use it just about every day and so do my kids. I bought the Mac 
from the educators program this fall. I’m going to be a second one.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) 
“It is very important for art students to be familiar with computers. I feel 
computers are an important tool for drawings, duplicate drawings or using it in a 
variety of ways in the visual arts process which is meaningful to students and 
artists.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
The second open-ended response question had much more of a mixture in 
the opinions, in terms of how they though the usage of the computer as a tool by 
elementary and secondary level students compared with that of college level 
students. 
I provided some of the comments that spanned the art department 
coordinator’s view points on this question per state. 
CONNECTICUT 
“In terms of usage, I’ve noticed the elementary aged students are less 
afraid with computers, more willing to try it.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Students have contact with computers starting in Kindergarten, labs in 
middle school, but no specific art computer work until high school.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) 
“The students here in elementary and secondary level develop good basic „ 
Abilities which I feel are no way comparable to the advanced college level work. 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“The use of computers between all levels is probably the same.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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“Students who interact with computers at an early age will work with 
computers more as college students.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Most students need more computer training to be prepared for college.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Elementary and secondary level students learn how to use programs. 
College level students learn to solve problems.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
MAINE 
“Elementary and secondary usage is just basic introduction compared to 
college level.” 
MASSACHUSETTS 
“Elementary level- more game/task oriented. Secondary level - most for 
word processing. College level - I’m not sure.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 
1993) 
“Elementary and secondary students should be introduced to the basics - 
(fun), college level should provide more in-depth, commercial using art.” 
(Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“For many students with no exposure to computers in elementary and 
secondary levels, there is a rude awakening at the college level when they are 
expected to know about them.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Computers only provide a tool for more efficient performance unless a 
program is specifically designed to teach. For elementary and secondary level, 
computers should be carefully evaluated as to educational value. Often then- 
presence in the classroom is just trendy razzle-dazzle.” (Anonymous Survey 
Quote, 1993) 
“There is far more exposure at the college level than in elementary and 
secondary levels.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“Computer use by elementary and secondary level students is not 
necessary.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
“Currently in the secondary level art courses computers are introduced to 
the students so they have some knowledge of computer graphics.” (Anonymous 
Survey Quote, 1993) 
NEW YORK 
“Elementary and secondary levels are developing the understanding of and 
abilities on the computer. While learning at the college level requires a higher use 
of sophistication.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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“I think that there is no comparison between elementary and secondary 
students with college level. It’s like asking, “At which level is reading more 
important.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“I would assume that the college level student would have a better notion 
of how to use abstract forms and textures generated by computer graphics 
programs, and further, that the understanding of manipulation of the computer in 
general would enhance the capability of the student to manifest good results - 
abstract or realistic.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
RHODE ISLAND 
“Computers are now a basic technology. Elementary, secondary and 
college level use it as a tool to explore and experiment.” (Anonymous Survey 
Quote, 1993) 
VERMONT 
“Computer use between grade school and college is very similar in other 
areas, but not art.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
Should curriculum development be established from public school up through college 
level? 
“Computers alone cannot save the public schools, but this much is clear; 
the vast majority of teachers believe that computers have already become essential 
learning tools. And baseline computer skills are fast becoming indispensable for 
employability and upward mobility in our society.” (Piller, 1992) 
Computers in art are similarly an important student literacy tool. While they are 
not a panacea for art education woes, they are one important aspect of an art student’s 
training at all age levels. 
It is evident that a highly structured curriculum would probably not be pragmatic 
nor well - received by American school districts. It appears that a portion of New 
England districts have no formal curriculums established for art at all. Implementation of 
computer art on such a magnanimous scale would be prohibitive financially. However, 
there are many art department coordinators who express a need to have a model 
curriculum for their own reference. It would be highly beneficial if the National Art 
Education Association, or some such equivalent organization, could provide a generic 
type reference model which could tie into skills and goals appropriate to K - 12 levels in 
computer usage for pre-existing art programs. 
Another possibility would be for some type of organization to poll school districts 
with documented computer art curriculums and collate their programs into a bound 
document and, (with each districts' approval), circulate it to other art coordinators in all 
school districts. This reference could or could not be used, on a completely voluntary 
level. 
It should also become the responsibility of collegiate art education programs to 
include a course in computer explorations and link art education concepts into curriculum 
development. 
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The aspect of developing continuity between public schools and college programs 
in a curricular relationship seems an even more unmanageable task. The variation of 
course work, classifications, and computer equipment among public schools is 
compounded by the divergent track also evident at the college level. There is virtually no 
real concrete mode of communication between public schools and colleges except for 
perhaps art education programs that occur through student teaching practicums. There 
have been some mentor programs and grants that have linked the two, but perhaps more 
could be done in this area accordingly. 
Interestingly, reciprocity between public school and college programs is a 
somewhat controversial issue within my quantitative research. Some art department 
coordinators depicted a very hostile attitude. The results statistically appear in chapter 5 
in the data analysis section. The opinions, however, are interesting to evaluate. I am 
incorporating some quotations from art department coordinators on whether a 
relationship needs to be established between public schools and colleges, in order for 
public school art teachers to plan curriculum in computer graphic areas. 
CONNECTICUT 
“No, a relationship does not need to be established between public schools 
and colleges. Most high school art students do not go on to study art in college.’ 
(Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. Articulation is always beneficial in any area, not just the arts. We must 
keep the primary goal of education in mind and increase efficiency in achieving 
these goals.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. This integration would create a smooth transition from public schools to 
college. All subject material could be related.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. If we do not know what is being taught in the colleges we cannot direct 
the student studies in this direction.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. However, I feel colleges should pick up on what has been taught in the 
public schools and continue the exposure. I also believe colleges are there to 
prepare students for particular careers . Therefore, their teaching curriculum 
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should be to the end. The computer should be pursued as a tool as well as an art 
form.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. I am now in the process of developing curriculum not only for the art 
classes but also (the place of computers) for the K - 12 curriculum. I do think that 
the more schools, colleges and businesses work together, the better education 
would be.”(Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“No, a relationship does not necessarily need to be established between 
public schools and colleges. Not all students are interested in the technological 
aspect of computer art. I find that more are interested in increasing their hands-on 
skills with media and technique. I feel that computers negate the skill of 
artist/craftsman and remove the human qualities from art.” (Anonymous Survey 
quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. I have mixed feelings as well. I hope our students are learning a global 
understanding of the computer art process, so that they will easily shift gears to 
new ideas and different platforms. The technology is changing so fast that art 
program continuity will be full of change.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. I believe the first part of your statement should be implemented. 
However, I believe colleges need to grasp what really exists in the public schools 
rather than the other way around.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
MAINE 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. This institution offers all art and we are establishing more 
communication with the Maine School Art (formerly Portland School of Art). We 
are hoping to increase the level of the arts by this communication.” (Anonymous 
Survey quote, 1993) 
“No, a relationship does not need to be established between public schools 
and colleges. Much time is need for all this to shake out. We are in transition and 
the industry itself is not standardized. A simple set of capabilities needed would 
be useful if platforms, software names, etc. were not part of it.” (Anonymous 
Survey quote, 1993) 
“No, a relationship does not need to be established between public schools 
and colleges. High school is high school. Let the students learn and experiment. 
In college have students directed and advanced.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 
1993) 
MASSACHUSETTS 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. I agree, but it would be difficult as each district has a different 
philosophy and different general resources to accomplish a coordination effort. 
(Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
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“Yes and no, a relationship does not necessarily need to be established 
between public schools and colleges. Yes, but in reverse. The plan would have a 
more logical sequence if it were planned from the high school up, not from the 
college down. After all I’ve found (after 30 years as director) that 90% of the 
college faculties are impressed with their positions, but are nearly 100% ignorant 
of reality (needs of education that is).” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“No, a relationship does not need to be established between public schools 
and colleges. Logistics are bad enough let alone coordinating another factor into 
the scene.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. In a small school like ours (500 students) and only one art teacher, we 
are probably not able to offer a separate computer course, but any relationship 
between levels would be a plus." (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. A linkage in the ‘age of assimilation’ is absolutely necessary.” 
(Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. A relationship between all education levels, K - college, and the 
community in general, should all communicate well. (Anonymous Survey quote, 
1993) 
NEW YORK 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. As in all areas of art there should be a coordinated effort.” (Anonymous 
Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. We need to prepare kids for the next level with good viable basics. 
However, local schools can and should be able to plan goals for the department; 
for instance, fine arts versus applied art thrust.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. Ideally, public schools should be the basis for the curriculum, not take 
direction from colleges. Perhaps it should be an equal effort. I think colleges are 
not in touch with the reality of education whereas the public schools are way out 
of it in terms of the importance of computer technology.” (Anonymous Survey 
quote, 1993) 
RHODE ISLAND 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges, but the other way. Colleges should build on secondary experience, 
secondary should not be expected to be pre-college training. Secondary programs 
have goals of their own.’’(Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
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VERMONT 
“Yes, a relationship needs to be established between public schools and 
colleges. I believe this is important in all areas for schools to plan out relevant 
curriculum. (And the college curriculum needs to be relevant to the workplace) 
everything should be related and relevant.” (Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
Variables regarding school districts, teachers, and students 
When I did my quantitative and qualitative research, I only chose the New 
England region and part of New York State. Out of my total population I received less 
than one-third of the responses. While some of the non-replies could indicate that there 
was no art department or art curriculum, in some districts it is possible that some of the 
remaining schools had good or above average situations. I would have to document 
further in order for more concrete conclusions to be drawn. I also cannot address the 
current quality of art programs in the rest of the country, and this would affect the overall 
picture. 
Also, there may be a sizable portion of the art departments I surveyed who have 
implemented some curricular changes, or added computers into their districts since my 
survey was done. This again might affect the total numbers involved. 
The teachers that were in my qualitative group were probably not a typical group. 
They were chosen randomly, but they were extremely positive and open-minded. The 
teachers in the quantitative study were more mixed in attitudes. I would approximate that 
one-quarter was very negative about computer usage; another one-quarter was somewhat 
ambivalent, and the remaining half were positive. 
It is important to note that the teachers in the qualitative study only worked with a 
small minority of their students, as opposed to working with all of the students in all art 
classes. This population was not random but was selected purposely by the teachers as 
those students that were most productive, most gifted and, therefore, most motivated. 
► 
This aspect also affected the nature of my study, which was limited in its scope. 
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What insights have been gained for education in computer usage for art? 
It has been established by varied sources that the computer as a medium is quite 
set apart from most artistic mediums. 
As a reflection on the unique medium, an instructor commented: “When 
working with the computer, ideas interact each other in a multi-dimensional 
space. There is much more free association. The computer doesn’t have the same 
linear step-by-step format as other media... When you think about the complexity 
of society today, this kind of art has a correlation to everyday life. It represents a 
new kind of problem solving, a new kind of methodology.” (Anonymous Survey 
quote, 1993) 
As quoted by the designers, teachers, and instructors included in this dissertation, 
computers have the potential of varied creative expression. Many teachers documented 
an increase in student performance, as well as an uninhibited playful feeling of their own- 
which was liberating. 
This feeling is also documented by Deborah Greh : “Computers provide a 
playground for ideas and images, and many art teachers find that computers 
restore playfulness to art. Risk taking, experimentation, exploration and play all 
are essential to the artistic process and all are possible with computers.” 
(Anonymous Survey quote, 1993) 
There was a time when high quality computers were not affordable to the public 
at large, and certainly not to public schools. Prices are now diving, and incredible 
machines can be bought for relatively little money. This January the power PC’s by 
Macintosh will hit the market for less than $2,000. These top-of-the-line machines have 
great storage and color capacity and are also touted to be completely IBM compatible. 
The affordability will not only make purchasing a reality in school districts, but more 
students (and/or their families) will be able to afford one or more home computers. This 
would reinforce what can be taught in school and would certainly provide more general 
literacy to more students. 
Schools that previously couldn’t afford one or two computers will be able to 
purchase economical yet high performance machines. This might help to offset many of 
the documented districts who had little or no budgets with which to work. 
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Deborah Greh speculates; “The cost of computers will continue to fall and 
computer memory and graphics capabilities will increase. More color and color 
mixing will be available in computers schools can afford.” (Greh, 1990) 
When art teachers take workshops or participate in seminars or special programs 
like T.E.A.C.H., then awareness breeds awareness. The Burlington School District in 
Burlington, Massachusetts, (the model school), provides a model for emulation for other 
districts. The art department is very communicative and provides a resource to schools in 
the region. Grants and mentor programs also provide the impetus to motivate and interest 
other art coordinators in working with computers on various levels. 
Recommendations for further study 
Many topics surfaced through my literary research as well as from the quantitative 
and qualitative surveys, which would be beneficial to art education as they relate to the 
subject of this dissertation. Some crucial topics include: 
International Comparisons - How do our public schools compare with art 
programs and the use of computers abroad? “Our children will be ill-equipped to 
compete in a global economy in which computer skills are required,” says Jerry Borell in 
MacWorld Magazine. He projects that in general our students are not going to be able to 
compete in the future due to other lack of computer skills. It seems that Mr. Borell's 
research supports his opinion. If this is the case, it would not be far-fetched to assume 
our art education, visual-communications, design and computer usage could also be 
inferior comparatively. It would be helpful to investigate specifically what is taught and 
when to students on a international scope. 
Administrative Training - What has been done, or should be done, to enlighten 
and train administrators in computer usage? Mr.Borell describes a contemporary 
scenario: 
“The modem workplace requires many skills, including the ability to work 
with many technologies; to acquire, evaluate, and use information, to organize 
resources; to collaborate with others; and to understand elaborate systems and 
relationships.” (Borell, 1992) 
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It was a recurring comment in my research that teachers lack training. But what 
about administrators? These are the people who ultimately prepare budgets and allocate 
funds in school systems. It is terribly important for this group to fully understand 
technology and have a high-end literacy in a hands-on way themselves. 
It would be helpful to obtain research on this problem and to seek solutions. This 
is crucial first step at this level. If administrators are ignorant of general computer needs, 
then the other non-math and science areas will be ignored. Administrators need to know 
how technology should be integrated into all subject areas before they make expenditures 
and plans for computer facilities. 
Public versus Private Education. How is the computer utilized as an art tool in 
private schools? I choose only to investigate public education for this dissertation. It 
would be useful to explore how and what private schools have done in this area. It is 
possible that “model” departments would exist in the private sector among school 
districts, which would be worth analyzing. 
Art Education Programs. How are collegiate programs responding to the training 
of art teachers in using the computer as a tool (studio pursuits), or academically (art 
historical and aesthetic pursuits)? 
“You can’t train teachers when they’re 21 years old and that’s it, that’s 
their training... and, it also can’t be training on computers; it has to be training on 
teaching history if you’re going to be a history teacher. And in that course you 
learn how computers can help you in teaching your subject matter. (Piller, 1993) 
Colleges such as Rhode Island School of Design, have added courses (two levels) 
on computer concepts for art education which address this need. But this was a recent 
1993 addition, at a top art school. Researching other schools would be productive. 
Teacher Training. What can be done to improve teacher training in this country? 
There were many comments made in general regarding the lack of teacher training. In the 
article by Mr. Borell, Mr. Borell reiterates this need : 
“Most national studies show that what schools lack is not so much basic 
hardware, however, as teacher training in computer use. (Borell, 1992) 
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It was well-documented that teacher training was beyond inadequate in the 
literature I read. Furthermore, Both my qualitative and quantitative research proved this 
point dramatically. 
I developed the concept of my T.E.A.C.H. tutorial project (as a prototype) for art 
education as an experimental possibility to meet the training needs in existence on a small 
scale. 
Mr. Borell mentions some of those people in leadership capacities who are trying 
to improve the situation: 
“Congresswoman Joan Horn, a former teacher at pre-school and college 
levels, is working informally to provide computer training for teachers in teacher 
training colleges in the hope that this will pre-dispose them to use the technology 
that some schools provide. Some individuals are trying to do what they can in the 
scheme of things." (Borell, 1992) 
In this dissertation I mentioned a few other organized groups, such as CADRE, 
who experiment with the computer and provide training, but there are so few 
organizations and so many teachers that need exposure. 
Some of the art teachers in my qualitative survey suggested some ways to 
train on the local level: “Some type of program should exist between neighboring 
school districts. Professional days could allow visitations to show in each subject 
area what is being done and faculty could confer on topics such as art education 
and new technologies.” 
“I have three suggestions in regard to what the administration here could 
do to enhance training: 
1. Provide tuition assistance. 
2. Provide credit for workshops. 
3. Allow for professional time to explore these areas within the school 
year.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“This district ignores specialty areas. In-service workshops are only 
geared towards classroom teachers (reading, writing, math). We need workshops 
in music, art and physical education too.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
“I feel the responsibility is a joint one. Administration should be 
supportive and encouraging through stipends and art teachers should seek this 
out.” (Anonymous Survey Quote, 1993) 
Still on a larger scope, some type of restructuring needs to occur to enable teacher 
training to be implemented on a scale of any magnitude. We need more research on 
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budgets, structures and administrative procedures, as well as what other methods do work 
in this country or overseas. 
Deborah Greh believes that more changes and experimentation will be 
forthcoming : “The future of computer art lies in unexplored images. Perhaps 
they will be revealed to us by our students: they may involve images that unfold 
in time. Whatever the future possibilities, their foundations can be found in the 
attitudes taken by art educators now. what is needed is an openness to the 
computer, more experimentation and a sharing of ideas and experiences in using 
computers in the creation of visual images.” (Greh, 1990) 
Throughout my interviews with designers and faculty, there were four recurring 
themes which surfaced. These topics are extremely important and they warrant further 
investigation by art educators. 
The following topics of consideration are: 
How does the computer affect the creative process? Another area of 
recommended study to pursue would be the relationship of creativity to the computer in 
the creation of art. There were varied opinions documented in this dissertation which 
reflected both positive and negative assumptions on how a computer affects the creative 
process of an artist. This is a very important subject which could have a substantial 
impact on art education methods and curriculum development. 
Does the computer enhance or sacrifice the integrity of good design? Artists, 
designers, and educators all indicated that using a computer can affect the quality of 
design. Many teachers in my study agreed that without a strong design foundation 
students will chum out generic, lifeless, work. It was pointed out that some students 
relied too heavily on the computer in an art process. Some faculty concluded that good 
design is sometimes sacrificed in this respect. The computer must be introduced at the 
right point and then used judiciously in art education endeavors. 
Teacher and Artist Attitudes toward the use of the computer in art. Many teachers 
articulated some fears and biases involving computers. Several teachers stated that the 
computer lacks sensuous qualities and is too mechanical. These feelings could have just 
as well been said at the advent of photography. Technology, generally, tends to intimidate 
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people. In this situation human nature demonstrates more cautious and guarded attitudes. 
Teachers should be allowed the opportunity to become less threatened and to be made 
more secure. This can be accomplished through literacy. Ignorance in life, is usually at 
the root of misunderstanding and lack of acceptance. It is these psychological hurdles that 
must be overcome to change prior educator attitudes regarding technology and art. 
Where will computer use in art lead us? It is apparent that computers are here to 
stay and they will evolve in their sophistication and application for many areas of 
education including art. The Multi-media and kinetic areas will be of great interest and 
will open up more possibilities for all artists. It will be interesting to observe how 
traditional methods may be enhanced in the planning or experimental stages with 
computer usage. As new technological media develops, new ways of communication and 
creating will follow. We must approach the future with optimism but also with care. 
"We do not fully know how effectively computers can be used for art 
instruction or as a new artistic process. If we focus on the medium , as so many 
teachers now do, ('Today, class, we are doing paper-mache' ),then we are right in 
fearing the computer in the classroom. If this happens we will have lost our 
greatest gift, the essential thing we have to teach. We will have lost the artistic 
process - a way of knowing ourselves, our world, and a way of shaping and 
responding to it." (Saskowsky, 1986) 
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